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Summary
Natural lowland rivers are dynamic environments with a high ecological value. However, 

most lowland rivers have lost their natural functions and 90% of the European and North-

American river floodplains are in a degraded state. As a response to the degradation of 

floodplains, many restoration projects have been initiated to re-introduce the dynamics 

that occur in natural floodplains. Subsequently, changes in land cover will occur more 

often over a range of temporal and spatial scales. These changes include 1) modification, 

which is the variation in the attributes of the floodplain land cover such as yearly 

variation in vegetation height and greenness or daily variation of water temperature; 

and 2) conversion, which is the change from one land-cover type into another caused by 

sudden or gradual processes, such as deforestation or succession, respectively. Floodplain 

functions are strongly determined by land cover. Many of these functions compete in 

space in already narrowed floodplains. Integrated river management tries to unite the 

spatial claims of functions by managing the floodplains such that land cover is optimized 

for multiple functions. Knowledge on the state of the floodplain is indispensable for 

integrated floodplain management. Monitoring is essential to capture the dynamics, to 

evaluate changes, and to document the state of floodplains over time.

The main objective of this thesis was to establish remote-sensing methods for the 

monitoring of terrestrial and aquatic floodplain land cover over multiple spatial and 

temporal scales. I developed several remote-sensing based solutions for the monitoring 

of land cover dynamics and change in river floodplains and tested these for floodplains of 

the lower Rhine. Images acquired using unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) were used to 

improve floodplain land-cover mapping and to detect variation of terrestrial and aquatic 

land-cover characteristics over space and time. Satellite data from multiple sensors were 

used to detect the change of land-cover types in floodplains.

Land-cover modification over the course of one year was studied using temporal profiles 

of different floodplain vegetation types. Monitoring of floodplain land cover is commonly 

performed by repeatedly mapping floodplains based on remote sensing data acquired 

at single moments in time, thereby neglecting seasonal dynamics of vegetation. UAVs 

increase the potential for high-frequency monitoring, because of the flexibility to deploy 

them. I tested how accurately vegetation height of non-woody vegetation species can 

be estimated with multitemporal, high-spatial-resolution UAV imagery over a year. 

Field reference data on vegetation height were collected at six moments during one year 

within a single floodplain. Simultaneously with each field survey, a UAV recorded true-

colour and false-colour imagery from which I calculated normalized digital surface models 

(nDSMs) and a vegetation index based on consumer-grade camera output. Vegetation 

height was determined with an accuracy similar to much more expensive airborne LiDAR 

data. Moreover, the multitemporal nDSMs yielded meaningful profiles of greenness and 

vegetation height over time, which enabled discriminating the different land-cover types.
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Multitemporal image classification was used to map floodplain land cover using the same 

dataset as for the temporal profiles. Existing monitoring methods based on airborne 

images from manned platforms result in low classification accuracies, especially for 

spectrally similar vegetation types, such as grassland and herbaceous vegetation. The 

temporal profiles of height and greenness of low – grass and herbaceous – floodplain 

vegetation were used to classify of floodplain land cover with multitemporal UAV images. 

Multitemporal classification was compared with single time step classification to 

explore the effect of varying the number and timing of imagery acquisition moments. 

An object-based Random Forest classification was applied to data of different time 

step combinations to classify the study area into six vegetation classes and four non-

vegetation classes. The overall classification accuracy increased from 96.5% with data 

from a single time step to 99.3% when using data from two or more time steps. The 

user’s accuracies of the classes with large spectral similarity, such as natural grassland 

and herbaceous vegetation, also exceeded 90%. The combination of imagery from 

June and September resulted in the highest overall accuracy for two time steps, which 

are the moments of maximum measured greenness and maximum vegetation height 

respectively. This method is a practical and highly accurate solution for monitoring areas 

of a few square kilometres. For large-scale monitoring of floodplains, the same method is 

recommended, but with data from airborne platforms covering larger extents.

Land-cover conversion over the course of five years was studied at the scale of a 100-km 

long river segment. Up-to-date information on land cover conversion is indispensable 

for adequate floodplain management. However, there are several limitations to the 

application of existing land-cover-change detection (LCCD) methods in river floodplains. 

Common post-classification LCCD, which is based on comparing land cover maps of 

subsequent time steps, is sensitive to classification errors in the separate time-step 

maps. Pre-classification LCCD, which is based on changes in spectral values of land cover 

over time, is complicated due to 1) phenological cycles of the vegetation, 2) differences in 

illumination, 3) the use of a single sensor, which limits data availability, and 4) atmospheric 

and radiometric effects. As an alternative, an object-based approach was evaluated for a 

known initial land cover map, in which a sequential deviation of a land-cover object from 

its class mean was used to predict land-cover conversion. I analysed how successful the 

change detection of land-cover objects in river floodplains was with time series of off-the-

shelf satellite imagery of Landsat (7 & 8) and Sentinel (1 & 2) for the period between 2012 

and 2017. An important prerequisite of this method was the availability of a land cover map 

at the starting point of the LCCD. For most classes the change detection was unsuccessful 

(producer’s accuracy <60%), mainly due to low between-class contrast of their class 

conversion. Still, changes of natural forest, grassland and agricultural fields were detected 

well (producer’s accuracy >75%). The LCCD method has important advantages compared 

to common land-cover-change detection methods, such as high monitoring frequency, 

independence of repeated land-cover classification or multi-temporal spectral analysis, 

and fast processing, because it allows using off-the-shelf imagery.
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Modification of surface water temperature in floodplain water bodies was studied at sub-

daily scale. Reliable predictions of the thermal habitat suitability of restoration measures 

require detailed temperature measurements over time. It was assessed how accurate 

water temperature in a floodplain side channel can be documented from thermal UAV 

maps. In addition, the associated habitat suitability for native and alien fish assemblages 

was estimated based on the derived temperature maps. Water surface temperatures were 

mapped four times during a hot summer day with an RMSE of 0.53 °C over all surveys. The 

maps were used to calculate the potentially occurring fraction (POF) of freshwater fish 

using species sensitivity distributions (SSDs). During the day, temperatures in the side 

channel increased rapidly to values (25-30 °C) that are detrimental for many fish species. 

The study showed that thermal imagery from UAVs is an efficient and accurate information 

source to monitor spatiotemporal patterns of thermal habitat suitability. The use of local 

thermal imagery also decreased uncertainty of habitat suitability estimations up to 79% 

when compared to traditional methods that rely on temperatures of an upstream gauging 

station.

Looking forward from the advancements in floodplain monitoring achieved in this thesis, 

the presently available range of spaceborne and airborne platforms and sensors offers 

great opportunities for collect information on land-cover modification and conversion 

across a range of spatial and temporal scales. UAVs are flexible to deploy and provide 

low-cost maps with very high detail and accuracy. The maps greatly support monitoring 

the effects of our efforts to improve the degraded state of floodplains worldwide. The 

presently available off-the-shelf satellite data offer great prospects for documenting the 

dynamics of floodplain land cover as well as the development of floodplain restoration 

measures at the scale of 100-km river segments. Accurate maps of floodplain land cover 

and methods to detect land-cover change over multiple scales provides stakeholders a 

more flexible perspective on scales in the design phase of river-restoration measures and 

support in their decision-making. Moreover, the international alignment of monitoring 

methods will support the development of floodplain management at catchment scale. 

Standardized and continuous monitoring over large areas will increase our understanding 

of river systems and the impact of human-related stressors on floodplains. This may 

advance our management of floodplains and help us recovering and protecting these rich 

ecosystems and the benefits they provide humanity.
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Samenvatting
Natuurlijke laaglandrivieren zijn dynamische systemen met een hoge ecologische 

waarde. De meeste laaglandrivieren hebben hun natuurlijke functies echter verloren en 

90% van de Europese en Noord-Amerikaanse overstromingsvlakten en uiterwaarden 

verkeren in een gedegradeerde staat. Als reactie op de degradatie van uiterwaarden zijn 

er tal van herstelprojecten geïnitieerd om de dynamiek die men vindt in natuurlijke 

overstromingsvlakten te herintroduceren. Als gevolg hiervan zullen veranderingen van 

landbedekking in uiterwaarden vaker optreden over een reeks van ruimte- en tijdschalen. 

Deze veranderingen omvatten 1) modificatie, ofwel de variatie in de kenmerken van 

landbedekking in uiterwaarden, zoals jaarlijkse variatie in vegetatiehoogte en groenheid 

of de dagelijkse variatie in watertemperatuur, en 2) conversie, ofwel de verandering 

van de ene landbedekkingsklasse in de andere als gevolg van plotselinge of geleidelijke 

processen, zoals respectievelijk ontbossing of successie. Landbedekking bepaalt in sterke 

mate de functies van uiterwaarden. Veel functies concurreren om de beperkt beschikbare 

ruimte in uiterwaarden. Integraal rivierbeheer probeert verschillende functies in 

uiterwaarden ruimtelijk te combineren door de landbedekking te optimaliseren voor 

meerdere functies. Kennis over de staat van landbedekking is onmisbaar voor integraal 

rivierbeheer. Monitoren is essentieel om de dynamiek van landbedekking vast te legen, 

veranderingen te evalueren en de staat van uiterwaarden te documenteren.

Het hoofddoel van deze thesis was het tot stand brengen van remote-sensing methoden 

voor de monitoring van terrestrische en aquatische landbedekking van uiterwaarden over 

meerdere ruimtelijke en temporele schalen. Ik heb meerdere remote-sensing gebaseerde 

oplossingen ontwikkeld voor het monitoren van de dynamiek van landbedekking in 

uiterwaarden en heb deze methodes getest in uiterwaarden van de Beneden-Rijn. 

Luchtfoto’s, gemaakt vanuit onbemande vliegtuigjes, of unmanned airborne vehicles 

(UAV’s), zijn gebruikt om landbedekking in uiterwaarden te karteren en variatie in ruimte 

en tijd van de eigenschappen van terrestrische en aquatische landbedekking te detecteren. 

Satellietgegevens van verschillende platformen en sensoren zijn gebruikt om verandering 

van landbedekkingsklassen op te sporen. 

De modificatie van landbedekking in een uiterwaard over een jaar is bestudeerd met 

temporele profielen van verschillende vegetatietypes. Landbedekking in uiterwaarden 

wordt normaal gesproken gemonitord door herhaaldelijk karteren op basis van remote-

sensing data van één moment, waardoor de dynamiek van de vegetatie door de seizoenen 

niet meegenomen kan worden. Met UAV’s kan frequent data worden verzameld, omdat ze 

flexibel zijn in te zetten. Ik heb getest hoe nauwkeurig vegetatiehoogte van niet-houtige 

vegetatie kan worden bepaald met multitemporele hoge-resolutie luchtfoto’s van UAV’s 

over een jaar. Vegetatiehoogtes zijn in het veld gemeten op zes verschillende momenten in 

dit jaar binnen één uiterwaard. Tijdens iedere veldcampagne zijn door een UAV luchtfoto’s 

in ware en valse kleuren gemaakt met consumentencamera’s, waarmee ik genormaliseerde 
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digitale hoogtemodellen (nDSM’s) van de vegetatie en een vegetatie-index heb berekend. 

Met de nDSM’s kon vegetatiehoogte worden bepaald met een nauwkeurigheid 

vergelijkbaar die van vele malen duurdere laseraltimetrie. De multitemporele nDSM’s 

gaven ook waardevolle profielen van groenheid en vegetatiehoogte door de tijd, waarmee 

verschillende vegetatietypen onderscheiden konden worden. 

Dezelfde dataset als die voor de temporele profielen is gebruikt om de landbedekking 

van de uiterwaard te karteren met behulp van multitemporele classificatie. Bestaande 

methoden voor het karteren van uiterwaarden met traditionele luchtfoto’s hebben 

een lage classificatienauwkeurigheid, met name voor vegetatietypen die spectraal op 

elkaar lijken, zoals grasland en ruigte. De temporele profielen van vegetatiehoogte en 

groenheid van lage vegetatietypen zijn gebruikt  om de uiterwaard te classificeren. Om 

het effect te verkennen van de variatie in aantal en timing van de acquisitiemomenten 

van de luchtfoto’s, is de multitemporele classificatie vergeleken met de classificatie 

gebaseerd op één moment. Met behulp van een Random Forest classificatie methode is 

studiegebied geclassificeerd in zes vegetatieklassen en vier niet-vegetatieklassen. De 

totale classificatienauwkeurigheid steeg van 96.5% met één acquisitiemoment naar 

99.3% met data van twee of meer tijdstappen. De gebruikersnauwkeurigheid van de 

klassen met hoge spectrale vergelijkbaarheid, zoals grasland en ruigte, was ook boven 

de 90%. De combinatie van de luchtfoto’s van juni en september resulteerden in de 

hoogste nauwkeurigheid voor het gebruik van twee tijdstappen. Dit zijn respectievelijk 

ook de momenten van maximale groenheid en hoogte. De ontwikkelde methode is een 

praktische en zeer nauwkeurige methode voor de monitoring van uiterwaarden van een 

aantal vierkante kilometer. Voor de monitoring van uiterwaarden op grote schaal kan 

dezelfde classificatiemethode gebruikt worden, maar met luchtfoto’s genomen vanuit 

vliegtuigen of helikopters, die grotere gebieden in één keer kunnen invliegen.

De conversie van landbedekking over een periode van vijf jaar is onderzocht voor een 

100-km lang riviersegment. Actuele informatie over de conversie van landbedekking 

is onmisbaar voor adequaat rivierbeheer. Voor de toepassing van bestaande methoden 

voor detectie van landgebruiksverandering, of Land-Cover-Change Detection (LCCD), in 

uiterwaarden gelden een aantal beperkingen. Veel gebruikte post-classificatie LCCD, 

die is gebaseerd op de vergelijking van opeenvolgende landbedekkingskaarten, is 

gevoelig voor classificatiefouten in de individuele kaarten. Pre-classificatie LCCD, die 

is gebaseerd op verandering van spectrale waardes van landbedekking over de tijd, is 

gecompliceerd door 1) de fenologische cycli van vegetatie, 2) verschillen in belichting, 3) 

het gebruik van een enkele sensor en daarmee beperkte beschikbaarheid van beelden en 

4) atmosferische en radiometrische effecten. Als een alternatief heb ik object-gebaseerde 

benadering getest aan de hand van een beschikbare landbedekkingskaart. Daarbij is 

een opeenvolgde spectrale afwijking van een landbedekkingsobject van zijn klasse-

gemiddelde gebruikt om landbedekkingsconversie te voorspellen. Het succes van de LCCD 

van landgebruiksobjecten is geanalyseerd met tijdseries van kant-en-klaar beschikbare 
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satellietbeelden van Landsat (7 & 8) en Sentinel (1 & 2) voor de periode 2012-2017. Een 

belangrijke voorwaarde voor de methode was de beschikbare landbedekkingskaart op 

het startpunt van de monitoring. Voor de meeste klassen was de veranderingsdetectie 

niet succesvol (nauwkeurigheid <60%), vooral vanwege laag contrast tussen de klassen 

waar verandering tussen optrad. Voor natuurlijk bos, grasland en akkers konden 

veranderingen wel goed worden gedetecteerd (nauwkeurigheid >75%). De ontwikkelde 

LCCD methode heeft belangrijke voordelen ten opzichte van gebruikelijke LCCD 

methodes, zoals de hoge monitoringsfrequentie, onafhankelijkheid van herhaaldelijke 

landbedekkingsclassificaties of multitemporele spectrale analyse en snelle verwerking, 

omdat er gebruik wordt gemaakt van kant-en-klare satellietbeelden.

Modificatie van temperatuur van het wateroppervlak in uiterwaardwateren is 

bestudeerd gedurende een dag. Voor betrouwbare voorspellingen van thermische 

habitatgeschiktheid van maatregelen voor rivierherstel, zoals nevengeulen, zijn 

gedetailleerde metingen van watertemperatuur nodig. De nauwkeurigheid om met 

UAV-gebaseerde thermische kaarten watertemperatuur te meten is bepaald aan de 

hand van in situ metingen. Vervolgens is de habitatgeschiktheid voor inheemse en 

exotische vissoorten bepaald aan de hand van de verkregen temperatuurkaarten. De 

temperatuurkaarten van het wateroppervlak zijn gemaakt voor vier momenten tijdens 

een warme zomerdag met een totale nauwkeurigheid van 0.53oC. De kaarten zijn gebruikt 

om de potentieel voorkomende fractie van zoetwatervissoorten te bepalen met behulp 

van soorten-gevoeligheidsverdelingen. Gedurende de dag steeg de watertemperatuur in 

de nevengeul snel tot waardes (25-30oC) die schadelijk zijn voor veel vissoorten. De studie 

liet zien dat thermische luchtfoto’s van UAV’s een efficiënte en nauwkeurige bron zijn 

voor de ruimtelijk-temporele patronen van thermische habitatgeschiktheid. Met lokale 

thermische luchtfoto’s daalde ook de onzekerheid van habitatgeschiktheidsbepalingen 

met 79% ten opzichte van traditionele methodes die gebruikmaken van bovenstroomse 

meetstations.

Op basis van de bevindingen van deze thesis op het gebied van uiterwaard monitoring, 

blijkt er een breed spectrum beschikbaar aan platformen en sensoren, die geweldige 

mogelijkheden bieden om informatie te verzamelen over landbedekkingsmodificatie 

en -conversie over een breed scala aan ruimtelijke en temporele schalen. UAV’s zijn 

flexibel in te zetten en bieden mogelijkheden voor zeer gedetailleerde en nauwkeurige 

landbedekkingskaarten. Deze kaarten ondersteunen het monitoren van de effecten 

van onze inspanningen om de staat van wereldwijd gedegradeerde uiterwaarden te 

verbeteren. De kant-en-klare beschikbare satellietbeelden bieden goede vooruitzichten 

voor het documenteren van de dynamiek van uiterwaarden en overstromingsvlaktes 

evenals de ontwikkeling van herstelmaatregelen in uiterwaarden op een ruimtelijke 

schaal van 100-km lange riviersegmenten. Nauwkeurige kaarten van uiterwaarden en 

methodes om landbedekkingsveranderingen te detecteren over meerdere schalen bieden 

de betrokken partijen in rivierbeheer een breder perspectief op schalen in de ontwerpfase 
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van rivierherstelprojecten. Daarnaast ondersteunen ze besluitvorming. Bovendien zal het 

internationaal afstemmen van monitoringsmethodes het rivierbeheer op stroomgebied-

schaal ondersteunen. Gestandaardiseerde en continue monitoring over grote gebieden zal 

onze kennis van riviersystemen en de kennis over de invloed van de mens doen verbeteren. 

Een beter begrip van het riviersysteem zal ons beheer van uiterwaarden verbeteren en 

helpen om deze rijke ecosystemen en de voordelen die ze ons bieden te herstellen en te 

beschermen.
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Introduction
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Natural lowland rivers are dynamic environments with a high heterogeneity in space and 

time, which makes them among the most species-rich ecosystems in the world (Ward 

et al., 1999). Rivers create highly fertile areas and supply water and nutrients by regular 

flooding. Combined with the use of rivers as transport routes, this has made rivers popular 

sites for human settlement and agriculture. Today, over 85% of the world’s population 

lives within three kilometres of rivers (Kummu et al., 2011), with the highest densities at 

the downstream end of large rivers (Fang et al., 2018). Therefore, rivers are an important 

component of our living environment. However, an increase in human activities has 

resulted in a decrease of the natural dynamic state of rivers, and with it their ecological 

integrity (Tockner and Stanford, 2002; Vörösmarty et al., 2010). An important issue is that 

the embankment of rivers reduced the space for rivers to perform their wide range of 

functions.

1.1 | Conflicting river functions

Large lowland rivers offer multiple ‘services’ or ‘functions’ to society (Jacobson and 

Galat, 2006; Vermaat et al., 2013). Conveyance of high-water discharges from upstream 

is the primary function, especially in floodprone areas with high population densities. 

Worldwide, river floods cause billions of dollars of damage each year (Munich RE, 2011). 

During droughts, rivers have an important function for water supply. The ecological 

function of rivers is attributed to its naturally co-occurring wetlands, which are among the 

most biologically productive ecosystems on earth and hotspots of biodiversity (Tockner 

and Stanford, 2002). Agriculture also benefits from the fertile sediments deposited 

by the river, either as arable fields, hay meadows or pastures for grazing. Navigation is 

an important function allowing for transportation of goods from and towards the 

downstream harbour at the river mouth or between harbours along the river (CCNR, 2017).

The many river functions compete for space, because they have different requirements for 

the land cover of the river landscape. The conveyance capacity is mainly determined by the 

width and hydraulic roughness. Today, the width of large lowland rivers is often limited by 

embankments, disconnecting the natural floodplains and providing space for economic 

development in the inactive floodplain. The hydrodynamic roughness of floodplains is 

mainly driven by the height and density of the vegetation. High and dense vegetation 

will reduce flow velocities, which results in elevated water levels and a higher probability 

of flooding (Baptist et al., 2007). Thus, the floodplains need to be wide and hydraulically 

smooth to maximize the conveyance capacity. Agricultural use of river floodplains, with 

associated meadows, pastures and arable fields, translates into a low hydraulic roughness.

Good ecological functioning of a river is characterized by natural vegetation, which has a 

high spatiotemporal variation caused by the combination of vegetation succession and 

large gradients in inundation frequency, soil moisture and substrate in the floodplains. 
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Vegetation succession leads to increasing hydraulic roughness because of the increase 

in vegetation height and density (Baptist et al., 2007), but natural vegetation is also 

rejuvenated under natural conditions by meandering and chute cut-offs of the main 

channel, lowering the roughness again (van Oorschot et al., 2016). Thus, unless frequent 

rejuvenation occurs, denser natural floodplain vegetation will result in increasing 

hydraulic roughness, which decreases the conveyance capacity of the river and increases 

flood risk (Makaske et al., 2011). Therefore, the river functions water conveyance and 

agricultural use conflict spatially with the increase in natural vegetation associated with 

ecological functioning of the river, especially in regulated and densely populated fluvial 

environments.

Integrated river management aims to unite these spatial claims by governing the riverine 

landscape such that its use is optimized for multiple functions. In the last decades, many 

integrated river management projects have been initiated in rivers all over the world, 

e.g. (Bechtol and Laurian, 2005; MDBA, 2009; Klijn et al., 2018). They involve innovative 

measures, including longitudinal training dams (Collas et al., 2018b), removing bank 

protection (Piégay et al., 2005), restoring in-stream organic material (Jones et al., 2014), re-

meandering of streams (Lorenz et al., 2009), setting back existing levees or dykes (Guida 

et al., 2015) and floodplain rehabilitation. Floodplain rehabilitation can involve restoring 

the connection between the river’s main channel and the floodplains. Restoration of 

this connectivity may be achieved by connecting existing floodplain backwaters to the 

main channel and constructing or restoring side channels (Simons et al., 2001), which is 

important to rehabilitate ecological integrity of rivers (Grift, 2001; Buijse et al., 2002).

A multifunctional approach is becoming increasingly prominent in the management of 

lowland rivers. Integrated river management already appears to be successful to some 

extent for the combination of flood protection and ecological restoration but at the cost 

of agricultural functioning (Straatsma et al., 2017). In addition, the development of more 

natural management of floodplains leads to faster and larger changes in vegetation 

structure compared to agricultural management, because there is more allowance for 

vegetation succession and morphological processes (Geerling et al., 2013). This means 

that knowledge on the state of the river is indispensable for integrated floodplain 

management.

1.2 | The state of alluvial floodplains

This thesis focusses on the floodplains of rivers. Floodplains are the relatively flat areas 

of land that stretch from the banks of the main channel to the base of the valley walls 

(Goudie, 2014). In a natural state, floodplains are composed of levees, crevasse channels 

and splays, swamps and oxbow lakes (Goudie, 2014), giving a mosaic of terrestrial and 

aquatic environments. The terrestrial part of the floodplain remains dry as long as river 
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discharge is below bankfull. Depending on climate and flooding regime, a large range 

in vegetation types and vegetation cover occurs in alluvial floodplains (Tockner and 

Stanford, 2002). Frequent flooding of the floodplains results in fertile soils and high 

biological productivity, but it is also a stressor as terrestrial plants are able to cope with 

only a limited degree of flooding (van Oorschot et al., 2016). Gradients in inundation 

frequency, soil moisture and substrate form a heterogeneous physiotope producing 

diverse vegetation (Tockner and Stanford, 2002), ranging from early-stage pioneer 

vegetation in the most extreme conditions to climax riparian forest in quieter areas (De 

Jager et al., 2012). The aquatic part of a natural floodplain includes secondary crevasse 

channels, disconnected swamps and isolated oxbow lakes (Goudie, 2014). Because of their 

variation in hydrodynamic conditions, these backwaters provide a large range of habitats 

for freshwater aquatic species (Tockner et al., 1999). Important habitat characteristics of 

those backwaters include their connectivity to the main channel, flow velocity, water-

level fluctuations, substrate, turbidity and water temperature. In their natural state, 

floodplains are dynamic and heterogeneous landscapes, with a high ecological value.

The current state of 90% of the European and North-American floodplains is degraded 

and they have lost most of their natural functions (Tockner and Stanford, 2002; Tockner 

et al., 2008). In Europe, 60% of the rivers does not have a good ecological status (EEA, 

2018a; Grizzetti et al., 2017), whereas in the Netherlands, floodplains are heavily degraded 

and have lost 90-100% of their natural character (EEA, 2016a). Causes of the widespread 

degradation of floodplains are versatile. They include cultivation, embankment and 

fixation of the river and dam building. Cultivation led to deforestation, which caused 

a decrease of 90% in the potential area of alluvial forests in Europe (Hughes et al., 2003), 

resulting in mostly non-woody vegetation cover in floodplains of regulated rivers. Channel 

fixation and embankments limit natural lateral erosion of the river and have disconnected 

the natural floodplains from the river, leading to relatively narrow embanked floodplains. 

Dams decrease flood magnitude and frequency in the downstream reaches, which results 

in further decreased connectivity between the floodplain and main channel (Nilsson et al., 

2005). The combined effects of these factors have led to decreased habitat area for riverine 

aquatic fauna, which uses the floodplain in different life stages (Galat and Zweimüller, 2001).

The poor state of floodplains is acknowledged at national and international levels. The 

Clean Water Act Section in the USA and Water Framework Directive (WFD) in the EU are 

examples of policies that promote adaptation in river management to accomplish 

improvement in the current degraded state of floodplains (EU, 2000; United States 

Congress, 1977). With these policies, ecological status of floodplains has gained a more 

prominent position in the management of rivers. At the same time, climate change and 

growing populations will put more pressure on the water conveyance and water supply 

functions of rivers, further stressing the need for adequate floodplain management. This 

requires an integrated approach, including both flood risk reduction and restoration of 

degraded ecosystems (EEA, 2016b).
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In the branches of the Rhine Delta, the 2.5-billion-euro project “Room for the River” 

was finalized in 2016. Over 30 interventions aimed to combine lowering flood risk and 

improving the spatial quality (Klijn et al., 2018). The objective of spatial quality coincided 

with nature restoration: the measures partly restored connectivity between floodplains 

and the main channel and left more room for the development of natural vegetation in 

floodplains. The winter flood season requires yearly monitoring of the development of 

the floodplain vegetation, because higher hydrodynamic roughness increases the peak 

water levels, which can quickly exceed the safety threshold. Thus, monitoring is essential 

to follow and document the state of floodplains caused by the developments in floodplain 

management. Currently, floodplain land cover in the Rhine Delta is mapped every 6 years 

as a basis for roughness and ecological status (MIWM, 2018).

1.3 |  Monitoring floodplains over multiple spatial and 
temporal scales

Monitoring is the systematic observation, documentation and evaluation of a variable 

over a period of time. Overall, monitoring of river floodplains is essential to 1) keep track 

of the ecological status and hydraulic characteristics of rivers, 2) oversee the land-cover 

changes in managed floodplains which are likely to occur more frequently as a result 

of adaptations in management, and 3) evaluate the success of floodplain restoration 

measures. Floodplain monitoring can occur through field-based and remote-sensing- 

based methods. Field measurements are labour-intensive, expensive and limited to point 

samples, but they offer a high level of detail. Remote sensing offers numerous possibilities 

to monitor floodplain land cover efficiently (Marcus and Fonstad, 2010). This thesis 

focusses on the use and accuracy of remote sensing for the monitoring of floodplain land 

cover at different spatial and temporal scales.

Land-cover change can be divided into land-cover modification and conversion (Turner et 

al., 1994). Modification involves the alteration of land-cover attributes, for example daily or 

seasonal variation in temperature or seasonal variation in vegetation height. Conversion 

involves the complete change from one land-cover type into another. Modification 

of grassland is, for example, the change in vegetation height over its growing season 

whereas conversion of grassland represents the change into another vegetation type 

such as shrubs. Documented patterns in modification typical for a land-cover type can 

help to sharpen its definition as it includes descriptive information that is characteristic 

of that land-cover type. For example, more sturdy herbaceous vegetation maintains its 

vegetation height during senescence in contrast to grassland vegetation that does not 

have this characteristic.

The temporal scale, spatial scale and matching tools of a monitoring scheme are 

determined by the definition and characteristics of the land-cover types of interest. There 
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are many classification schemes possible for floodplain land cover, each resulting in a 

certain spatial and temporal heterogeneity. Below, I will discuss the range in temporal 

scales, spatial scales and matching remote sensing tools for floodplain monitoring in 

detail.

 

Figure 1.1 | Comparing temporal and spatial scale of floodplain monitoring (green) and common 
remote sensing platforms (black and white). GSD: ground sampling distance or spatial resolution. 
UAV: unmanned airborne vehicle. DSMs: digital surface models. LiDAR: Light Detection And Ranging. 
Spatial scales are after Gurnell et al. (2016a).

 
1.3.1 | Temporal scales

The temporal variation in land cover determines the required frequency of the remote-

sensing data collection. Floodplain land-cover modification may occur over temporal 

scales ranging from hours, e.g. as a result of opening and closing of flowers during the 

day, to years, e.g. because of a variation of a dominant species within the vegetation type 

(Figure 1.1). Land-cover conversion occurs gradually over years or even decades due to 

vegetation succession, or suddenly due to processes such as bank erosion or deforestation. 

Thus, floodplain monitoring is required over multiple temporal scales to capture the 

seasonal dynamics within vegetation types, vegetation succession, changes in land 

management, and variations in habitat characteristics of floodplain water bodies. The 

seasonal dynamics are important to monitor, because variations in water temperature can 

have fatal consequences for aquatic fauna (Leuven et al., 2011) and vegetation succession 

has substantial hydraulic impact on flood water-levels (Makaske et al., 2011). The interval 

between successive observations should not exceed the time over which the modification 

or conversion takes place, which ranges from hours to decades. The observation interval 
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is also relevant for documenting the rate of change, because sudden changes such as 

deforestation are preferably observed close to the moment of change, while this is less 

critical for gradual changes such as succession.

1.3.2 | Spatial scales

The spatial scale or extent of the area to be monitored can be decided based on practical 

or hydromorphological considerations. (Gurnell et al., 2016a) outlined a multi-scale, 

hierarchical framework developed for improving hydromorphological understanding of 

rivers and informing managers. The spatial units of this framework are catchments (102 

– 105 km2), landscape units (102 – 103 km2), segments (101 – 102 km), reaches (10-1 – 101 km) 

and sub-reach geomorphic units (1 – 100 m) (Figure 1.1). Catchments and landscape units 

are defined as surface areas and segments, reaches and sub-reaches as length units. The 

catchment is the area of land drained by the river and its tributaries. Landscape units are 

a portion of the catchment with homogenous landscape morphological characteristics 

and are delineated by their elevation or relief, which often reflects the rock type and 

shows a characteristic land cover. A river segment is a section of the river with similar 

energy conditions. River segments are delineated by major changes in valley gradients or 

confinement and major tributary confluences. Along a river reach, boundary conditions 

are sufficiently uniform for the river to maintain a near consistent internal set of process-

form interactions. Reaches are characterised by channel morphology, floodplain features 

and artificial discontinuities, such as dams or major weirs. Geomorphic units at sub-reach 

scale are landforms in the river created by erosion or sediment deposition and can be 

located within the channel, at the banks or on the floodplain. The river reach is identified 

as the key scale, because rivers are most often assessed, managed and rehabilitated at this 

scale (Gurnell et al., 2016b). Piégay and Lamouroux (2017) stresses that river management 

and restoration is often not including catchment scale processes and promotes 

enlargement of spatial and temporal scales for river assessment and management.

1.3.3 | Remote sensing as a tool for floodplain monitoring

Monitoring of floodplain land cover is commonly performed by making maps which are 

generally based on remote-sensing data (Mertes, 2002; Palmer et al., 2015). Detailed land-

cover maps are repeatedly produced using manual interpretation of airborne true or false 

colour images, such as for the Mississippi River (Dieck et al., 2015), Rhine Delta (Houkes, 

2008) and Murray-Darling Basin (Eco Logical Australia, 2015). The map production is labour 

intensive and expensive, resulting in a monitoring frequency of five to six years. Even 

though the potential revisit time of airborne sensors is less than a day (Toth and Józków, 

2016), the high cost per unit area prohibits long term monitoring with a high frequency. 

The acquisition frequency of airborne imagery and derived maps is generally too low to 

monitor the daily to yearly dynamics of floodplains.
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Unmanned Airborne Vehicles (UAVs) and satellites provide additional remote-sensing 

platforms to increase the monitoring frequency. The choice of platform mainly depends 

on the desired spatial resolution and extent of the remote-sensing data and the spatial 

scale of the survey area (Toth and Józków, 2016). There is a lot of potential for improving 

floodplain mapping accuracy and frequency with these platforms, because their spatial 

extent and monitoring frequency overlap with the spatial and temporal scale of floodplain 

land-cover modification and conversion (Figure 1.1). Below, the potential for floodplain 

monitoring is discussed per platform, and arising knowledge gaps are identified.

UAV images for floodplain monitoring

UAVs, also called unmanned aerial systems (UAS) or drones, are a valuable source of data 

for surveillance and mapping (Nex and Remondino, 2014). They are suitable to acquire 

very-high-resolution images up to a few centimetres resolution depending on flight 

elevation and sensor. UAVs are flexible to deploy and provide the best-quality images in 

calm weather conditions. High image frequencies can be reached depending on the size 

of the survey area. For example, an hourly frequency can be reached in an area up to 1 

km2. Different kinds of sensors can be mounted on UAVs. True-colour consumer-grade 

cameras are commonly used, but thermal, LiDAR, multispectral and hyperspectral sensors 

are additional options, depending on the payload of the UAV and the weight of the sensor 

(Toth and Józków, 2016). In general, UAVs with a higher payload consume more energy 

and therefore have a lower flight range per battery. The flight range is larger for fixed-

wing UAVs compared to quad- or octocopters (Toth and Józków, 2016), which make them 

suitable for monitoring at the river reach scale.

Overlapping images allow for the creation of digital surface models (DSMs) using 

photogrammetric techniques (Nex and Remondino, 2014). A DSM represents the height 

of the top of the vegetation. Many studies determined the accuracy of DSMs to estimate 

height of bare surfaces (Lucieer et al., 2014), forest (Dandois and Ellis, 2013) and crops 

(Bendig et al., 2015). No studies have been reported that determined the vegetation height 

of natural non-woody vegetation, which is an important land cover type in embanked 

floodplains. Vegetation height is important to distinguish vegetation types and is a 

relevant characteristic determining the hydrodynamic vegetation roughness (Kouwen and 

Li, 1980). Monitoring vegetation height of non-woody vegetation remains challenging. 

Even with expensive techniques such as airborne LiDAR, vegetation height of herbaceous 

vegetation can be derived with a residual standard error of 0.11-0.16 m (Straatsma and 

Middelkoop, 2007). In winter, the above-ground biomass of most non-woody species 

dies down. However, the development of the height of non-woody vegetation over the 

growing season remains unknown. To monitor this, the need arises for a high spatial and 

temporal resolution monitoring method for which UAVs offer a high potential, although 

their accuracy to estimate vegetation height of heterogeneous floodplain vegetation is 

unexplored.
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Discriminating floodplain land-cover classes, especially grassland and herbaceous 

vegetation, remains challenging, with user’s accuracies between 52% and 73% (Geerling 

et al., 2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Knotters and Brus, 2013). They often form 

complex and heterogeneous spatial patterns under management methods like grazing. 

Traditionally, the mapping of vegetation was mainly performed with data sets collected at 

a single moment in time (Xie et al., 2008). The potential of multitemporal UAV images for 

accurately mapping of spatially variable floodplain vegetation remains untested although 

they proved valuable in classification of riparian forest (Michez et al., 2016).

To determine fish habitat suitability in existing or restored floodplain water bodies, it is 

important to monitor the water temperature. Water temperature shows a high variability, 

with daily variations of a few degrees Celsius and differences between floodplain water 

bodies at the same moment up to 16 °C (Ward et al., 2001). The high spatiotemporal 

variation of water temperature limits the usability of point measurements to accurately 

assess habitat suitability (Torgersen et al., 2001). Efficient methods to estimate daily 

variation of water temperature, and that also capture the spatial variation, are unexplored 

for floodplain backwaters. The small spatial extent of natural or artificial backwaters in 

embanked floodplains calls for airborne platforms like UAVs, but the accuracy of thermal 

sensors for UAVs to measure water temperature remain unevaluated.

Satellite images for floodplain monitoring

Satellites provide medium-resolution images for large areas with increasingly high 

frequencies. Their spatial resolution varies from several hundreds of meters to a few 

decimetres for commercial satellites (Toth and Józków, 2016). Their revisit times are a few 

days, but the frequency of good quality land-cover images is limited due to atmospheric 

haze and clouds. Recent earth observation missions from space (USGS, 2018; ESA, 2018) 

and their open data policies provide high-frequency time series for monitoring. The large 

spatial extent of satellite images makes them especially interesting for monitoring at the 

scale of river segment and up to catchments.

Satellite sensors are often divided into passive and active sensors. Passive sensors record 

reflected spectral and thermal radiation from the Earth’s surface or its atmosphere and 

comprise bands with a sensitivity for a specific part of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

The number of bands per sensor varies between four to ten for multispectral sensors and 

hundreds of bands for hyperspectral sensors (Filchev, 2014). Active sensors of satellites are 

mostly radar instruments, which send a pulse to the Earth’s surface and measure its return 

signal with different polarizations. The advantages of radar systems are their capacity to 

penetrate clouds, and their insensitivity to atmospheric conditions in general.

For upscaling of floodplain management, detailed information on the spatiotemporal 

conversion of floodplain land cover is required at scales exceeding the river-reach scale 

(segment up to catchment scale, Figure 1.1) (Piégay and Lamouroux, 2017). Recent land-
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cover conversion studies in floodplains or wetlands used post-classification methods 

(Sunwoo et al., 2018; Maleki et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2017), for which the 

remote sensing images were classified to obtain thematic maps of single time steps, and 

the change detection was performed by comparing those maps. However, classification 

errors of the separate time-step maps affect the change detection accuracy (Coppin et al., 

2004). This is especially problematic for floodplain land cover, because of its high number 

of classes, which often lowers classification accuracy (Dronova, 2015; Ozesmi and Bauer, 

2002). Change detection of floodplain land cover with 10 or more classes is still under-

explored, and will most likely benefit from an approach independent of per time-step 

image classification (Dronova, 2015).

1.4 | Research objective, questions and thesis outline

Based on the management requirements for floodplain monitoring and the potential 

of remote sensing using imagery from UAVs and satellites, the main objective of this 

research was: to establish remote-sensing methods for the monitoring of terrestrial 

and aquatic floodplain land cover over multiple spatial and temporal scales. To achieve 

this objective, I performed 1) multiple UAV campaigns, coincident with field surveys, to 

study the variation in floodplain land cover (terrestrial and aquatic) in very high spatial 

and temporal detail, and 2) a change-detection analysis of a large range of land-cover 

classes using off-the-shelf satellite data to study land-cover conversion in floodplains. 

All research was conducted in the embanked floodplains in the Dutch Rhine delta. The 

next chapters address a range of monitoring scales and will answer the following research 

questions:

At sub-reach and year scale (Chapter 2):

a  How accurately can vegetation height and greenness profiles of non-woody floodplain 

vegetation be estimated with multitemporal, high-spatial-resolution UAV imagery?

At reach and year scale (Chapter 3):

b  How accurately can floodplain land cover be classified using 10-classes with 

multitemporal, high-spatial-resolution UAV imagery compared to commonly used 

single-time-step data?

At reach and day scale (Chapter 4):

c  How accurate are water temperature measurements in a side channel when determined 

using thermal UAV imagery?

At segment and 5-year scale (Chapter 5):

d  How successful is change detection of land cover in floodplains using time series of 

off-the-shelf multi-sensor satellite images and existing land-cover maps?
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The spatial and temporal scales of chapters 2 to 5 overlap with the monitoring scales of 

land-cover modification and conversion (Figure 1.2). The results of the separate chapters 

and answers to the research questions are summarized and placed in a broader perspective 

of EU policy in the synthesis (Chapter 6). I also discuss implications of the results for multi-

scale floodplain monitoring and management and provide recommendations for future 

research.

Figure 1.2 | The position of the chapters in this thesis at the spatial and temporal scales of floodplain 
monitoring. Spatial scales are after Gurnell et al. (2016a).
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Abstract

 

Vegetation in river floodplains has important functions for biodiversity, but can also 

have a negative influence on flood safety. Floodplain vegetation is becoming increasingly 

heterogeneous in space and time as a result of river restoration projects. To document 

the spatio-temporal patterns of the floodplain vegetation, the need arises for efficient 

monitoring techniques. Monitoring is commonly performed by mapping floodplains 

based on single-epoch remote sensing data, thereby not considering seasonal dynamics 

of vegetation. The rising availability of unmanned airborne vehicles (UAV) increases 

monitoring frequency potential. Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the performance of 

multi-temporal high-spatial-resolution imagery, collected with a UAV, to record the 

dynamics in floodplain vegetation height and greenness over a growing season. Since 

the classification accuracy of current airborne surveys remains insufficient for low 

vegetation types, we focussed on seasonal variation of herbaceous and grassy vegetation 

with a height up to 3 m. Field reference data on vegetation height were collected six 

times during one year in 28 field plots within a single floodplain along the river Waal, the 

main distributary of the Rhine River in the Netherlands. Simultaneously with each field 

survey, we recorded UAV true-colour and false-colour imagery from which normalized 

digital surface models (nDSMs) and a consumer-grade camera vegetation index (CGCVI) 

were calculated. We observed that: (1) the accuracy of a UAV-derived digital terrain model 

(DTM) varies over the growing season and is most accurate during winter when the 

vegetation is dormant, (2) vegetation height can be determined from the nDSMs in leaf-on 

conditions via linear regression (RMSE = 0.17-0.33 m), (3) the multitemporal nDSMs yielded 

meaningful temporal profiles of greenness and vegetation height and (4) herbaceous 

vegetation shows hysteresis for greenness and vegetation height, but no clear hysteresis 

was observed for grassland vegetation. These results show the high potential of using 

UAV-borne sensors for increasing the classification accuracy of low floodplain vegetation 

within the framework of floodplain monitoring. 
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2.1 | Introduction

River floodplains have multiple functions that often conflict spatially, such as water 

conveyance and water storage during peak discharge, hot-spots for biodiversity, 

agricultural use and space for recreation (Schindler et al., 2014). Restoration projects 

of floodplain ecology have resulted in a more natural and heterogeneous floodplain 

vegetation and have enhanced ecological value and biodiversity of the floodplains 

(Göthe et al., 2016; Straatsma et al., 2017). The drawback is that developing more natural 

floodplain vegetation results in increasing hydraulic roughness (Lee et al., 2004), which 

decreases the conveyance capacity of the floodplain and increases flood risk (Makaske et 

al., 2011). Hence, up-to-date maps of floodplain vegetation are of high importance for the 

spatial planning and management of floodplains, to balance the benefits of more natural 

vegetation with its risks for flooding.

Due to vegetation development, both ecological and hydraulic characteristics of the 

floodplain vegetation are expected to change over time (Baptist et al., 2004). To document 

and evaluate these changes, monitoring of floodplain vegetation is essential. Floodplain 

vegetation is commonly mapped using remote sensing imagery, such as for the Mississippi 

River (Dieck et al., 2015), Rhine Delta (Houkes, 2008) and Murray Darling Basin (Eco Logical 

Australia, 2015). However, reported land-cover classifications show low accuracies for 

grassland and herbaceous vegetation, due to the spectral and structural similarity of 

these vegetation types (Geerling et al., 2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Knotters and 

Brus, 2013). In the field, grassland and herbaceous vegetation can be discriminated by 

their height. Most grassland species have a maximum height up to 0.5 m. Herbaceous 

vegetation can reach from 0.5 m up to 2.50 m. Vegetation height is not only relevant to 

distinguish different vegetation types, but it is also a relevant characteristic determining 

the vegetation’s hydraulic roughness during floodplain inundation (Kouwen and Li, 1980).

The above-ground biomass of most floodplain grassland and herbaceous species dies 

down in winter. Therefore, their variability in height over time is larger than for woody 

plants, such as shrubs and trees. The recent increase in availability of unmanned airborne 

vehicles (UAV) offers the potential to increase monitoring frequency compared to 

conventional airborne imagery with airplanes, because UAVs are relatively inexpensive and 

easy to deploy (Dandois and Ellis, 2013). Moreover, the spatial resolution of UAV imagery 

is in the order of centimetres instead of decimetres (conventional airborne) or meters 

(satellite), which allows for observation of fine-scale spatial patterns. This is desirable, 

because grassland and herbaceous vegetation can vary at a scale of decimetres to metres, 

especially when a floodplain is used for grazing.

In theory, the height of an object may be observed from the UAV imagery with 

photogrammetry by subtracting the digital terrain model (DTM) from the digital surface 

model (DSM) of the vegetation, resulting in a normalized DSM (nDSM) (Weidner and 
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Förstner, 1995). The extraction of a DTM from a UAV-derived DSM remains challenging, 

because of the inability to see the terrain surface through a canopy (Baltsavias, 1999). 

It also remains unclear how well a UAV-derived DSM can estimate the elevation of a 

vegetated surface, because vegetation has an irregular surface, especially low vegetation 

like grassland and herbaceous vegetation.

In addition to vegetation height, photosynthetic activity or greenness can also give 

information on vegetation type (Cihlar et al., 1996), especially when time series of greenness 

are used (Müller et al., 2015). The simplest sensors to use on a UAV are consumer-grade 

digital cameras, which can be adjusted to record near-infrared radiation (Nijland et al., 

2014). However, it remains unknown whether such a camera yields meaningful time series 

for natural grassland and herbaceous vegetation. Time series of combined vegetation 

height and vegetation greenness are already used for monitoring and classification in 

forestry (Dandois and Ellis, 2013) and agriculture (Bendig et al., 2015), but it has remained 

unexplored for low vegetation types like grassland and herbaceous vegetation.

The combination of multitemporal height and spectral data may reveal new possibilities 

to identify vegetation-type specific seasonal changes, as valuable information for 

vegetation monitoring at floodplain scale. Therefore, the aims of this study were to (1) 

evaluate the accuracy of a UAV-derived DTM, (2) evaluate the accuracy of vegetation height 

derived from UAV imagery nDSMs of low floodplain vegetation over a year, (3) evaluate 

the performance of multitemporal, high-spatial-resolution UAV imagery for extracting 

temporal vegetation height and greenness profiles of low vegetation in floodplains and 

(4) assess how changes in height and greenness during one growing season differ among 

different vegetation types. To achieve our objectives, a field study was performed in a  

1 km2 floodplain along the lower Rhine in the Netherlands.

2.2 | Study area

We studied the Breemwaard floodplain (Figure 2.1A), sized 116 ha, which is located on 

the southern bank of the river Waal in the Netherlands (Figure 2.1C). The floodplain used 

to have a morphologically dynamic character, which disappeared at the end of the 19th 

century, due to sand and clay excavation and the construction of groins along the channel 

bank (Peters et al., 2011). Further clay and sand mining in the 20th century resulted in large 

pits, which developed into lakes with marshes and small riparian woods still present today. 

Clay mining for dike reinforcement was combined with nature development after the 

1995 flood, and resulted in a large elongated water body. Its swampy northern bank was 

overgrown by young willow trees, which were cut in 2012 to reduce vegetation roughness.

Today, approximately 30% of the area is used for hay production and is frequently mowed. 

Several parts of the floodplain are managed by private owners and are used as grazing 
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fields for ponies, as willow fields, or as reed fields. The remaining part is a nature area 

that is managed by the state forestry, and is pastured by cows and ponies as part of 

labour-extensive natural management. Some sections within the nature area are fenced 

off for cattle, and have developed into riparian woodland. This variability in management 

resulted in a spatially heterogeneous distribution of vegetation types and structure.

Typical floodplain vegetation along the river Waal includes hayfields, agricultural fields, 

grassland, herbaceous vegetation, thicket and riparian woodland. This study focused 

on low vegetation, which was categorised into the classes pioneer, natural grassland, 

production grassland, high herbaceous, low herbaceous and reed vegetation (Figure 2.1B).  

Pioneer vegetation had a cover of less than 25%. The existing pioneer vegetation was 

often organized in patches of a few individual plants and did not exceed a maximum 

height of 0.5 m. The remaining surface was bare substrate. Production grassland had a 

dense surface cover, comprised a low number of species and was all-year lower than 0.5 

m. Height of natural grassland also did not exceed 0.5 m, but it was much higher richer 

in species than production grassland. Herbaceous vegetation contained most different 

species and was subdivided in a low class, with height up to 0.7 m and a high class, with 

height up to 2.5 m. Reed vegetation could grow up to 3 m and comprised a relatively low 

number of species.

 
Figure 2.1 | Location of study area in the Netherlands (A). Field impressions of low floodplain 
vegetation types (B). Orthophoto of Breemwaard in June 2015 with field plot locations. Black line 
indicates the boundary of the study area (C).
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2.3 | Methods

The work flow consisted of three consecutive phases (Figure 2.2). First, multitemporal 

field data collection was carried out, consisting of two simultaneous operations, which 

are measurements of reference data in the field and acquisition of imagery with a UAV. 

Second, the UAV imagery was processed into point clouds with colour attributes for 

each time step. Third, terrain height, vegetation height and vegetation greenness were 

calculated per plot for the analyses. In the analyses we evaluated (1) the use of DSMs as 

DTM and the selection of the best performing DSM, (2) an nDSM-derived predictor for 

vegetation height, (3) temporal profiles of vegetation height and greenness, and (4) the 

patterns in vegetation height versus greenness over time.

2.3.1 | Multitemporal data collection

2.3.1.1 | Field data acquisition

Twenty-eight field plots (around 15 x 15 m; Figure 2.1C) with a different average vegetation 

height of low vegetation were selected during the first survey in February 2015. Initially 26 

plots were selected in February 2015, of which 25 plots had a complete time series of 6 time 

steps. These were supplemented with a pioneer (nr. 5) and high herbaceous (nr. 28) plot 

in April 2015 to achieve a broader range of variation in these vegetation types. Plot 27 was 

excluded after June, because it was excavated during recreation of a natural river bank. 

Plot 15 was excluded in January, because it was flooded then. Species composition was not 

a factor determining plot selection, because of the dormant state of the vegetation at that 

time. Outlines of the plots were measured with dGPS. Occasionally, the outline of a plot 

deviated from the standard 15 x 15 m to maintain homogeneity of the vegetation height in 

the plot as much as possible.

Vegetation height in the field (VHfield) was measured six times (February, April, June, 

September, November 2015 and January 2016) as the mean of 30 individual measurements 

of randomly selected dominant living plants or the stems of senescent plants. Vegetation 

height was obtained by placing a measuring rod at random locations in the plot and 

measuring the maximum height of the closest vegetation element within a 0.1 m radius 

around the rod. Plots were assigned to a vegetation class based on their maximum average 

vegetation height over the year and their dominant species composition measured in 

August.
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Figure 2.2 | Processing work flow for RGB and CIR imagery. Six sets of RGB and six sets of CIR imagery 
were collected in the field and resulted in six RGB and six CIR DSMs of the floodplain via the SfM 
method. Plot boundaries were clipped from the large DSMs, and resulted in six nDSMs per plot for the 
analyses.
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2.3.1.2 | Image acquisition and georeferencing

During each field survey, the entire study area was recorded with true-colour (RGB) and 

false-colour (CIR) imagery at 0.05 m resolution with a Canon IXUS 125 HS consumer-

grade camera mounted on a UAV (Table 2.1). For the CIR imagery, a modified Canon IXUS 

125 HS was used to enable the recording of near infrared radiation. The infrared-rejection 

filter was removed to allow for near infrared (NIR) registration by the camera sensor. The 

specifications of the replacing filter are classified, but it is expected to be a dual band-

pass filter, which transmits only blue, green and near-infrared light (Nijland et al., 2014). 

In other words, the channels of the RGB camera were red (R), green (G) and blue (B) and of 

the CIR camera NIR, G and B. Information on channel width of the cameras’ sensors is also 

classified. However, they are expected to be in the range of those reported by Nijland et al. 

(2014) and LLC LDP (2017), because they used cameras with the same type of sensor (Table 

2.1) to obtain the spectral response curves.

The UAV was mounted with a GPS receiver, altimeter, wind meter and the RGB or CIR 

camera. The camera was electronically triggered by the autopilot to acquire images at 

the required positions. All images were georeferenced by the on-board GPS of the UAV. 

Ground control points (GCPs) for georeferencing of the DSMs were obtained by placing 

38 white vinyl markers with a 0.5 m diameter in the field. Five stationary identifiable 

objects, such as lampposts and road marks on the dike, increased the number of GCPs 

to 42. The GCPs were distributed over the terrestrial part of the study area and were 

geolocated with a dGPS, which had an average horizontal and vertical accuracy of 0.015 

and 0.02 m respectively. Field reference data of all plots were collected within a two-week 

period around the UAV flights. Plots with a dense structure were measured after image 

acquisition to avoid trampled vegetation in the imagery.

Table 2.1 | Specifications of the UAV, camera and acquired imagery

UAV and imagery specifications

UAV Swinglet CAM by Sensefly

Cameras Canon IXUS 125 HS

Sensor resolution 16 megapixel CMOS sensor

Ground resolution 5 cm

File format 8-bit JPEG

Acquisition height 150 m

Number of images per survey 275-750

Image overlap 60-80% lat 70-90% lon
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2.3.2 | Image and point cloud processing

The UAV images were used to create a coloured point cloud DSM of the study area for 

each survey using the Structure-from-Motion (SfM) workflow (Lucieer et al., 2014). The 

SfM processing was carried out in Agisoft PhotoScan Professional version 1.1 (Agisoft, 

2014). Important settings in Agisoft are presented in Table 2.2. The processing workflow in 

Agisoft consisted of five major steps: (1) excluding poor quality images;

(2) building of a sparse point cloud based on image coordinates recorded by the UAV, in 

order to facilitate identification of GCPs on the images; (3) optimizing the point cloud 

based on only the GCPs; (4) building of a dense point cloud; and (5) exporting the coloured 

dense point cloud in LAS format (ASPRS, 2013). The point cloud consisted of the matched 

points between overlapping images. It represented the digital surface model (DSM) as it 

includes both terrain and vegetation points. The UAV time series resulted in six DSMs of 

the entire floodplain (Figure 2.2), with an average point spacing between 0.08 and 0.11 m. 

Individual plots were cut from the point clouds using LAStools to limit computation time 

(LAStools, 2016).

2.3.3 | Analyses

2.3.3.1 | DTMs and nDSMs from UAV imagery

Some points in the plot DSMs represented the terrain, whereas others represented the 

vegetation. With increasingly higher and denser vegetation over the growing season 

fewer points represented the terrain. A digital terrain model (DTM) was necessary for the 

normalisation of the DSMs, to obtain a model of the vegetation height. However, DTM 

extraction from UAV imagery is difficult, because the distinction between the vegetation 

and terrain points is complicated. We derived the DTM from the DSM of the time step 

which best represented the terrain by identifying the DSM with the smallest terrain offset. 

We examined how much the RGB and CIR DSMs of each time step deviated from the terrain 

surface, by comparing them with dGPS reference data. The dGPS measurements at the 

plot outlines were not used in the DSM creation. To obtain the terrain offset, the dGPS 

z-coordinates were subtracted from the median z-values of the DSM points in a 0.25 m x 

0.25 cm cell at the location of the plot outline dGPS measurements.

For both the RGB and CIR dataset, a DTM was extracted from the DSM with the lowest 

terrain offset. The selected DSM point cloud was rasterized and the median z-value was 

assigned to each 0.25 m grid cell, to correct the DTM for noise and the influence of remnant 

vegetation. As a model for vegetation height, we created a nDSM by subtracting the DTM 

from the point cloud DSM of each time step.
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Table 2.2 | Settings used for imagery processing in Agisoft

2.3.3.2 | P95 as vegetation height predictor

Vegetation height was predicted using plot level statistics of the nDSMs. We calculated for 

each plot the 95th percentile (P95) of the z-values of all points from the RGB and CIR based 

nDSMs, which is a robust statistic given that the number of points exceeded 200,000 

points per plot in most cases. We chose P95 to represent the dominant vegetation height, 

similar to the field reference measurements, while excluding outliers (Holman et al., 2016). 

Moreover, Malambo et al. (2018) conclude that the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile of their SfM 

point clouds had higher correlations to their crop field height than the maximum, but 

differences among these statistics were not statistically significant.

An ordinary least squares (OLS) regression between VHfield and P95 per time step was used to 

determine how the accuracy of the predicted vegetation height varied over time. An OLS 

regression is a linear modelling technique to estimate the slope and intercept of the linear 

function by minimizing the sum of the squares of differences between the observed and 

predicted values (Montgomery and Peck, 1992). The OLS was executed with the Python 

Statsmodels package (Perktold et al., 2017). The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the 

regression residuals of each time step was used as a measure for the accuracy of P95 to 

predict the reference VHfield. This accuracy is important to estimate the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the vegetation height predictions at the different time steps. Hence, we were 

able to evaluate the accuracy of the nDSMs obtained from UAV imagery for extracting 

vegetation height of low floodplain vegetation over one year. The regression functions 

were not used for further analyses in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4.

2.3.3.3 | Temporal profiles of vegetation height and greenness

Vegetation height and greenness were used as a proxy for the phenology of grassland and 

herbaceous floodplain vegetation in our study area. We determined vegetation height and 

greenness development of low floodplain vegetation for each plot. For each time step, 

the P95 from each plot-nDSM was taken as vegetation height. The colour information 

associated with the false colour point cloud DSMs was used to derive a consumer-grade 

Agisoft settings

 Excluded images Quality index <0.5 

Key point limit 50,000

Tie point limit 0

Optimized alignment Markers only (no fit skew & fit k4) 

Dense point cloud High quality, moderate filtering 

Exported Points LAS file
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camera vegetation index (CGCVI; eq. 1). As green leaves absorb solar radiation very strongly 

in the visible region and are highly reflective in the near-infrared region (Jensen, 2007), 

the difference or ratio between the two is an indication of the greenness of the vegetation 

(Tucker, 1979). The CGCVI is similar to the more commonly used Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI), but is calculated without radiometrically calibrated bands. A 

normalized ratio shows a stronger correlation with greenness of vegetation compared to 

a simple ratio of visible and infrared (Tucker, 1979). In this study, for visible radiation blue 

light is taken instead of the more commonly used red, similar to Rasmussen et al. (2016), 

because the red sensitivity was replaced by NIR sensitivity in our sensor.

CGCV I = 
NIR − B

 (1)

In equation 1 NIR is the digital number of near-infrared radiation (0-255) and B is the 

digital number of blue radiation. Per plot, NIR and B were the averages of the band digital 

numbers of all points to calculate its average CGCVI. The point clouds were used instead 

of orthophotos to minimalize data loss due to gridding. CGCVI values were not validated, 

because they are not based on radiometrically calibrated data.

2.3.3.4 | Vegetation height vs. greenness

To further document and quantify seasonal changes in phenology of the vegetation, we 

investigated our multitemporal data in a feature space of the predictors for vegetation 

height and greenness. Per plot the temporal change of vegetation height was compared 

to its change in greenness by plotting P95 based on the CIR nDSM (P95,CIR) against CGCVI 

over time. Hence, the temporal relation between vegetation height and greenness for the 

different vegetation types could be investigated at plot level. Moreover, the relationship 

between vegetation height and greenness was quantified by calculating the area of the 

resulting hysteresis polygon (see Appendix A).

2.4 | Results

2.4.1 | Plot vegetation composition and height

From the vegetation recordings of the field plots in August 2015, we found some overlap in 

dominant species between the classes (Table 2.3), but the maximum height they reached 

over the growing season was very different and most likely determined by the abiotic 

conditions of a plot’s location and pressures such as grazing intensity. Due to year-round 

grazing by ponies and cows vegetation height in natural grassland plots is lower than 

in pioneer and production grassland. In addition to the data in Table 2.3, we calculated 

the standard deviation (SD) of the 30 measurements per plot for each time step. In most 

cases the SDs were approximately 25% of the plot’s average measured height, indicating 

NIR + B
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relatively homogeneous plots, but in some heterogeneous plots the SD was up to 85% of 

the average height.

Table 2.3 | Summary of field data. n = number of field plots. Statistics are calculated from height 

measurement over the entire growing season. Dominant species were recorded in August 2015.

2.4.2 | DTMs and nDSMs from UAV imagery

The height differences between the DSMs and dGPS z-values at the plot corners varied 

between the RGB and CIR DSMs (Figure 2.3). Differences in DSMs and dGPS heights may be 

caused by several factors. Firstly, due to wind, grass leaves and herb elements may wave, 

giving them a slightly different position on consecutive images, which makes matching 

elements between images difficult, and may result in different height estimations at 

those specific points. Furthermore, images were acquired in two consecutive flights, 

during which wind and lighting/shadowing conditions may have changed, again affecting 

the dense matching process. Finally, the differences may be caused by the spectral 

differences of the RGB and CIR imagery, affecting image contrast and matching success 

between images. To account for this spectral effect both an RGB and CIR DTM were derived 

from the DSMs.

Vegetation type n min max mean sd Dominant species 
(Latin)

Dominant species 
(English)

(m) (m) (m) (m)

Pioneer 2 0.03 0.44 0.25 0.14 Cynodon dactylon, 
Tanacetum vulgare, 
Lolium perenne, 
Festuca rubra, 
Senecio inaequidens

Scutch grass, Tansy,  
English ryegrass, Red 
fescue, Narrow-leaved 
ragwort

Production grassland 2 0.02 0.67 0.23 0.17 Lolium perenne, 
Dactylis  glomerata

English ryegrass, 
orchard grass

Natural grassland 5 0.03 0.29 0.10 0.08 Potentilla reptans, 
Lolium  perenne, 
Trifolium pratense, 
Achillea millefolium

Creeping cinquefoil, 
English ryegrass, Red 
clover, Yarrow

Low herbaceous 11 0.05 1.12 0.39 0.25 Plantago lanceolata, 
Medicago lupulina, 
Urtica dioica, Rubus 
 caesius, Mentha 
aquatica, Potentilla 
reptans

Narrowleaf plantain, 
Black medick, Common 
nettle, Dewberry, 
Water mint, Creeping 
cinquefoil

High herbaceous 5 0.11 1.89 1.03 0.47 Cirsium arvense, 
Urtica dioica, Brassica 
nigra

Creeping thistle, 
Common nettle, Black 
mustard

Reed 2 0.21 2.79 1.72 0.88 Phalaris arundinacea, 
Convolvulus sepium, 
Phragmites australis

Common reed, Reed 
canary grass, Hedge 
bindweed
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The height differences at the plot corners also varied significantly over the year (Figure 

2.3). The highest height differences between DSM and terrain reference occurred in leaf-on 

conditions (April, June, September, November) of each vegetation type. The lowest terrain 

offsets were obtained for the senescent conditions in February and January. The median 

of the boxplots in Figure 2.3 were closest to zero in February 2015. Therefore, we chose RGB 

and CIR DSMF eb to extract respectively the RGB DTM and CIR DTM.

The height differences at the plot corners varied not only over time and between RGB and 

CIR imagery, but also between vegetation types. For pioneer, natural grassland, production 

grassland and low herbaceous vegetation the median terrain offset at corner points was less 

than 0.05 m in February. However, high herbaceous and reed vegetation had a median terrain 

offset of 0.1 and 0.6 m (RGB) or 0.2 and -0.3 (CIR), most likely due to the remaining senescent 

vegetation from the preceding year and the effect of wind on this remaining vegetation.

Figure 2.3 | Vertical accuracy of RGB and CIR DSMs plotted over time per vegetation type: pioneer  
(A&G, n=8), natural grassland (B&H, n=20), production grassland (C&I, n=8), low herbaceous 
vegetation (D&J, n=44), high herbaceous vegetation (E&K, n=20) and reed (F&L, n=8). The upper 
row is based on RGB DSMs and the lower row on CIR DSMs. The box plots show the median with 
the quartiles as a box around it (P25-P75). The whiskers are showing 1.5 times the interquartile range. 
In January, one of the pioneer plots flooded during the time of the survey, resulting in a strong 
overestimation of the elevation with the SfM method.
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larger range in z-values and higher maximum z-values in the high herbeceous plot than in 

the natural grassland plot. In addition, the number of points in the nDSMF eb is larger than 

the number of points in the nDSMJun for both plots, while for the more densely vegetated 

high herbaceous plot the difference between the number of points of nDSMF eb and nDSMJun 

is larger in the high herbaceous plot.

 

 
Figure 2.4 | Examples of true colour nDSMF eb and nDSMJun point clouds of a high herbaceous plot (B) 
and a natural grassland plot (E) of 15 x 15 m. Field photographs of June show a larger range in height 
in the high herbaceous plot (A) compared to the natural grassland plot (D). This is confirmed by the 
range in z values of the green coloured (RGB) point clouds (B and E). This is even more explicit in the 
histograms of the z values (C and F). The decrease in point density between February and June is also 
larger in the high herbaceous vegetation (C) than the natural grassland (F).

 
2.4.3 | P95 as vegetation height predictor

To investigate how well the nDSM P95 value functions as predictor for vegetation height 

measured in the field, VHfield was plotted against P95 (Figure 2.5). February is not shown, as 

it was used to create the DTMs. An increase in height range was observed of both VHfield 

and P95 from April until November. In January the range decreased again, especially in P95, 

which can be explained by the decreased ability of the imagery to capture the low-density 

remnant vegetation.

The OLS regressions show large differences in the accuracy to predict VHfield with P95 for the 

five different surveys for both the RGB and CIR nDSMs for each plot (Figure 2.5). April still 

shows VHfield within the range 0-30 cm, which is close to the vertical accuracy of 0.1 m of 

the DSMs (Figure 2.3) and therefore prone to errors. The slopes of the regression functions 

for the leaf-on conditions in June, September and November are close to one. The intercept 

during these months varies between 0.17 and 0.23 m in the RGB case and between 0.23 and 

0.33 m in the CIR case, indicating the magnitude of underestimation of VHfield with P95. The 
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R2 of the RGB regression (0.65-0.87) is higher than the CIR regression (0.55-0.80). The root 

mean squared error (RMSE) of the OLS regression residuals in the leaf on conditions is 0.17-

0.21 m (RGB) and 0.21-0.22 m (CIR). In January, the OLS regression shows inferior results 

again compared to the leaf-on conditions.

Note that the reed vegetation type was ignored in the regression analyses, due to its 

relatively large underestimations of P95. Remarkably, this underestimation for reed was 

not as large in the CIR nDSMs, as the asterisks representing the reed plots match the 

extrapolated OLS trend of the other vegetation types (Figure 2.5). However, this can be 

explained by the vertical underestimation of the February CIR DSM (see Figure 2.3L), 

resulting in a misleading correction of the actual underestimation of the reed height.

Figure 2.5 | OLS regression between observed vegetation height and predicted vegetation height from 
the nDSMs. Reed plots (stars) are not included in the regression.

 
2.4.4 | Temporal profiles of vegetation height and greenness

Average vegetation height from both the RGB and CIR nDSMs increased until June 

for pioneer, grassland and low herbaceous vegetation and even until September and 

November for respectively high herbaceous vegetation and reed (Figure 2.6). Subsequently, 

vegetation height decreased again to zero or close to zero. Remnant reed and high 

herbaceous vegetation probably caused a relatively high vegetation height in January. The 

CGCVI showed distinct temporal profiles for each vegetation type. For pioneer vegetation, 

an increasing trend is observed, even at the end of the growing season. This may be 

explained by an increasing vegetation cover over time. On average, natural grassland and 

Time Regression equation R2 RMSE
RGB
Apr VHfield = 0.06 + 0.39 * P95 0.39 0.05
Jun VHfield = 0.17 + 0.90 * P95 0.65 0.20
Sep VHfield = 0.20 + 1.04 * P95 0.87 0.17
Nov VHfield = 0.23 + 1.05 * P95 0.80 0.21
Jan VHfield = 0.16 + 2.39 * P95 0.54 0.32
CIR
Apr VHfield = 0.10 + 0.02 * P95 0.01 0.07
Jun VHfield = 0.23 + 0.71 * P95 0.55 0.22
Sep VHfield = 0.30 + 0.93 * P95 0.78 0.22
Nov VHfield = 0.31 + 1.07 * P95 0.80 0.21
Jan VHfield = 0.45 + 1.34 * P95 0.35 0.38
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low herbaceous vegetation show a gradual increase in CGCVI until September, followed by 

a gradual decrease. Their range between minimum and maximum values is also relatively 

large compared to the other vegetation types. Production grassland shows a highly 

variable temporal pattern in CGCVI, because of mowing. High herbaceous vegetation and 

reed both show an increase in CGCVI until September and a strong decrease until January.

Overall, we observed numerous dissimilarities in the temporal profiles of vegetation 

height and greenness for the different vegetation types. The next step was therefore to 

plot the results of the different time steps in a feature space of vegetation height and 

greenness, to study patters of hysteresis between those variables.

Figure 2.6 | Timeseries of P95,RGB and P95,CIR and CGCVI from the nDSMs per vegetation type. Light-
coloured lines indicate maximum and minimum values.

 
2.4.5 | Hysteresis in CGCVI and vegetation height

The hysteresis in the relation between vegetation height, calculated as the P95,CIR, and 

greenness, as CGCVI, over the seasons is strongest for high herbaceous vegetation and 

reed (Figure 2.7). The arrows indicate time and show that plots first become greener 

followed by an increase in height. Pioneer vegetation does not show hysteresis behaviour. 

It shows an increase in CGCVI and a minor increase of P95,CIR over time, which is related to 

increasing vegetation cover over time. For production grassland, the hysteresis shows a 

complex pattern steered by mowing, which temporarily decreases both CGCVI and P95,CIR. 

In natural grassland and low herbaceous vegetation, CGCVI and P95,CIR show a similar 

development over the whole year, thus no clear hysteresis. Low herbaceous vegetation 
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plots 10 and 18 (Figure 2.7D) showed negative P95,CIR values over their entire growing cycle, 

which is probably caused by normalization of the DSMs to a locally overestimated DTM. 

High herbaceous vegetation started with a strong increase in CGCVI and only moderate 

increase in P95,CIR. Later in spring, the P95 increased rapidly with a continued increase in 

CGCVI. In autumn, the CGCVI strongly decreased due to senescence of the herbaceous 

vegetation, but the high P95,CIR is maintained because of remaining woody dead stems, 

unlike the less woody grassland and low herbaceous vegetation. These stems are 

mostly removed during winter by wind or flooding. The hysteresis of reed vegetation is 

comparable to that of herbaceous vegetation, except for its higher maximum P95,CIR and, 

therefore, faster P95,CIR increase. Overall, clear differences occurred in the development 

of CGCVI and P95,CIR over time between the lower pioneer, production grassland, natural 

grassland, low herbaceous vegetation on the one hand and higher herbaceous and reed 

vegetation on the other hand. This division is also visible from the resulting polygons, 

which formed if the first (February) and last (January) time step per plot in figure 2.7 are 

connected. We had an insufficient number of plots to calculate polygon area statistics per 

vegetation type, but the individual polygon areas per plot are in general larger for reed and 

high herbaceous vegetation than for the lower vegetation types (Appendix A).

 
 
Figure 2.7 | Hysteresis of CGCVI and P95,CIR over time. Direction of time is indicated by arrows. A. 
Pioneer, B. Natural grassland, C. Production grassland, D. Low herbaceous vegetation, E. High 
herbaceous vegetation, F. Reed. Note the different y-axis of A B C and D E F.
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2.5 | Discussion

Vegetation height and greenness can serve as proxies for phenology of non-woody 

floodplain vegetation. Accurate vegetation height information is advantageous in the 

classification of floodplain vegetation, because the class definitions of these types are 

often based on height thresholds (Edwards, 1983; Verrelst et al., 2009). Moreover, vegetation 

height is crucial for hydrodynamic roughness estimations (Straatsma and Baptist, 2008), 

biomass predictions (Bendig et al., 2015) and ecological applications (Davies and Asner, 

2014; Vierling et al., 2008). We have shown that low-cost UAV-derived nDSMs can be used 

to obtain the height of non-woody floodplain vegetation in leaf-on conditions with an 

accuracy which is acceptable for many applications. Moreover, the hysteresis in the feature 

space of vegetation height and greenness shows typical patterns for subclasses of non-

woody floodplain vegetation. This information is valuable for monitoring of floodplain 

vegetation, because it can help in discriminating vegetation classes, which are difficult to 

separate based on single time step data.

2.5.1 | Field data

Our multitemporal field reference data set is unique in the sense that it covers the height 

of natural vegetation over one year in six time steps. Most studies using remote sensing 

for height estimation of natural vegetation are validated with single time step datasets 

(Straatsma and Middelkoop, 2007; Aasen et al., 2015; Fraser et al., 2016), while our study 

shows this estimation is time dependent.

Our vegetation height measurements in the field also had a few limitations. The maximum 

vegetation height is often not derived from the UAV images due to low density of the 

upper vegetation layer. Conversely, measurements in the field were biased towards higher 

plants, because we aimed to measure canopy height, by selecting the highest vegetation 

element within the 0.1 m radius of the measuring rod. Another limitation is the internal 

heterogeneity of vegetation height in the plots, which is not taken into account, because 

a plot has its height represented as a single value per time step. The standard deviation 

of the field measurements offers some insight in the magnitude of the heterogeneity 

(Table 2.3). Smaller plots (i.e. 5 x 5 m) with a homogeneous density and canopy height are 

expected to improve the results of the regression between P95 and VHfield.

2.5.2 | DTM from UAV imagery

The ability to detect the ground surface using UAV imagery in the study area was best 

in mid-winter and with senescent vegetation, and decreased over the growing season 

when the vegetation became higher and denser. Local inaccuracies in the DTM affected 

the nDSMs, because the DTM was used in the normalization of the DSMs. Compared to the 

reference terrain measurements, the median terrain offset in February was less than 0.05 m  
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for pioneer, grassland and low herbaceous vegetation, but up to 0.6 m (RGB) and -0.3 (CIR) 

for reed vegetation (Figure 2.3). These results demonstrate that elevation estimates of 

grass and herbaceous vegetation are highly sensitive to wind effects moving vegetation 

elements, which increases for tall and flexible vegetation. Using different spectral bands 

might also influence height accuracy, since at this small spatial scale minor contrast 

differences can disturb the matching process in automated DSM generation. Finally, both 

changing wind and light conditions may result in different elevation estimates when 

obtained in different flights, even within an hour.

The 0.05±0.05 m vertical accuracy obtained at most plot corners for the DSMF eb is similar to 

the 7 cm reported vertical accuracy of LiDAR DTMs (Pfeifer et al., 2004; Huising and Gomes 

Pereira, 1998). However, it is inferior to the 0.006-0.06 m vertical accuracy found by Lucieer 

et al. (2014), who evaluated the geometric accuracy of an unvegetated landslide DSM 

using 39 independent dGPS references. Likely explanations are (1) their lower acquisition 

height of 40 m and higher image overlap (80-90%) compared to 150 m and 60-90% in our 

study and (2) the bare surface of the landslide, which local variation is much less than for 

a vegetated surface.

Other studies using UAV imagery to derive vegetation height used different methods 

to determine the DTM; Bendig et al. (2015) and Possoch et al. (2016) used a DSM of their 

bare fields before sowing, while Zarco-Tejada et al. (2014) interpolated the ground points 

between trees. Both methods were no option for the current study, because natural 

floodplain vegetation does not have a seasonally bare period or sufficient bare ground 

between objects of interest.

2.5.3 | P95 as vegetation height predictor

It is possible for the SfM technique to estimate vegetation height of low floodplain 

vegetation during leaf-on conditions with an error of approximately 0.20 m or 0.28 m 

using RGB or CIR imagery respectively. Due to the high vegetation height of herbaceous 

vegetation, the signal-to-noise ratio remains satisfactory, but the signal of grasslands 

was lost in the noise in most cases due to its low maximum height. Fraser et al. (2016) 

found a comparable standard error of 0.232 m for Arctic shrubs with an imagery resolution 

of 1.5 cm. For more homogeneous vegetation such as crops, the vertical accuracy is more 

than a factor 10 higher (Bendig et al., 2014). We found slope and intercept values of our OLS 

regression comparable to UAV studies monitoring the height of crops (Bendig et al., 2015), 

trees (Zarco-Tejada et al., 2014), and grass (Possoch et al., 2016).

We recognize three sources of error for the estimated vegetation height from nDSMs. 

Firstly, the presence of senescent vegetation in February might have caused inaccuracies 

in the DTM, which affected subsequent normalization of DSMs. The consequence of an 

error in the DTM is best shown in the reed plots, where an initial underestimation of the 
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DTM caused an overprediction in the subsequent time steps. Local inaccuracies in the 

February DTM can be caused by the presence of remnant senescent vegetation of the 2014 

growing season or local low densities in GCPs. The potential erroneous effect of outliers 

is unknown. Secondly, the internal variability in plots is represented only by a single value 

to make the comparison between P95 and VHfield, which limits the potential of P95 and VHfield 

to represent the variety in height within the plot. The third source of error explains the 

observed overall underestimation, which can be more or less than the generally observed 

0.2 m, depending on the density of the upper vegetation layer. The underestimation can 

be expected to be quite low in dense canopies of nettle brushwood, because of their large 

leaf cover, but may be relatively high in the leafless upper layer of reed vegetation or in dry 

grassland.

Other UAV-based studies also encountered underestimation of their field vegetation 

height. Willkomm et al. (2016) suggested that one of the sources of underestimation is 

movement of plants by wind during image acquisition, preventing the detection of 

individual leaves emerging from the canopy. This could also be the case for the natural 

floodplain vegetation, which is exposed to fair amounts of wind due to the openness of 

the area. Possoch et al. (2016) and Willkomm et al. (2016) state that their errors may be 

partly explained by their interference with the vegetation while measuring its height. 

We had a less disturbing method, i.e. without touching the vegetation element to be 

measured.

Vegetation height predictions based on airborne LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) are 

a factor 1.5- 2 more accurate compared to our UAV-based data (Straatsma and Middelkoop, 

2007; Cobby et al., 2001). However, LIDAR is also a much more expensive method, because 

it is most often collected from a less flexible airborne platform and therefore unattractive 

to use for multitemporal data collection. Meanwhile, UAV based LIDAR is becoming more 

widely available (Antero et al., 2016), which leaves the opportunity for future seasonal 

vegetation monitoring with LiDAR.

2.5.4 | Temporal profiles of vegetation height and greenness

Our multitemporal, high-spatial-resolution UAV imagery performed well for extracting 

temporal height profiles of low vegetation types in floodplains. A growing phase and 

senescing phase could be observed in all vegetation types. The temporal P95 profiles 

showed primary differences between vegetation types with a maximum height below 0.5 

m and a maximum height between 0.5 and 2.5 m. The duration of the growing phase of the 

lower vegetation types is months shorter than of the higher vegetation.

Greenness showed more diverse temporal profiles between the vegetation types. Again, 

reed and high herbaceous vegetation had the longest greening phase. Natural grassland 

and herbaceous vegetation showed a more balanced greening and withering phase. 
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Typical continued greening and strongly fluctuating profiles were observed for pioneer 

and production grassland respectively.

The CGCVI was used as a proxy for greenness in this study. An important limitation of 

the CGCVI is the use of a radiometrically uncalibrated consumer-grade camera for the 

calculation of the greenness of the vegetation. Because recording of RAW-format imagery 

was not possible with the mounted camera, no radiometric information of the images 

is available after compression into JPEG-format, even if a radiometric calibration would 

be performed. Moreover, the dual-band-pass filter created NIR sensitivity, but left some 

sensitivity to red light as well (Nijland et al., 2014). This effect is difficult to quantify 

without radiometric information. Nonetheless, the CGCVI showed relatively low values in 

winter and high values in spring and summer. This effect can be attributed to the sensor 

itself and not to post-processing, because Agisoft simply calculates the average of R, G and 

B of the overlapping pixels used to calculate a tie point. The camera is thus able to register 

the normalized change in difference between NIR and B radiation of the vegetation over 

time, despite the JPEG compression and absence of radiometric calibration of the imagery. 

Nonetheless, the values were not compared with field spectra and the absolute values and 

relative changes in CGCVI should be interpreted with care.

Wang et al. (2007) showed a high correlation (0.987) between the common red-based 

NDVI and a blue based NDVI based on Landsat imagery. The negligible influence of the 

atmosphere was in this study the reason to choose blue over red, to calculate the NDVI. The 

range and values in CGCVI found in this study were lowest for pioneer vegetation, which 

can be explained by the low vegetation cover in these plots. The largest range (0.0-0.4) 

was found for high herbaceous vegetation, which can be explained by the relatively higher 

density of photosynthetic active material (leaves) per m2 compared to grassland. Lower peak 

values for reed vegetation may be explained by the presence of remnant reed vegetation in 

the plots from the year before. Other studies (Fu and Burgher, 2015; Džubáková et al., 2015; 

Liang et al., 2016) reported NDVI values between 0.25 and 0.72, which generally exceeded 

our values (Figure 2.7), but can be explained by the inclusion of forest plots in their study.

2.5.5 | Hysteresis in CGCVI and vegetation height

The analysis of the relationship between P95 and the CGCVI shows different patterns over 

time for the six vegetation classes. The higher woodiness of high herbaceous and reed 

vegetation makes them maintain their height during senescence, when photosynthetic 

activity decreases. This contrasts with grassland and low herbaceous vegetation, which 

shows a more linear relation between vegetation height and greenness over time. These 

differences in hysteresis graphs were also expressed in the area of the resulting hysteresis 

polygon (Appendix A). Thus, hysteresis behaviour of these classes can help to differentiate 

between the low floodplain vegetation types and, therefore, has a high potential to 

increase classification accuracies.
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2.6 | Conclusions

This study presents the first multitemporal analysis of UAV-derived vegetation height and 

greenness of non-woody floodplain vegetation. From the results of the multitemporal 

data set collected in this study, we conclude that (1) the accuracy of UAV-derived DTMs 

varied over a year and was most accurate during winter, (2) vegetation height could be 

determined from the nDSMs in leaf-on conditions via linear regression (RMSE = 0.17-0.33 

m), (3) the multitemporal UAV imagery yielded meaningful temporal greenness and height 

profiles of low vegetation types, (4) greenness and vegetation height showed hysteresis 

for herbaceous vegetation, but no clear hysteresis for grassland vegetation and (5) these 

results show high potential for increasing the classification accuracy of low floodplain 

vegetation.
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Abstract

The functions of river floodplains often conflict spatially, such as water conveyance during 

peak discharge and diverse riparian ecology. Such functions are often associated with 

the floodplain vegetation. Frequent monitoring of floodplain land cover is necessary to 

capture the dynamics of this vegetation. However, low classification accuracies are found 

with existing methods, especially for relatively similar vegetation types such as grassland 

and herbaceous vegetation. UAV-imagery has a great potential of improving classification 

of these vegetation types, owing to its high spatial resolution and flexibility in image 

acquisition timing. This study aimed to evaluate the increase in classification accuracy 

obtained using multitemporal UAV images versus single time step data on floodplain land 

cover classification, and to assess the effect of varying number and timing of imagery 

acquisition moments. We obtained a dataset of multitemporal UAV imagery and field 

reference observations and applied an object-based Random Forest classification (RF) to 

data of different time step combinations. High overall accuracies (OA) exceeding 90% were 

found for RF of floodplain land cover with six vegetation classes and four non-vegetation 

classes. Using two or more time steps compared with a single time step increased the 

OA from 96.9% to 99.3%. The user’s accuracies of the classes with large similarity such 

as natural grassland and herbaceous vegetation also exceeded 90%. The combination of 

imagery of June and September resulted in the highest OA (98%) for two time steps. Our 

method is a practical and highly accurate solution for monitoring areas of a few square 

kilometres. For large-scale monitoring of floodplains, the same method can be used, but 

with data from airborne platforms covering larger extents.
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3.1 | Introduction

River floodplains have a rich array of functions that often conflict spatially, such as 

water conveyance and storage during peak discharge, riparian ecology, agriculture, and 

recreation (Tockner et al., 2010; Schindler et al., 2014). These functions are often associated 

with the floodplain’s land cover, more specifically its vegetation. Floodplain vegetation 

cover is highly dynamic and heterogeneous in space, reflecting its sharp gradients in 

environmental conditions, such as sediment type, soil moisture and flood frequency 

induced by the river. The high spatial and temporal variation of these conditions result in 

patchy vegetation with seasonal development and new arrangements from year to year at 

a scale of a few metres. Vegetation height and greenness are important characteristics of 

floodplain vegetation varies strongly over time and between vegetation types (Van Iersel et 

al., 2018a). Vegetation height is an important parameter to discriminate vegetation types 

and for vegetation roughness parametrization in flood models. Vegetation greenness 

is an important indicator of the chlorophyll activity in the leafs of the vegetation; it 

varies strongly over the growing season, but also between vegetation types. Vegetation 

greenness is, therefore, an interesting characteristic to discriminate vegetation types. 

Frequent monitoring of floodplain land cover is necessary to capture the dynamics of 

floodplain vegetation and its related functions.

Monitoring of floodplain land cover is commonly performed by making maps, which are 

generally obtained from remote-sensing (RS) data. Detailed floodplain vegetation maps 

are commonly produced by manually delineating and identifying vegetation objects 

using remote sensing data and visual interpretation using a classification tree, e.g. for the 

Mississippi River (Dieck et al., 2015), Murray-Darling Basin(Eco Logical Australia, 2015), the 

Rhine Delta (Houkes, 2008) and River Meuse (Daphnia Ecologisch Advies, 2007). However, 

low user’s accuracies have been reported for production meadow, natural grasslands 

and herbaceous vegetation, whether they are obtained with traditional airborne (user’s 

accuracy, UA =38-74%), high resolution spaceborne (57-75%) or LiDAR remote sensing 

(57-73%) Van der Sande et al. (2003); Geerling et al. (2007); Straatsma and Baptist (2008); 

Knotters and Brus (2013). Even though vegetation height is an important discriminator 

for floodplain vegetation types, this information is not available from traditional airborne 

and spaceborne imagery and is difficult to obtain with an error less than 15 cm with 

airborne LiDAR for low vegetation types Straatsma and Middelkoop (2007). Traditionally, 

classification of floodplain vegetation was mainly performed with data sets collected 

at a single moment in time (Xie et al., 2008). Several studies showed that usage of 

multitemporal data increases classification accuracy, owing to different variation in 

spectral characteristics of vegetation types through the seasons (Wang et al., 2013; Son et 

al., 2013; Simonetti et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2015; Senf et al., 2015). These studies were carried 

out with satellite data, because of the relatively low costs to obtain imagery at a high 

frequency for large areas, compared with airborne imagery. However, for the semi-natural 

riverine landscapes dominant in Europe, the low spatial resolution of these spaceborne 
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data limits the ability to differentiate between floodplain vegetation types. Furthermore, 

while multitemporal data might improve the accuracy of floodplain vegetation maps, it 

is still unclear how many and which moments during a year are optimal for acquisition 

of monitoring data for floodplain land-cover mapping. For example, Langley et al. (2001) 

found that time series of spectral data do not always improve grassland-classification 

accuracy, due to similarity between vegetation types at certain time steps or the effect of 

shadow during low sun angle in winter.

In recent years, the increased availability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has 

allowed low-cost production of very high-resolution orthophotos and digital surface 

models (DSMs) (Nex and Remondino, 2014). These data have high potential for floodplain 

vegetation monitoring, because they enable frequent production of detailed greenness 

and vegetation height maps. Height and greenness attributes over time may improve 

classification accuracy of floodplain vegetation patches, since these characteristics 

change over the seasons in specific ways for different vegetation types (Van Iersel et 

al., 2018a). An object-based classification of riparian forest based on UAV imagery also 

indicated spectral and vertical structure variables as most discriminating (Michez et al., 

2016). Time series of UAV images have mostly been used for elevation change mapping 

studies, reporting vertical accuracies of 5-8 cm of bare surfaces (Tanteri et al., 2017; 

Esposito et al., 2017; Cook, 2017; Lucieer et al., 2014). For the monitoring of the crop height 

of barley, Bendig et al. (2014) reported a vertical error of 0.25 m and for natural vegetation 

UAV-derived DSMs can be used to estimate vegetation height with an error of 0.17-0.33 m 

(Van Iersel et al., 2018a).

A downside of a multitemporal dataset is the large number of variables available for 

classification, of which likely only a small fraction contributes significantly. Consequently, 

classification model may tend to consider the less important variables (noise) as well for 

its predictions, which makes it sensitive to overfitting. Model complexity and the number 

of available variables are important components of a classification procedure to affect 

overfitting. A complex classification model, in which a large number of variables are 

available for the prediction, may be more prone to overfitting, because there is a higher 

possibility it will include noise variables in addition to high value variables. Different 

levels of model complexity can be achieved by varying the number of variables the model 

can include. Overfitting may also arise when using a large dataset with many variables. It 

requires further testing whether the number or type of variables used in the model can be 

optimized, in addition to the number of time steps considered.

The manual identification of map units (objects) is a time-consuming method, which may 

be bypassed by using a semi-automatic object-based approach, in which a segmentation 

algorithm groups the pixels into homogeneous objects. These objects are then classified 

based on the spectral signal of the object, as well as shape and context characteristics of 

the object. By using the signal of the object instead of the pixel, the signal is amplified 
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and, additionally, allows for the use of variation within the object as an attribute (Blaschke 

et al., 2014). Thus, combining multi-temporal UAV-derived high-resolution imagery with 

object based classification techniques, has the potential to offer a major step forward in 

automated mapping and monitoring of complex and dynamic floodplain vegetation at 

high detail.

The aims of this study were: 1) to document floodplain land cover based on classification 

of multitemporal UAV-derived imagery with an object-based approach, focussing on low 

vegetation, 2) to evaluate the effect on classification accuracy of varying number and 

timing of acquisition moments of multitemporal input data versus single time step data, 

and 3) to quantify the effect of different levels of complexity of the dataset and of the 

classification model on the classification accuracy.

3.2 | Materials and Methods

3.2.1 | Study Area

We performed our classification study for the embanked Breemwaard floodplain (Figure 

3.1C). The area of 116 ha is located on the southern bank of the river Waal (Figure 3.1A), 

which is the largest distributary of the river Rhine in the Netherlands. Typical vegetation 

in the Breemwaard includes pioneer vegetation (e.g. Scutch grass, Tansy, Narrow-leaved 

ragwort, Red fescue), natural grassland (e.g. Creeping cinquefoil, English ryegrass, Red 

clover, Yarrow), production grassland (e.g. English ryegrass, orchard grass), herbaceous 

vegetation (e.g. Narrowleaf plantain, Common nettle, Dewberry, Water mint, Creeping 

cinquefoil, Black mustard) reed and riparian woodland (e.g. White willow, Black poplar, 

Alder) (Figure 3.1B). Different management practices, such as grazing and mowing, have 

resulted in a heterogenous distribution of these vegetation types. Along the banks of the 

Waal bare sand, protection rock/rubble of groynes and pioneer vegetation are the main 

surface cover. Four water bodies resulted from clay mining in the past. For a more detailed 

description of the floodplain and its history, see Peters et al. (2011).
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Figure 3.1 | Breemwaard study area on the southern bank of the river Waal. (A) Location in the Rhine 
Delta (B) Field impressions of typical vegetation in the study area (C) Orthophoto of June with 
classified reference polygons. Polygons marked with a dotted circle were obtained from the imagery 
and remaining polygons from the field.

 
3.2.2 | Data set and processing

3.2.2.1 | Reference data

Reference data, representing homogeneous vegetation units, were collected in the field 

and supplemented by digitized areas from orthophotos. Low floodplain vegetation (<3 

m) was best identified in the field. Therefore, 28 field plots (dimensions approximately 15 

x 15 m) were selected in February 2015 based on a range of different vegetation densities 

(Van Iersel et al., 2018a). In September their vegetation type was determined based on 
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the dormant state of the vegetation in February, the initial field plots were in some cases 

quite heterogeneous regarding their vegetation type. At the end of the growing season in 

September, some plots contained a mixture of two vegetation types, of which an example 

can be seen in Figure 3.2. Field sketches of the plots in September were used to assign classes 

to different homogeneous parts (referred to as polygons) within the plots (Figure B1). The 
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by polygons visually identified in the UAV imagery to account for under- or unrepresented 

land-cover types in the field data, i.e. pioneer, reed, trees, water, bare sand, sealed road 

and rocks/rubble. These visually identified polygons are delineated with a dotted circle in 

Figure 3.1 and vary in shape to maintain homogeneity, depending on the vegetation type. For 

example, the polygons on unpaved walking paths with pioneer vegetation or sealed roads 

required a more elongated shape to maintain class purity. In total, we obtained 86 reference 

polygons. Field impressions of each land cover class, with winter and summer conditions for 

the vegetation classes, can be found in the Appendix B (Figure B2).

The ratio of the summed area of the reference polygons per class over the total area of 

reference polygons was chosen such that it was similar to the ratio of estimated surface 

area of each class in the study area. The total area of reference polygons was largest for the 

classes natural grassland and herbaceous vegetation (Table 3.1). Polygon sizes of pioneer 

vegetation and natural grassland were smaller than those of other vegetation classes, due 

to their large heterogeneity. The sealed road and rubble classes also had relatively small 

polygons, because these were small or narrow continuous surfaces in the study area.

 
Figure 3.2 | Example of field plot with mixture of grassland and herbaceous vegetation, which was 
divided into homogeneous polygons with field sketches of September.

Table 3.1 | Total area of reference polygons per class.

´0 7.5 15
Meters

natural grassland

herbaceous vegetation

Class Total area (m2)

1 Pionieer vegetation 676

2 Natural grassland 1986

3 Production grassland 758

4 Herbaceous vegetation 2975

5 Reed 621

6 Bare sand 1114

7 Forest 1662

8 Water 1211

9 Sealed road 198

10 Rock/Rubble 119
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3.2.2.2 | UAV imagery acquisition and preprocessing

Survey data were collected as described in Van Iersel et al. (2018a). In brief, the UAV imagery 

was collected at six moments during one growing season: February, April, June, September 

and November 2015 and January 2016. The Swinglet CAM by Sensefly (Sensefly, 2014) was 

used as platform for all flights except June, when we used a Sensefly eBee, because of repair 

work on the Swinglet. A Canon IXUS 125 HS was used to acquire true colour (RGB) imagery 

and a modified Canon IXUS 125 HS for false colour (CIR) imagery in two separate flights, 

because the UAV could only carry a single camera. The surveys were conducted between 

7am and 6pm, depending on the sunrise and sunset timing which differed over the season, 

on days with low wind speeds and constant weather conditions. In total, 38 white vinyl 

markers, supplemented by five street lanterns and road markings, were used as ground 

control points (GCPs) for georeferencing. The obtained imagery was processed with Surface-

from-Motion (SfM) in Agisoft Professional Agisoft (2014) to obtain point cloud DSMs and 

orthophoto mosaics of the study area Van Iersel et al. (2018a). Per survey we obtained a true 

colour orthophoto (orthoRGB), true colour DSM (DSMRGB), colour infrared orthophoto (orthoCIR) 

and colour infrared DSM (DSMCIR), resulting in 12 orthophotos and 12 DSMs. The orthophotos 

were raster formatted, whereas the DSMs consisted of point clouds. Agisoft reported errors 

of less than 0.1 m in both XY and Z direction for its produced orthophotos and DSMs.

3.2.2.3 | DSM and orthophoto processing

The DSMs represented the elevation of the floodplain surface model above sea level, 

and not the vegetation height. The height of each DSM point above the terrain surface 

(nDSMpoint) was calculated as the difference with a LIDAR bare earth model Van der Zon 

(2013). The terrain surface was based on the LiDAR-based digital terrain model (DTM) of 

the Netherlands, which has a vertical accuracy of 5 cm for bare earth. The nDSMspoint were 

rasterized to a 25-cm grid (nDSMsraster), to use them for segmentation in the eCognition 

Developer software (Trimble, 2007). To match the orthophotos’ resolution, the point nDSM 

was resampled into a 5-cm grid using nearest neighbour assignment. Large water areas 

were manually masked in the nDSMsraster, because of outliers in the dense point clouds 

due to matching errors in the SfM method with the continuously changing water surface.

The orthoCIR were used to calculate a vegetation index for each time step. The available 

spectral channels of the CIR camera (blue, green and near infrared) did not allow calculating 

the commonly used NDVI based on red and near infrared. Therefore, we used the blue 

channel instead of red and calculated a ‘consumer-grade camera’ vegetation index (CGCVI) 

after Rasmussen et al. (2016) and Van Iersel et al. (2018a). A CGCVI layer was calculated per 

time step, resulting in six additional layers. After processing, three types of raster layers 

were obtained per time step: 1) single band raster nDSMs, 2) three band raster orthophotos 

and 3) a single band raster CGCVI image. In total, 54 layers were available for multitemporal 

segmentation and classification: six nDSMsRGB,raster, six nDSMsCIR,raster, six orthoRGB with three 

channels, six orthoCIR with three channels and six CGCVI (Figure 3; Input).
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3.2.3 | Methods

To achieve the three research aims, we performed the analysis in three main steps (Figure 3.3). 

First, we used the dataset of multitemporal UAV imagery and reference data to evaluate the 

classification of floodplain land cover with an object-based approach. For the objects-based 

approach, segmentation was required, which is the process of grouping pixels of the image 

together into image objects or segments (Addink et al., 2012), followed by classification 

of these segments, during which land cover classes are assigned to the objects. The raster 

layers were segmented and the obtained objects were classified using a RandomForest (RF) 

classifier. Second, this process was repeated leaving out the image data from the time step 

that contributed the least to the overall classification accuracy until only the data from one 

time step remained. In this way we evaluated the effect of varying the number and timing 

of acquisition moments of multi-temporal input data versus single time step data. Third, to 

quantify the effect of different levels of complexity of the dataset and of the classification 

model on the classification accuracy, the classifications over a step-wise reduction of time 

steps was repeated with a less complex RF and with a reduced input dataset.

 

 

Figure 3.3 | Workflow of multitemporal segmentation, classification and validation resulting in 
accuracy by decreasing number of time steps. Subscript RGB indicates a true colour layer and CIR false 
colour. RandomForest (RF) and varSelRF are classification models in R.
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3.2.3.1 | Object-based multitemporal classification and validation

To perform an object-based image classification the 54 raster layers were segmented 

first. The obtained segments were assigned 108 spectral and height attributes, which 

were calculated from the 54 raster layers (i.e. 54 mean & 54 standard deviation (SD)). 

Second, we performed an RF classification to select the most discerning attributes of 

the objects. In a third step, a new image segmentation was carried out, now using the 

layers on which these most important attributes were based and independent of earlier 

obtained segments. Fourth, this second segmentation was again classified with an RF to 

check the classification accuracy, and to determine from which times step the attributes 

contributed least to the classification accuracy. This processing loop was repeated five 

times, each time leaving out the time step that contributed least to the classification 

(Figure 3.3).

Segmentation. Many object-based classifications have shown superior results over pixel-

based landscape classification (Addink et al., 2012). In vegetation classification, within-

area statistics of the pixels making up the object are an interesting feature, because some 

vegetation objects, such as a patch of herbaceous vegetation, are expected to show a 

relatively large internal variation in colour and height compared with smoother grassland 

objects. For this reason, the layers were segmented into objects before classification, 

using eCognition Developer Trimble (2007). To compare our vegetation objects from the 

imagery with the field reference data, an object size less than the field-plot size was 

necessary, which was achieved with a scale parameter setting of 60 for all 54 layers. Shape 

and compactness were both set to 0.1. An object was selected for the training or validation 

of the classification if it overlapped at least 50% with a reference polygon. If it overlapped 

with more than one polygon, it was assigned the class with which it shared at least 50% of 

its surface area. The attributes per object were: 1) its class 2) the X and Y coordinates of the 

object centre, 3) the mean value of each layer and 4) the standard deviation of each layer.

Variable selection and second segmentation. All reference objects obtained from the 

segmentation were divided into two sets of equal size by splitting them alternately per 

class based on their X coordinate into a training and validation dataset. This was done 

to ensure an equal number of objects per class in both the training and validation set 

and to make sure both sets represented the variation in the entire study area. For 

classes with more than 1000 objects, a random sample of 1000 objects was taken first, 

which was then divided into the training and validation as described above. All classes 

except sealed road and rock/rubble had more than 1000 objects. The function varSelRF 

in R (Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés, 2006) was used to select the most discerning 

attributes of the multitemporal data set. During this selection step, all attributes were 

included, thus variables of all time steps could be selected. varSelRF iterates over multiple 

RF classifications, dropping variables until the out-of-the-bag-error (OOB) becomes larger 

than the initial OOB error, until only the relevant variables remain. Although the varSelRF 
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is also a classifier, here it was only used for attribute selection. A new segmentation 

was then performed in eCognition to obtain segments based on only the layers of these 

selected attributes. The objects of the varSelRF segmentation were exported as described 

in the previous section.

Classification. The varSelRF-based objects were again sampled up to 1000 objects and 

alternately split into a training and validation dataset based on their X coordinate. An RF 

classifier was built in R based on these samples per class from the training set and using all 

108 attributes. The RF classifier was built with 10,000 trees and the maximum number of 

end nodes (maxnodes) was set to 25 to prevent overfitting (RFmaxn=25).

In datasets with a large number of variables, it is likely that only a small fraction of these 

is contributing significantly to a high accuracy. An unrestrained classification model may 

tend to consider noise variables as well for its predictions, which could lead to overfitting.

Validation. The classification accuracy of the RF was determined using the independent 

validation set and was reported as the overall classification accuracy (OA) and Kappa 

statistic (k). OA is the percentage of true positive in all evaluated objects and (k) corrects 

the OA for the possibility of the agreement occurring by chance. The OA and k were 

calculated from the confusion matrix, which accounted for the area of the objects in order 

to correct for object size. To check for overfitting of the RF model, an additional validation 

was performed with the training dataset resulting in an OAtrain and ktrain. For a difference 

between OAval and OAtrain ≤ 0.01 percent point (pp), overfitting was assumed negligible. 

Moreover, the user’s accuracy was used to inspect the performance of individual classes 

from the point of view of a map user, as it shows how often the class on the map will 

actually be present on the ground. Producer’s accuracy indicates how often real objects of 

this class on the ground correctly show on the classified map.

3.2.3.2 | Classification accuracy with step-wise decrease in number of time steps

Since the costs for monitoring are directly related to the number of surveys carried out 

(i.e. time steps), the relation between the number of monitoring time steps per year and 

the resulting OA is of high relevance. To determine which moments are essential, the time 

step contributing least to the OA (TSleast) was dropped repeatedly from the segmentation 

and classification, until only one time step remained (Figure 3.3). To determine TSleast of 

the total of six time steps, the RF was performed six times, each time leaving out either 

February, April, June, September, November or January. TSleast was selected from the RF loop 

with the least decrease or even increase in OA compared to including all time steps and the 

layers and derived attributes of TSleast were excluded from further analyses.

The next step was to find TSleast of the remaining time steps with the same method, for 

which we performed subsequently a new segmentation, variable selection, second 
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segmentation with the optimal layers from five time steps and the five times the RF 

including only four time steps. These steps were repeated until only a single time step 

remained (Figure 3.3). To guarantee similar object sizes over the entire work flow, the scale 

parameter was in each segmentation adjusted to maintain 5 106 ± 10% segments for the 

whole study area.

3.2.3.3 | Varying complexity of the classification model and of the dataset

Two additional analyses were performed with the six segmentations that included the 

layers of one to six time steps. This means that the first three blocks in “Classification” 

of Figure 3.3 were skipped to reduce calculation time, but the rest of the method was 

repeated. First, maxnodes was set to default for the best obtainable RF model (RFdefault) 

for the Breemwaard dataset. With maxnodes set inactive, the RF can build each tree to 

its maximum depth Breiman (2001). In this case, each tree may consider noise variables 

as well for its predictions, which increases the risk of overfitting. Second, the RFs were 

built using only the spectral attributes (RFspectral) and excluding the nDSM attributes. In 

this way, the added value of multitemporal data with and without elevation data could be 

determined. Note that the segments used for this additional analysis were obtained from 

segmenting both spectral and nDSM layers. maxnodes was kept at 25.

The RF classifier with the highest OA was applied to the corresponding layers to classify the 

entire study area. The result of this classification was visualized by mapping the classified 

objects of the entire study area, and this thematic map was compared to the orthophoto 

of September by visual inspection.

3.3 | Results

3.3.1 | Objects-based multitemporal classification

From the available 54 layers (nine layers x six time steps) for the first multitemporal 

segmentation, the varSelRF function selected 23 out of 108 attributes, including 1) only mean 

attributes; 2) all mean nDSM attributes and 3) all mean CGCVI attributes. No SD attributes 

were selected by varSelRF. The second segmentation, performed with only the layers of the 

varSelRF-selected attributes, resulted in an OA of 0.939 and k of 0.926 (Table 3.2).

3.3.2 | Classification accuracy with step-wise decrease in number of time 
steps

Table 3.2 shows the classification accuracies after subsequently leaving out a time step 

with maxnodes set to 25. For each of the six segmentations, the classification accuracies 

are given for every possible n-1 combination of the remaining time steps. The number 
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of time steps included in the segmentation decreases each row with TSleast, which was 

based on the highest OAval obtained after the time step was omitted (marked by the *). 

For example, for n=6 the OAval even increased from 93.9% to 94.1% when February (FEB) 

was omitted. Moreover, OAval continued to increase until n=2, even though the differences 

in OAval are minimal (Figure 3.4, maxnodes-25). The most important time step is June, 

because it was the last remaining time step and thus never selected as least contributing. 

In increasing order of importance, February, January, April, November and September 

showed as TSleast.

All classifications with the RFmaxn=25 resulted in high OAval and kval both exceeding 90%. The 

OA and k are higher for the multitemporal sets than those obtained for the remaining 

single time step June (Figure 3.4). The differences in OA and k are remarkably small 

among the different multitemporal sets. The highest accuracy was achieved using June 

and September: the OAval was 94.6%, compared with 91.6% for June only. This means 

that adding September’s data to the classification based on solely June increases the 

classification by 3 percent point (pp), which thus decreases the initial error of 8.4% by 

about one third. Overfitting was not an issue in any classification, as OAtrain-OAval was 

equal to or less than 1.36 pp (Table 3.2). User’s accuracies exceeded 85% for all classes 

except for natural grassland (60-73%) for 1-6 time steps (Table B1). This may be explained 

by its high within-class variability and confusion with the classes pioneer and herbaceous 

vegetation, due to structural and spectral similarity.
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Table 3.2 | Classification accuracy with step-wise decrease in number of time steps. The * indicates 
the time step which adds least value. This time step is the group of 18 attributes collected for a 
specific and is not used in further analysis. OA = overall classification accuracy and k= Kappa 
coefficient. Subscript val indicates validation is based on validation dataset and train based on training 
dataset. Bold OAval show the accuracy of the RF with the same time steps used for the segmentation, 
which is plotted in Figure 3.4, labelled as ‘maxnodes-25’.

 
3.3.3 | Varying complexity of the classification model and of the dataset

The RFdefault resulted in significantly higher OAs when compared to the less complex RFmaxn=25 

(p = 0.00001) (Figure 3.4). We found the highest accuracy when including all six time steps: 

the OAval was 99.3%, compared to 96.9% for June only. This is an increase in accuracy of 

2.4 pp, which equals a 76% decrease in classification error. With RFdefault the OA decreases 

much more gradually when eliminating time steps, compared with the sudden decrease 

Time steps included in 
segmentation

Time step excluded 
from classification

OAval 

(%)
κval 
(%)

OAtrain 
(%)

κtrain 
(%)

OAtrain - 
OAval

κtrain - 
κval

93.9 92.6 94.5 93.3 0.6 0.78

- FEB* 94.1 92.8 94.6 93.5 0.51 0.67

n=6 APR 93.8 92.5 94.4 93.3 0.63 0.82

FEB APR JUN JUN 93.2 91.7 94.1 92.9 0.92 1.16

SEP NOV JAN SEP 92.9 91.4 94 92.7 1.03 1.3

NOV 93.8 92.5 93.2 94.4 -0.58 1.91

JAN 93.8 92.4 92.4 93.2 -1.36 0.83

- 94.1 92.7 94.1 92.8 0.01 0.04

n=5 APR 93.6 92.1 93.7 92.3 0.1 0.14

APR JUN SEP JUN 93 91.4 93.2 91.6 0.15 0.2

NOV JAN SEP 93.3 91.8 93.5 92 0.2 0.27

NOV 93.8 92.4 93.8 92.4 -0.04 -0.03

JAN* 94.1 92.7 94.1 92.7 -0.05 -0.05

- 94.1 92.7 95 93.9 0.93 1.24

n=4 APR 94 92.5 94.5 93.3 0.53 0.76

APR JUN SEP JUN 92.7 91 93.7 92.3 0.98 1.33

NOV SEP 93.4 91.9 94.4 93.2 0.98 1.31

NOV* 94 92.6 95.1 94 1.04 1.37

- 94.4 93.2 94.4 93.2 -0.02 0.04

n=3 APR* 94.5 93.3 94.5 93.3 -0.06 -0.02

APR JUN SEP JUN 91.2 89.2 91.1 89.2 -0.12 -0.07

SEP 92.8 91.2 92.9 91.4 0.18 0.28

n=2 - 94.6 93.4 94.6 93.3 0 -0.1

JUN SEP JUN 88.3 85.6 89.6 87 1.29 1.4

SEP* 92.1 90.3 92.5 90.7 0.43 0.39

n=1
JUN

-
91.6 89.6 91.3 89.2 -0.29 -0.41
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in OA and k at one time step obtained with RFmaxn=25. User’s accuracies exceeded 75% for 

all classes even when using one time step, and were larger than 90% for three time steps 

or more. Overfitting was only a minor issue with RFdefault as OAtrain-OAval stayed below 3 pp. 

Validation with the training set resulted in a 100% accuracy.

When the nDSM related attributes were excluded from the RF classification, the OA was 

significantly lower (p < 0.01) compared with RFmaxn=25 (Figure 3.4). The OA increased from 

86% to 92% by using three or more time steps. However, reed and herbaceous vegetation 

still had user’s accuracies of 51-68%. Error matrices of n=1 and n=6 for the three levels of 

complexity can be found in Appendix B (Table B2).

Figure 3.4 | Accuracy of the RF classification by decreasing number of time steps. OAval = classification 
accuracy based on validation with an independent dataset. For only spectral attributes, maxnodes 
was 25.

 
3.3.4 | Classified land-cover map

The natural vegetation types have only small differences in their spectral and structural 

characteristics, but they are well discriminated by the RF (Table 3.3). Pioneer vegetation 

is sometimes confused with bare sand, which is understandable as this sparse 

vegetation does not fully cover the bare sand. Overall, the classification with RFdefault 

matched the vegetation patterns that were observed on the orthophoto at the end of 

the growing season (September)(Figure 3.5A). The production grassland area in the east 

is well delineated. The detailed alternating patterns of natural grassland and herbaceous 

vegetation are also excellently mapped. For example, the stripy pattern in the centre of 

the floodplain is caused by small terrain height differences of approximately 0.4 m, which 

results in different vegetation types at the lower (grassland) and higher (herbaceous) 

sections (Figure 3.5B and 3.4C). These terrain height differences are man-made remnants 
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of old forestry methods from the 19th and 20th century, so-called rabatten. Along the banks 

of the water bodies wet pioneer vegetation or wet bare sand is sometimes classified as 

rock or sealed road, which is understandable, due to its low reflectance and irregular 

surface similar to the rock/rubble class (Figure 3.5A).

Table 3.3 | Confusion matrix of the RF classification based on all six time steps and with maxnodes 
of the RF set to default, expressed in number of pixels.
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Figure 3.5 | Classified land-cover map of the Breemwaard floodplain with data from the best 
performing RF, which used data from all time steps and maxnodes set to default. (A) overview of 
the classified study area, (B) Orthophoto of September of zoomed in area C’ and (C) zoomed in area of 
classified grassland and herbaceous vegetation.

3.4 | Discussion

This is the first study using UAV multi-seasonal data for an object-based classification 

of natural non-woody vegetation at high spatial resolution according to the authors’ 

knowledge. High overall accuracies of more than 90% were found, even with a single 

time step. The high classification accuracies are caused by the additional attributes on 

vegetation height compared with traditional airborne imagery, which report lower OAs of 

75-77% (Geerling et al., 2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Knotters and Brus, 2013) and 

powerful RF classifier.

3.4.1 | Object-based multitemporal classification

The varSelRF function showed that only the object means of layers were relevant attributes, 

whereas SD attributes were unimportant. Although the variation within the object did 

not show up as an important attribute, the object-based approach is still recommended 

because of noise reduction. Calculating the mean or another measure of central tendency 

for an object reduces the effect of extreme pixel values and decreases noise (Quartel et 

al., 2006). Hence, object-based classification decreases the spectral confusion of classes.
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Weil et al. (2017) were able to classify herbaceous patches within in a Mediterranean woody 

vegetation with a user’s accuracy of 97.1% and an OA of 85% with only spectral UAV data. 

However, their class “herbaceous patches” included all low vegetation, whilst all other 

classes were specific tree species; in our study we differentiated several low vegetation 

classes and still obtained high OAs. This detailed classification of low vegetation types 

is required to map hydraulic roughness for river flood modelling (Makaske et al., 2011). In 

addition, it is the level of detail at which habitat characteristics of small floodplain fauna 

such as butterflies need to be monitored (Suggitt et al., 2011). Other studies classifying 

similar natural vegetation with multitemporal satellite data yielded lower OAs of 80-

90%, but also produced maps covering much larger areas (Wang et al., 2013); Simonetti 

et al. (2015). The high classification accuracies we find with multitemporal UAV imagery 

are owing to 1) the high resolution combined with an object based approach (Blaschke et 

al., 2011) and 2) the addition of data on vegetation height, which is of main importance 

to discriminate classes like grassland, shrub and herbaceous vegetation (Geerling et al., 

2007; Van Iersel et al., 2018a) and 3) the use of a RF classifier, which was also proven most 

powerful using multitemporal data by Weil et al. (2017).

3.4.2 | Required number of time steps

OA and k are up to 3 pp higher for the multitemporal sets than those of the single time step 

June, produced with RFdefault, RFmaxn=25 and RFspectral. Interestingly, for the less complex RFmaxn=25 

the differences in OA and k were minimal between the different multitemporal sets. 

Weil et al. (2017) also found no prominent improvements in OA of their RF classification 

of woody vegetation after the first three optimal time steps. Most likely, the RF did not 

produce a sufficiently large majority of trees containing the important variables, due to the 

pre-set limitation in number of end nodes. This may be explained by the small difference 

in the added value to the classification accuracy between the included variables and the 

high number of variables involved in the classification with more than two time steps. 

As a result, classification using a larger number of attributes (in this case: based on more 

times steps) might not necessarily result in higher OA. This mostly affected the user’s 

accuracies of classes with a high internal variability, such as natural grassland, because the 

restricted trees in RFmaxn=25 did not capture this variability. When only using the June data, 

important variables are clearly missing in the forest, resulting in a much lower OAval. The 

highest OA was found when combining June and September, which may be explained by 

the fact that June is the moment of maximum photosynthetic activity, and hence highest 

CGCVI, while in September most vegetation is at its maximum height. Hence, spectral and 

structural differences between vegetation types are most pronounced in these months, 

while data from other months become redundant, add noise and may increase confusion 

between classes. These findings are similar to what Michez et al. (2016) conclude from their 

multitemporal study classifying riparian forest species. They found that the late season 

of vegetation was the most appropriate time windows to perform UAV surveys, because 

phenological differences of riparian forest species are the most enhanced.
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3.4.3 | Varying complexity of the classification model and of the dataset

The RFdefault had overall higher OAs than RFmaxn=25, because the trees were built to their 

full extent. Each training object could have its own end node in these fully grown trees. 

However, this also increased the risk of using noisy variables to build the tree, potentially 

causing overfitting on the training data. Therefore, we built a large number of trees (i.e. 

10.000) to correct for overfitting (Breiman, 2001), and the differences between OAval and 

OAtrain of 0.03 or less show overfitting was indeed minimal (Belgiu and Drãgu, 2016).

Multitemporal data is also of high value for classification based on only the spectral 

UAV data. The OA obtained using spectral information increased from 86% when based 

on a single observation moment to 92% when data acquired during three or more time 

steps were used. Even with multitemporal data, user’s accuracies obtained for reed 

and herbaceous vegetation were low (Appendix B, Table B1), because without height 

information these classes are easily confused with each other or with spectrally similar 

classes such as natural grassland. Note that the objects used in RFspectral were obtained 

from a segmentation of both nDSM and spectral raster layers.

The less complex RFmaxn=25 classifier is sensitive to the number of variables, as using data 

from more than two time steps did not improve and even decreased the OA (Figure 3.4). 

This counter-intuitive result is due to the large number of variables, of which many are 

correlated or not discriminative between classes, which hampers identification of the 

important variables in the RF procedure. This effect is negligible when a smaller total 

number of variables per time step is available, as was the case with only spectral attributes 

of the objects. Moreover, OA improved significantly when using the default tree depth 

(RFdefault) instead of a limited depth (RFmaxn=25), because the larger number of tree nodes led 

to a more frequent selection of the important variables, hence leading to a better overall 

RF classification performance.

3.4.4 | Training and validation set

The RF performance is also sensitive to the number of classes and the number of objects 

per class. In a few experimental runs with more classes, for example quite similar types of 

herbaceous vegetation, the RF developed a preference towards one of these classes and 

misclassified the other class, instead of confusing them equally. In the experiment, the 

class with the highest internal variation was predicted the worst, unless its number of 

objects was increased to better capture the within-class variation by the trees of the RF. 

Moreover, the RF was susceptible to the resemblance of the training and validation set. 

In our study the validation and training objects were obtained from the same reference 

polygons. Switching training and validation set resulted in OAs of the same order of 

magnitude (Figure B3), again with June and September as the most important time steps 

(Table B2) . Surprisingly, if the polygons were first split into either training and validation, 
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the resulting RF would sometimes fit better to the validation data than to the training 

data. On the other hand, the structured X coordinate-based splitting of the reference 

objects into training and validation sets resulted in high spatial correlation between the 

sets. Random sampling of the reference objects also resulted in OAs of the same order of 

magnitude (Figure B3) and June and September as the most important time steps (Table 

B3). Most importantly, the improvement of OA with multitemporal input data versus 

single time step input data was still clear with different sampling methods of the training 

and validation sets (Figure B3).

3.4.5 | Floodplain vegetation map

The highest OA of floodplain vegetation was obtained with UAV imagery of all six 

monitoring moments and an RF with default settings building 10.000 trees. The 

alternations in grassland and herbaceous vegetation are mapped at very high detail. We can 

observe many different patterns in these vegetation types, resulting from topographical 

or substrate differences or grazing by cows and horses. Mapping errors still occurred 

between non-vegetation classes, which have little benefit from using multitemporal 

data because they are relatively stable over time. Improving results for these classes 

may benefit from a different sensor, which is able to detect reflectance in the short-wave 

spectrum (1700-2300 nm) where the spectral difference between these materials is more 

pronounced (Herold and Roberts, 2005). Nevertheless, for documenting natural floodplain 

vegetation, the spectral characteristics used in our study are satisfactory as we found 

user’s accuracies of 95% and higher.

The improvement of land-cover-map accuracy with our method compared with other 

floodplain landcover-classification studies (Van der Sande et al., 2003; Geerling et al., 

2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Knotters and Brus, 2013) has important consequences 

for applications in hydrodynamic predictions and biodiversity estimations for floodplains. 

Straatsma et al. (2013) predicted a reduction of 50% in uncertainty of discharge distribution 

over the bifurcation points of rivers with an increase of the OA of floodplain land cover 

from 69% to 95%. We have shown that this level of accuracy is now achievable for natural 

floodplain vegetation with multitemporal UAV data. More detailed maps allow for more 

detailed management of floodplains, for example by allowing more complex spatial 

configurations of vegetation types, while maintaining overall safe conditions during high 

river discharges. A higher diversity in vegetation structure may be relevant as habitat of 

floodplain fauna. However, quantitative ecological knowledge on habitat characteristics 

such as of spatial configurations of vegetation types is species-specific. Some studies on 

small floodplain mammals described in detail the necessary size and shape of vegetation 

or other land cover types (Wijnhoven et al., 2005; Blakey et al., 2017), but these are rare. 

Habitat suitability is often based on expert knowledge, which is more difficult to find and 

standardize to use it for floodplain management.
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3.4.6 | Practical considerations

For practical application, UAVs allow high-resolution and frequent monitoring areas of 

a few square kilometres, since image acquisition takes three days per roughly 100 ha (1 

day of flying and 2 days for GCP collection). For data collection over much larger areas 

this method becomes costly. For example, an UAV survey of the entire Dutch Rhine delta 

would take 370 km2 x 3 days = 1110 days, which would require 50 simultaneously working 

survey teams of 2 persons to collect the data within a month (22 working days) and would 

cost approximately one million euros. For a cost-benefit analysis, it would be interesting 

to compare these costs to those of traditional airborne imagery acquisition from a plane 

or helicopter of the same region with a similar resolution of 5 cm and sufficient image 

overlap of 60% or more.

The above calculation excluded the costs for the LiDAR DTM which was used for 

normalization of the UAV DSMs. However, this can be obtained once every few 

years depending on floodplain topography dynamics. Another possibility might be 

normalization of the DSMs with a sparsely vegetated winter DSM, which would be fine 

for the low, non-woody vegetation (Van Iersel et al., 2018a), but the nDSMs would become 

inaccurate for more woody vegetation as they maintain their height in winter and block 

the view of the terrain for the UAV.

3.5 | Conclusions

We collected a large multitemporal data set of high resolution vegetation height and 

spectral information, which resulted in 108 variables available for the object-oriented 

classification of floodplain land cover. Using data from six UAV surveys over a growing 

season and a RandomForest classifier (RF), we obtained overall classification accuracies up 

to 99.3% and user’s accuracies of at least 95%, even for similar classes: natural grassland 

and herbaceous vegetation. This high accuracy of floodplain land cover maps has impor- 

tant implications for floodplain management, as it will improve hydrodynamic predictions 

and biodiversity estimations.

With the RF we were also able to filter the many variables of the multitemporal dataset 

on importance for the monitoring of floodplain land cover. With default RF settings, the 

use of two or more time steps compared with a single time step increased the overall 

classification accuracy from 96.9% up to 99.3%. Most important time steps were June 

and September, which is when most floodplain vegetation reaches its maximum values 

for respectively greenness and vegetation height. Additional testing with varying RF 

complexity and a smaller dataset showed that overfitting was not a major problem, 

because the differences between validation with the training set and independent 

validation set was less than 3 percent points.
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Our method is a practical solution for monitoring areas of a few km2. The same method can 

be used for large-scale monitoring of floodplains, but with data from airborne platforms 

covering larger extents. Our study can be used to improve the survey setup and planning 

with these platforms.
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Abstract

Globally, rising water temperatures in rivers are increasingly negatively affecting 

biodiversity in riverine ecosystems. Exceedance of thermal tolerance levels of species 

is expected to impoverish local species assemblages. Reliable predictions of the effect 

of increasing water temperature on habitat suitability require detailed temperature 

measurements over time. This study assessed (1) the accuracy of high-resolution maps of 

water temperature in the littoral zone and in a side channel derived from a consumer-grade 

thermal camera mounted on an unmanned airborne vehicle (UAV), and (2) the associated 

habitat suitability for native and alien fish assemblages. During a hot summer day, surface 

temperatures were mapped four times and calibrated with 24 in situ temperature loggers 

in the water at 0.1 m below the surface using linear regression. The calibrated thermal 

imagery was used to calculate the potentially occurring fraction (POF) of freshwater fish 

using species sensitivity distributions (SSDs). The accuracy was 0.53°C over all flights (R2 

= 0.94). Average daily POF was 0.53 and 0.65 for native and alien fish species in the side 

channel. Heterogeneity in temperature was higher in the side channel than in the littoral 

zone of the groyne fields. Higher temperatures in littoral zones facilitate growth of fish 

larvae, whereas deeper parts may function as cold water refugia for adult fish during 

extreme hot summer periods. Temperatures in the side channel increased rapidly to 

detrimental values for many fish species, stressing the importance of an open connection 

with the main channel to allow fish to escape and to facilitate cooler water inflow. We 

showed that thermal imagery from UAVs can be used to monitor spatiotemporal patterns 

of this thermal habitat suitability, and decrease uncertainty of habitat suitability 

estimations up to 79% compared to using temperatures of an upstream gauging station.
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4.1 | Introduction

Biodiversity and functioning of riverine ecosystems are increasingly influenced by 

modification of flow, habitat destruction, water pollution, introduction of invasive 

alien species and the overarching effect of climate change (Malmqvist and Rundle, 

2002; Xenopoulos et al., 2005; Dudgeon et al., 2006; Leuven et al., 2009; Vaughn, 2010; 

Arthington et al., 2010). Climate change will increase water temperatures of rivers on 

all continents (van Vliet et al., 2013), further increasing environmental stress in riverine 

ecosystems.

Water temperature is a key environmental factor directly and indirectly affecting aquatic 

species such as macrophytes (Bornette and Puijalon, 2011), macro-invertebrates (Burgmer 

et al., 2007) and fish species (Lehtonen 1996, Jackson et al. 2001, Ficke et al. 2007). When 

temperatures become too high, detrimental stress occurs in many species ultimately 

resulting in mortality (Souchon and Tissot, 2012; Koopman et al., 2016; Verberk et al., 

2018). In addition, increasing temperature facilitates the spread and establishment of 

alien species (Rahel and Olden, 2008; Leuven et al., 2011; Verbrugge et al., 2012; Collas 

et al., 2018a), increases their competition success with native species and causes biotic 

homogenization. Alien fish species already dominate freshwater fish assemblages in 

many rivers of the world (Rahel, 2000; Leprieur et al., 2008; Leuven et al., 2009), urging 

the need to assess the effect of further increasing water temperatures under a changing 

climate on native and alien fish species.

The thermal limits of freshwater fish species can be used to construct species sensitivity 

distributions (SSDs) (de Vries et al., 2008; Leuven et al., 2011; Del Signore et al., 2016). These 

statistical distributions describe the variation of species sensitivity to an environmental 

factor (Posthuma et al., 2002). SSDs allow predicting habitat suitability for the assessed 

species group based on single or multiple environmental factors (Leuven et al., 2011; 

Verbrugge et al., 2012; Collas et al., 2014). The availability of field data that reflect the 

spatiotemporal variation of the temperature is vital for predicting thermal habitat 

suitability using SSDs.

Water temperature of rivers shows a high spatiotemporal variability (Caissie, 2006). Spatial 

variation in temperatures results from inflow of tributaries (Ebersole et al., 2003) and 

groundwater, shading by riparian vegetation (Ebersole et al., 2003), changing water depth 

(Matthews et al., 1994), amongst other factors. Temporal fluctuations are due to daily and 

annual cycles (Caissie, 2006). The high spatiotemporal variability of water temperature 

limits the usability of point measurements to accurately assess habitat suitability (Leuven 

et al., 2011).

Remote sensing (RS) of water surface temperature allows documenting spatiotemporal 

patterns in riverine ecosystems (Handcock et al., 2012; Turner et al., 2014). The radiant 
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temperature is derived from the thermal infrared radiation (TIR) emitted by the water 

surface using Plank’s Law and the emissivity of water (Norman and Becker, 1995). It is 

important to note that measurements of emitted TIR can only provide temperatures of 

the top 100µm of the water column (Handcock et al., 2012). Moreover, the highly reflective 

water surface can disturb the thermal signal of the water by reflecting TIR from the sun 

directly into the sensor (Anderson and Wilson, 1984). This effect varies over time due 

to changes in solar angle and wind conditions. Previous studies have mapped water 

temperature of rivers and/or streams using airborne thermal imagery with an average 

error varying between 0.3 and 2.5 °C (Table C1). Aircrafts and helicopters have been used 

most often to carry the thermal sensors, but these are expensive to deploy, especially for 

small areas and repeated observations.

A potential method to measure spatiotemporal variation in water temperatures in small 

water systems (e.g. side channels of 10-30 m wide) are unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) 

(DeBell et al., 2016). Their availability increases and they are being deployed with a large 

variety of sensors, ranging from simple consumer-grade cameras (van Iersel et al., 2018b) 

to hyperspectral (Näsi et al., 2015), LiDAR (Khan et al., 2017) and thermal infrared sensors 

(Nishar et al., 2016). The latter may offer new opportunities to address the problem of 

spatial monitoring of water temperature. UAVs are easy to deploy compared to an aircraft 

or helicopter. They offer a high spatial resolution (<1 m), which depends on the flight 

elevation and sensor resolution. However, it remains unclear whether water temperature 

can be estimated by UAVs with sufficient accuracy for monitoring habitat suitability for 

freshwater fish.

This research aimed to predict thermal habitat suitability of a side channel and groyne 

fields in the littoral zone of rivers during hot summer conditions using thermal imagery. 

We define thermal imagery as the remotely sensed temperature measurements using a 

UAV. The research questions were: 1) How accurate can water temperature be measured 

using thermal imagery? 2) What is the spatiotemporal temperature variation during 

a hot day? 3) What is the added value of using thermal imagery to predict the habitat 

suitability for native and alien fish species compared to spatially limited gauging station 

measurements? 4) How does the temperature error in thermal images propagate to the 

estimation of habitat suitability?

4.2 | Method

To map the temperature fields and the associated POF for native and alien species, we 

collected the thermal imagery and field reference data, which were combined with SSDs 

from the literature (Figure 4.1). Here, we explain the methodological steps in detail.
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Figure 4.1 | Flowchart to determine the accuracy of thermal imagery, calculate habitat suitability 
and to quantify the effect of the error in temperature on the POF estimations (T: temperature; UAV: 
unmanned airborne vehicle; SSD: species sensitivity distribution, POF: potential occurring fraction, 
Lobith: location of gauging station (Figure 4.2B))

 
4.2.1 | Study area

The river Waal is the main distributary of the river Rhine in the Netherlands (Figure 4.2A 

and 2B). As part of the ecological restoration three side channels were created between 

1996 and 1999 near the village of Gameren: two flow year-round and one only during higher 

river discharges. Water temperature measurements were performed in the northern side 

channel (Figure 4.2C). We chose the smallest side channel that has an open connection 

during low flow, because of the expected spatiotemporal variability in temperature due 

to: (1) variations in depth and (2) the propagation of ship-induced waves from the main 

channel from both the upstream and downstream end. Most locations were characterized 

by low flow conditions, but substantial flow was found near the in- and outflow of the 

side channel (location 1, 19, 22, 23 and 24). During the measurement day flow velocities 

were measured with the highest measured flow velocity being 35 cm/s (SD = ± 10 cm/s). At 

several locations flow velocity was close to zero and thereby below the measurement limit 

of the flow velocity measurement device.
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Figure 4.2 | A) Location of the study area in the Netherlands, B) river Rhine tributaries in blue, with 
study area along the river Waal, C) Aerial photo of the northern side channel and groyne fields with 
in situ water temperature locations (red dots), D) Subsections of study area used for assessment of 
heterogeneity in water temperature.

 
4.2.2 | Thermal imagery

The Sensefly Ebee UAV (SenseFly, 2017) employed with the ThermoMAP sensor was used to 

collect thermal imagery at four different moments on the 29th of August 2017 (Table 4.1). 

The Thermomap sensor performs an automatic temperature calibration in flight based 

on the sensor’s internal temperature and assumes an emissivity of 1 for the surveyed 

surface. Flight duration was approximately 15 minutes per flight and the entire study 

area was covered in a single flight. To improve georeferencing of the imagery, 23 ground 

control points (GCPs) were distributed along both banks of the side channel and were 

georeferenced with a Trimble dGPS, which had a horizontal and vertical accuracy of 0.015 

and 0.02 m, respectively. The GCPs were vinyl disks with a 50 cm diameter covered with 

tinfoil with a low emissivity (5%) to guarantee their visibility on thermal imagery.
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Table 4.1 | Characteristics of UAV flights and sensor

4.2.3 | In situ measurements

Time series of temperature measurements were performed by positioning water-proof 

loggers (Hobo Onset) 10 cm below the water surface at 24 locations distributed across 

the side channel (Figure 4.2B) covering variation in depth and flow velocity. At locations 

6, 14, 16 and 24 the water depth was sufficiently deep to perform additional temperature 

measurements at a depth of 50 cm. The loggers measured water temperature with a 

frequency of 0.1 Hz and were geolocated with the Trimble dGPS.

4.2.4 | Pre-processing and accuracy assessment

The ThermoMAP output image files were orthorectified with the SenseFly Postflight Terra 

into orthophotos. After initial matching based on the given geolocation of the images 

by the UAV-mounted GPS, the imagery was georeferenced manually with the GCPs. The 

temperature values as registered by the sensor were rescaled to temperatures in °C (TUAV). 

In situ water temperatures at 10 cm depth (Tref.10) and 50 cm depth (Tref.50) were calculated 

as the median of each logger’s measurement over the 15 minute duration of each flight 

(Table 4.1). TUAV values were extracted from the thermal imagery at the logger’s locations 

and used to calculate the mean absolute error (MAE), which indicated the error of the UAV 

temperature measurements to estimate the water temperature without calibration with 

field data. Subsequently, a linear regression was performed between 1) Tref.10 and TUAV and 

2) Tref.10 and Tref.50. Linear regression equations and root mean squared errors (RMSE) were 

calculated for each flight and all flights combined.

UAV flights

Flight duration 15 min

Flying altitude 130 m

Flight start times 07:15, 13:00, 
15:00, 19:30

ThermoMAP sensor (Sensefly, 2018)

Ground resolution 25 cm x 25 cm

Radiometric sensitivity 7-15 µm

Max. response at 10 µm 

Temperature resolution 0.1 °C

Temperature range -40 – 160 °C 

Temperature calibration Automatic, in-flight

Output format TIFF images

Weight of sensor ~134 g
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4.2.5 | Analysis

The overall regression equation between TUAV and Tref.10 was used to correct the TUAV 

orthophotos (TUAV,corr) using the R statistics package Raster (R Core Team, 2015; Hijmans 

et al., 2017). The TUAV,corr maps where used to 1) assess heterogeneity in water temperature 

in the side channel and in nearby groyne fields, and 2) derive the potentially occurring 

fraction of native and alien freshwater fish species.

4.2.5.1 | Water temperature variation

Spatial subsets of the four TUAV,corr maps were taken (Figure 4.2D) to assess the difference 

in spatiotemporal variation between the side channel and goyne fields. Comparisons 

between subsets were made by constructing boxplots of the temperatures for each pixel 

included in each subset.

4.2.5.2 | Habitat suitability as potentially occurring fraction

SSDs for water temperature sensitivity of native and alien fish species occurring in the 

river Rhine (Figure 4.3) were derived from data of Leuven et al. (2011). SSDs are constructed 

by fitting a distribution to known thermal tolerances of the assessed species assemblage. 

The resulting fitted distribution, the SSD, can then be used to derive the potentially 

occurring fraction (POF) of the assessed species assemblage based on measured or 

modelled temperatures. In this study the TUAV ,cor maps were used as temperature input 

for the SSD model thereby yielding a spatial POF map. The POF map was derived using 

the R statistics package Raster (R Core Team, 2015; Hijmans et al., 2017). A comparison was 

made between habitat suitability using the modelled temperature fields (TUAV,corr) and the 

suitability estimated using only measured water temperatures of the main channel at the 

gauging station at Lobith (TLobith) 75 km upstream.

Figure 4.3 | Maximum temperature species sensitivity distribution for native (blue; n = 35; mean = 25.4 
°C; sd = 6.1 °C) and alien (red; n = 22; mean = 27.8 °C; sd = 7.0 °C) fish species occurring in the river Rhine 
(Data: Leuven et al., 2011).
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4.2.5.3 | Temperature error propagation

We calculated the propagation of three temperature errors to investigate the effect of 

the temperature errors over the full range of the maximum temperature SSD on habitat 

suitability, assuming the temperature error is not dependent on the water temperature. 

All three errors were the difference in temperature compared to the in situ temperatures 

(Tref.10). The first error was the difference with TLobith. The second error was the MAE, as this 

is the error without the correction of the thermal images with the in situ temperatures 

(TUAV). The third error was the overall RMSE, as an indication of the error with the corrected 

thermal images (TUAV,corr). The error propagation provides insight into the sensitivity of the 

POF to errors in temperature measurements. To estimate the effect of the temperature 

error on the spatial POF, we also mapped the POF using the uncorrected TUAV (assuming 

Tref.10 = TUAV ) and calculated the difference between POF maps obtained with TUAV,corr and 

TUAV. By mapping the differences, it became spatially explicit where the influence of the 

temperature error on the habitat suitability is largest.

4.3 | Results

4.3.1 | Thermal imagery accuracy assessment

The Tref.10 was estimated by TUAV with a mean absolute error (MAE ± SD) of 0.81 ± 0.61 °C. The 

largest errors (>+2.0 °C) and maximum error of +3.0 °C were measured at 13:00 at locations 

2, 4, 7, 8 and 13. The absolute errors remained below 2.0 °C during other flights. Lower 

temperatures (<24 °C) of the flight during dawn are mostly underestimated by the TUAV and 

higher temperatures during the rest of the day are overestimated (Figure 4.5). The smallest 

errors were recorded at 19:30, but the regression equation of the 15:00 flight was closest 

to the y = x line (ideal when estimating temperature from thermal imagery). The dawn 

and mid-day (13:00) flight performed worst regarding their regression functions with an R2 

<0.6. The overall regression during the entire day between the TUAV and the Tref.10 had a RMSE 

of 0.53 °C (Table 4.2). A significant relationship was also found between the Tref.10 and Tref.50 

measurements with a R2 value of 0.87 (Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.4 | Regression of water temperature acquired using thermal imagery (TUAV ) and the in situ 
reference measurements (Tref.10).

Figure 4.5 | Temperature maps of the littoral zone derived from thermal imagery ( C, TUAV ) during dawn  
(T = 07:15), mid-day (T = 13:00 and 15:00) and dusk (T = 19:30).
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Table 4.2 | Characteristics of the regression between the Tref.10 and the TUAV during four UAV flights and 
for all flights combined

 
4.3.2 | Spatiotemporal variation of temperature in the littoral zone

In general, both locations showed higher average water temperatures during mid-

day (13:00 and 15:00) than at dawn (07:15) (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). Temperatures gradually 

decreased during the mid-day to lower temperatures at dusk (19:30) (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). 

Within-day variation of spatial median temperatures was larger in the side channel 

(∆ °C = 4.88) compared to the groyne fields (∆ °C = 2.74). At all four measurement times 

heterogeneity in interquartile temperature was larger in the side channel than in groyne 

fields (Figure 4.6). Average temperature ± SD over the groyne fields was 22.87 °C (± 0.35) at 

07:15, 25.78 °C (± 0.41) at 13:00, 25.65 °C (± 0.36) at 15:00 and 24.66 °C (± 0.10) at 19:30. At 07:15 

the side channel water was cooler than in the groyne field, with average temperatures of 

21.95 °C (± 0.43). Average temperatures in the side channel became higher in the course of 

the day: (26.66 ± 0.43 °C) at 13:00; 26.94 ± 0.46 °C) at 15:00 and 25.25 ± 0.22 °C at 19:30.

 

 
Figure 4.6 | Plot of the corrected water temperatures (TUAV .corr) in the studied area in a side channel 
(blue) and in groyne fields (red). The centerline shows the median, the boxes indicate the 25% and 
75% percentile and the whiskers depict the 2.5% and 95% percentile.

Flight time Average Tref.10 MAE  ± SD * Regression equation R2 MRE** RMSE***

(°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C) (°C)

07:15 21.9 0.58 ± 0.40 Tref.10 = 0.9025 TUAV + 2.588 0.45 -0.013 0.49

13:00 26.19 1.58 ± 0.52 Tref.10= 1.2218 TUAV + 7.7372 0.57 -0.482 0.73

15:00 26 0.92 ± 0.26 Tref.10 = 0.9595 TUAV + 0.2136 0.71 0.249 0.36

20:30 25.61 0.42 ± 0.37 Tref.10 = 1.5732 TUAV – 14.331 0.74 0.241 0.49

Overall 24.94 0.81 ± 0.60 Tref.10 = 0.7469 TUAV + 5.9301 0.93 -0.001 0.53

Tref.50 vs. Tref.10 Tref.50 = 0.8085 Tref.10 + 4.2448 0.87

* MAE: mean absolute error ± SD: standard deviation
** MRE: mean residual error
*** RMSE: root mean squared error
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4.3.3 | Habitat suitability

The observed spatiotemporal patterns in water temperature were reflected in the 

calculated POF for alien (Figure 4.7) and native (Figure 4.8) fish species in the side channel 

and groyne fields. The higher POF values were obtained during dawn. Lowest POF values 

were derived at mid-day after which POF values increased during dusk. Average daily POF 

value of alien fish species was 0.65 whereas for native fish species this value was lower 

(0.53) (Figure 4.9). This implies that throughout the day a larger number of native fish 

species (on average 12%) was limited by high water temperature than alien species. During 

dawn (at 07:15) the POF values for both species groups were higher in the side channel than 

in the groyne fields (Figure 4.9). Additional analysis of the POF at 50 cm depth showed 

higher potential during mid-day at these increased depths (Appendix C, Figure C4, C5) 

compared with shallow habitats (Figure 4.8 and 4.9), because of lower temperatures. 

The average daily POFs using TLobith (ranging between 22 and 23 °C, Appendix C: Figure C3) 

revealed higher POFs compared to the side channel for native fish species (0.53 vs 0.65 - 

0.71) as well as alien species (0.65 vs 0.75-0.80).

 

Figure 4.7 | The potentially occurring fraction (POF) of alien species in the river Waal near Gameren 
derived from remotely sensed water temperatures during a hot summer day.
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Figure 4.8 | The potentially occurring fraction (POF) of native species in the river Waal near Gameren 
derived from remotely sensed water temperatures during a hot summer day.

 
4.3.4 | Temperature error propagation to habitat suitability

The TLobith error was largest (2.2 °C) and therefore resulted in the largest uncertainty on 

the POF of native and alien fish, with maximum differences ranging from -0.14 to 0.14. 

The uncorrected TUAV error improved the POF estimations to an uncertainty of maximum 

± 0.06 for native and alien fish, which is a decrease of 57%. Using the TUAV,corr error, the POF 

uncertainty was minimized to a maximum of ± 0.03 for both native and alien fish species 

(Figure 4.10), which shows an improvement of even 79% compared to using TLobith and 

50% compared to using TUAV . POF values based on the TUAV maps indicated maximum 

differences ranging from -0.10 to 0.10 compared to the TUAV.corr maps (Appendix C: Figure C1, 

C2). Errors were largest at shallow sections with high water level fluctuations.

Figure 4.9 | The potentially occurring fraction (POF) of native species in the river Waal near Gameren 
derived from remotely sensed water temperatures during a hot summer day.
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Figure 4.10 | Uncertainty in POF due to propagation of temperature errors for (A) native species and (B) 
alien species. Temperature errors are the mean difference between the in situ measured temperatures 
(Tref.10 compared to 1) TUAV,corr (long dashed line), 2) TUAV (dotted line) and 3) TLobith (short dashed line)).

4.4 | Discussion

Our results show that thermal imagery from a UAV can be used to measure water 

temperatures with a MAE of 0.81 °C and at a high spatial (0.25 m) and temporal (four times 

per day) resolution. Previous studies using thermal sensors in riverine environments 

reported an error ranging between -7 and 2.6 °C (Table C1). Torgersen et al. (2001) and 

Fullerton et al. (2015) found lower errors, which might be explained the more advanced 

sensors they used. However, these sensors are approximately ten times heavier than the 

ThermoMAP and need to be deployed on a helicopter or aircraft, significantly decreasing 

their flexibility and increasing the costs for monitoring. Water temperature errors less 

than 1 °C were found in studies with 1) a sensor resolution smaller than the width of the 

rivers or lakes, to prevent a mixed signal with the temperature of the banks, 2) in situ water 

temperature measurements in the surface water layer (top 10 cm) and not near bottom of 

a water body, and 3) a relatively large sensor wave length range within the thermal infrared 

(8-12 µm) (Torgersen et al., 2001; Fullerton et al., 2015; Dugdale et al., 2015), Table C1). These 

aspects should be considered for future monitoring campaigns.

The accuracies of the thermal images to predict water temperature differed between time 

steps and between reference locations. Time variation in accuracy is generally attributed 

to changes in sun angle (Anderson and Wilson, 1984), wind-driven turbulence and water 

depth fluctuation (Handcock et al., 2006). The highest absolute errors were found during 

the 13:00 flight. At midday, solar irradiation and thermal stratification of the water are 

high (Handcock et al., 2006) resulting in large differences between the remotely sensed 

temperature of the upper water layer and the reference measurements from the loggers 10 

cm depth below the surface. Furthermore, temperature estimates at locations that were 

shaded by trees during a flight were less accurate than those at non-shaded locations. Near 

the in- and outflow, accuracy was most likely reduced due to fast water level fluctuations 

due to passing ships and the resulting rough water surface, changing the water emissivity 
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(Henderson et al., 2003). The same may apply to the dynamic goyne fields, expecting a 

higher MAE compared to the side-channel. Fluctuations of up to 50 cm regularly occur, 

rigorously mixing the water (Gabel et al., 2017; Collas et al., 2018b).

Spatial maps of water temperatures in both the side channel and groyne fields showed 

a natural pattern of warming mid-day and subsequently cooling at dusk. However, the 

magnitude of this daily variation in water temperature remarkably differed between the 

side channel and the groyne fields. Because groyne fields comprise deep eroded sections, 

and intensive navigation causes strong local circulation of the water, colder and warmer 

water layers are continuously mixed here (Yousef et al., 1980; Becker et al., 2010; Engel 

and Fischer, 2017), reducing the effect of daily fluctuations in air temperature on water 

temperature. The strong correlation between the Tref.10 and the Tref.50 shows that remotely 

sensed thermal imagery may also be used to derive water temperatures at greater depths. 

However, this will require ground truthing using loggers at various water depths. During 

mid-day the POFs of native and alien fish species decreased as temperature increased 

whereas in the evening the POF increased again. Fish species may avoid exposure to high 

temperature by diel migration to colder habitats (thermal refugia) such as deeper habitats 

in the side channel, main channel or groyne fields. Evidence exists of diel migration of 

riverine fish species due to changes in temperature, flow velocity and illumination (Clough 

and Ladle, 1997; Copp and Jurajda, 1999; Borcherding et al., 2002; Hohausová et al., 2003). 

Moreover, diel utilization of temperature heterogeneity has been found to result in faster 

growth of fish (Armstrong et al., 2013).

In the main channel and groyne fields, fish are exposed to other stressors that are virtually 

absent in side channels, such as ship-induced changes in flow velocity and water levels 

(Collas et al., 2018b). Although these stressors are not necessarily as detrimental as high 

water temperatures they may have a negative effect on the energy expenditure of fish 

(Schiemer et al., 2003; Trinci et al., 2017). Further research should focus on elucidating 

the extent and the cost benefit ratio of diel migrations of freshwater fish due to high 

temperatures. During colder seasons the elevated temperatures in side channels during 

the day might be beneficial as growth of larval and juvenile stages of many fish species is 

increased at elevated temperatures (Nunn et al., 2003).

Alien fish species have on average higher temperature tolerances compared to native 

fish species (Leuven et al., 2011). As water temperatures were very high at mid-day, the 

side channel has a limited habitat function for native fishes, whereas at dusk the side 

channel can serve as a refugia, showing the importance of spatiotemporal temperature 

measurements. This is further supported by the difference in POF with temperatures from 

the gauging station. The POF for native and alien fish species were overestimated by at 

least 0.10 based on TLobith, translating to the absence of 4 native and 2 alien species based 

on a species richness of 37 native and 24 alien species in the river Rhine (Leuven et al., 2011).
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Restoration measures should aim at optimizing abiotic conditions for native fish species 

as alien fish species can have severe ecological impacts (Cucherousset and Olden, 2011). 

During warm summers, it might therefore be valuable to increase the thermal potential 

for native fishes by increasing discharge of side channels, thereby increasing water 

circulation through them, and reducing water temperatures (Sinokrot and Gulliver, 2000) 

and providing deeper and shaded sections that can serve as cold water refugia at mid-day 

(Ebersole et al., 2003; Kurylyk et al., 2015; Engel and Fischer, 2017).

The use of UAV based thermal imagery deceased the uncertainty in POF estimates 

compared to estimates using gauging station measurements by 57%. This improvement 

was even lager when the thermal imagery was corrected with in situ measurements (79%). 

These results indicate the added value of using thermal imagery to model temperature 

based habitat suitability of freshwater fishes. Even without in situ calibration uncertainty 

in POF estimates is greatly reduced by using temperatures measured with thermal 

imagery. The accuracy of thermal sensors is expected to further increase in near future 

contributing to applicability of UAV based thermal imagery to derive spatial potentially 

occurring fractions of species for habitat suitability mapping.

Validation of the predicted POF values was not part of this study, but previous studies 

that applied an SSD approach to derive POF values for macroinvertebrate species in rivers 

found a high predictive skill when verified using monitoring data (Kefford et al., 2006; 

Verbrugge et al., 2012; Collas et al., 2014). The occurrence of species is not only determined 

by a single environmental factor (e.g., water temperature). Therefore, additional effort has 

to be put into deriving the spatiotemporal variability for effects of multiple environmental 

factors whilst simultaneous fish sampling occurs to enable validation of predicted species 

occurrence.

Thermal imagery can be an efficient approach for evaluating the effects of various types 

of ecological restoration measures on temperature regimes of the littoral zone of rivers. 

For instance along the rivers Rhine and Meuse numerous restoration measures have 

been taken to improve the ecological status of these rivers (Nienhuis et al., 2002; van 

Stokkom et al., 2005; Rijke et al., 2012; Straatsma et al., 2017). These measures often aim 

to (re)create spawning and nursery areas and improve habitat suitability of rheophilous 

fish species. Our results show that during summer periods high water temperatures in 

side channels negatively affect a substantial number of native fish species. During these 

periods, connectivity of the side channel with the main channel is vital as it allows for 

diel migration, enabling fish to avoid habitat with unsuitable conditions. To maintain 

habitat suitability of a side channel during low water levels, when connectivity becomes 

insufficient, colder refuge areas need to be available within the side channel. Measures 

to preserve habitat locations of sufficiently low water temperature comprise increasing 

discharge through side channels, and creating deeper and shaded sections that may 

serve as refugia during extremely hot summer periods which are expected to occur more 
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frequently in near future (Christidis et al., 2015). In addition, restoration measures can be 

designed in such a way that colder seepage water enters the restoration measures from 

surrounding soil. Our approach can be used to periodically evaluate the temperature 

regimes of riverine ecosystems from a habitat suitability perspective thereby giving input 

to decision making on adaptive management strategies such as a consistent connectivity 

with the main channel and cyclic rejuvenation of side channels (Baptist et al., 2004).

4.5 | Conclusion

UAV-borne thermal imagery can be used to measure water temperature in a river 

side channel with high accuracy (RMSE = 0.53 °C). The side channel showed a high 

spatiotemporal variation in water temperature compared to the groyne fields in the 

littoral zone of the main channel. However, during a hot day, high temperatures (25-30 

°C) in the side channel resulted in lower habitat suitability compared to the groyne fields, 

stressing the need to facilitate diel migration or cold water refugia. Use of thermal imagery 

decreased uncertainty in habitat suitability estimations compared to gauging station 

measurements and provided additional information on spatial patterns of temperature.
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Abstract

Accurate and up-to-date information on land cover is indispensable for floodplain 

management. However, existing land-cover-change detection (LCCD) methods have 

several limitations for monitoring land cover change in river floodplains. Common 

post-classification LCCD is sensitive to classification errors of the separate time steps. 

Pre-classification LCCD is complicated due to 1) phenological cycles of the vegetation,  

2) differences in illumination over the seasons, 3) the use of a single sensor, which limits 

data availability and 4) atmospheric and radiometric effects. The aim of this study was 

to test LCCD for land-cover types in floodplains using Within-Class Variation (LCCD-WCV) 

to avoid these limitations. We used an object-based approach and evaluated whether 

sequential deviation of the spectral characteristics of a land-cover object from its class 

mean can be used for LCCD. The change detection was performed with off-the-shelf multi-

sensor satellite imagery of Landsat, Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2. The main research question 

was: how successful is the change detection of land-cover objects in river floodplains using 

time series of multi-sensor satellite imagery? We concluded that 1) changes of common 

natural forest, grassland and agricultural fields into other land-cover types can be well 

detected using within-class variation as a change indicator, with a producer’s accuracy 

higher than 0.75; 2) change detection for other land-cover transitions was less successful 

with producer’s accuracies less than 0.6; 3) the LCCD-WCV has important advantages 

compared to common land-cover-change detection methods, such as high monitoring 

frequency, independence of repeated land-cover classification or multitemporal spectral 

analysis, and fast processing, because off-the-shelf imagery can be used; and 4) the LCCD-

WCV provides an overview of the locations and area of change and allows for efficient 

updating of land-cover maps with high-resolution images.
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5.1 | Introduction

River floodplains are among the most biologically productive ecosystems on earth 

(Tockner and Stanford, 2002). Under natural conditions their development leads to 

heterogeneous and dynamic land cover. Causes of natural land-cover change (LCC) include 

vegetation succession, rejuvenation, sedimentation and erosion. Societal functions 

of floodplains comprise a high diversity of functions like water conveyance during high 

river discharge, agricultural use and floodplain biodiversity. To support these functions, 

in most floodplains land cover is managed intensively (Tockner et al., 2008), for example 

through floodplain excavation, tree logging, grass cutting and grazing by livestock. Both 

natural and management changes in land cover can be sudden or more gradual and will 

affect the functions of the floodplain. Therefore, accurate and up-to-date information on 

land cover is indispensable for floodplain management.

Remote sensing has been widely used for LCC for several decades. LCC analysis consists 

of change detection and change identification, which can be performed simultaneously 

or consecutively. Change detection aims to find where and when changes occurred, 

while change identification aims to recognize the new land-cover class. They can be 

performed on the same data set, but it is also possible to use data with more spatial and/

or radiometric detail for change identification. This data is often more expensive to obtain 

and laborious to analyse, hence a spatial focus is advantageous, which can be provided 

with preceding change detection.

Methods for LCCD have different characteristics (Coppin et al., 2004; Tewkesbury et al., 

2015; Ban and Yousif, 2016). They can use 1) a pre- or post-classification approach; post-

classification is performed with independently classified images and pre-classification 

LCCD is based on changes in spectral values of land cover over time; 2) bi-temporal or 

temporal trajectory analysis; bi-temporal LCCD compares two images, while temporal 

trajectory analysis analyses time profiles; and 3) a pixel or an object-based approach; pixels 

are the most fundamental spatial element of an image and can be used directly for LCCD, 

but they can also be grouped into objects by segmentation of the image (Blaschke, 2010). 

Bitemporal, post-classification methods based on pixels remain the most popular choices 

for LCCD (Tewkesbury et al., 2015; Ban and Yousif, 2016). More recently, temporal trajectory 

analysis is growing in popularity as Landsat images are available for free download 

since 2008 (Pasquarella et al., 2016; Zhu, 2017). The same holds for object-based change 

detection; it is upcoming, but pixel-based approaches are still dominating (Tewkesbury et 

al., 2015). Post-classification change detection has the advantage that the new class after 

the change is known, but it is sensitive to classification errors. Pre-classification change 

detection prevents this error, but it is dependent on atmospherically corrected time 

series of images. Although an important advantage of an object-based approach is the 

amplification of the spectral signal, both pre- and post-classification change detection 

are most often pixel-based.
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Recent LCCD studies in floodplains or wetlands that used post-classification methods 

discriminated three to four vegetation types without specifying the accuracy (Sunwoo et 

al., 2018; Maleki et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2017). Li and Zhou (2009) are the 

exception and reported an overall accuracy of 79% for LCC in a dryland floodplain. Even 

though there has been continuous progress in floodplain landcover classification (Dufour 

et al., 2013; Romero et al., 2016; van Iersel et al., 2018b), classification errors of the individual 

time-step maps propagate into the floodplain LCCD (Coppin et al., 2004). In non-floodplain 

specific regions, Zhu and Woodcock (2014), DeVries et al. (2015) and Yin et al. (2018) 

found LCCD accuracies between 73% and 97% using pre-classification multitemporal 

trajectory analysis of Landsat images. However, pre-classification LCCD is complicated for 

vegetation, which is the dominant land cover in floodplains, due to 1) seasonal variation 

due to phenological cycles and differences in illumination (Tewkesbury et al., 2015), 2) 

differences in sensor specifications, which limits direct LCCD between sensors and 3) 

the need for accurate corrections of atmospheric and radiometric disturbances (Zhu and 

Woodcock, 2014; Ban and Yousif, 2016). Paolini et al. (2006) showed that LCCD estimations 

based on uncorrected images yielded change rates that were two to three times higher 

than those obtained with corrected images, even for post-classification LCCD. So, in spite 

of the suitability of satellite images for LCCD, there are still limitations for the application 

of existing satellite-based LCCD methods in river floodplains.

Monitoring a river section involves an area with a length of 100km. Since most images 

are approximately square, the extent of an image should be in the order of 100*100km2. 

To classify land cover in river floodplains, the spatial resolution of images should be 

in the order of cm (van Iersel et al., 2018b). The extent suggests the use of spaceborne 

images, while the spatial resolution requires the use of airborne images. With Sentinel2 

spaceborne images are available with a 100*100 km2 extent, a 5-day revisit time and a 

10m pixel (ESA, 2015). The required cm-resolution can be obtained by planes or unmanned 

airborne vehicles (UAV), which have an extent up to a few 100 km2 and variable revisit 

times (Toth and Józków, 2016). Consequently, it is infeasible to perform change detection 

and change identification in the same image when working at floodplain LCC along a 

river stretch. The short revisit times of the spaceborne data compared to airborne data 

may allow fast detection of LCC after its occurrence. Hence, spaceborne data have a high 

potential for precise detection of the moment of LCC at river segment or catchment scale, 

because of their short revisit times, large extents high coverage and easy accessibility. The 

use of airborne data has a high potential for the final identification of the changes. As we 

showed before (van Iersel et al., 2018b), classification of floodplain LC can be performed 

accurately. Hence, the missing component in LCC analysis is accurate change detection.

Previous studies have attempted to avoid change-detection errors related to seasonal 

variation and atmospheric and radiometric disturbances with satellite data. Huang et al. 

(2010) used changes of within-class variation in remotely sensed data for LCCD in forests 

and started with manually identifying pixels which remained forest based on temporal 
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profiles. The likelihood of each pixel to be a forest pixel (Z-score) was subsequently 

calculated as the distance in standard deviations from the mean of stable forest pixels 

in the same image. They determined the persistence of high Z-score to estimate change 

and obtained user’s and producer’s accuracies of 60% and 70% for the change classes. 

Kayastha et al. (2012) adapted the method of Huang et al. (2010) for LCCD of freshwater 

wetlands with six woody-vegetation classes, obtaining an overall producer’s accuracy of 

87% for the detection of change. Thus, methods using the within-class variation showed 

potential in detecting changes in forests but have not been applied to floodplains of semi-

natural rivers, which are dominated by vegetation classes with high spectral similarity 

(Tockner and Stanford, 2002; Wasson et al., 2010).

The aim of this study was to test LCCD based on Within-Class Variation (LCCD-WCV) in 

floodplains using off-the-shelf satellite imagery for a 100-km river segment over a 5-year 

period. We assume that outliers within a class persisting over time have changed to another 

class. We used an object-based approach and evaluated whether sequential deviation of 

a land-cover object from its class mean can be used for LCCD. The basic assumptions for 

this approach are that 1) objects belonging to the same class have similar spectral values, 

i.e. low within-class variation; 2) classes have a high between-class variation in (some) 

spectral bands; 3) the number of unchanged objects remains sufficiently high over time 

to maintain a high classmean precision; and 4) the image frequency is sufficiently high 

to prevent a significant contribution of yet undetected changed objects on the class 

mean. Within the 100-km segment seasonal dynamics can be assumed to be homogenous 

throughout the area and hence do not act as an error source. The method is supposed to 

show the location of changed objects and their moment of change; change identification 

is not included.

We used time series of off-the-shelf multi-sensor satellite imagery of Landsat, Sentinel-1 

and Sentinel-2. We expect that changes between classes that are spectrally dissimilar, 

e.g. forest to bare substrate, result in more extreme outliers and are therefore easier 

detected. Furthermore, we checked if the distribution of change is equal over space and 

time, because clustering of change can be an indication of bias in the LCCD-WCV method. 

To understand how successful the proposed change detection method is, we defined the 

following research questions:

1 How do different sensor and band combinations affect change-detection success?

2  How do between-class variation and within-class variation affect change-detection 

success?

3 How does change-detection success vary over different land-cover transitions?

4 Where and when did changes in land cover occur in the study area?
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5.2 | Study area

The LCCD-WVC method was tested on embanked floodplains along a 100-km river section 

of the river Waal in the Netherlands (Figure 5.1), which is a distributary of the River Rhine. 

The study area has a land surface area of 82 km2 (Table 5.1). Most of the area is used for 

agriculture, with grassland and herbaceous meadows as dominant land cover, and with 

scattered forest parcels. Within the floodplains, several water bodies of side channels and 

sand pits occur. This open landscape is the result of floodplain management aiming at low 

hydrodynamic roughness to maximize the conveyance capacity of the floodplain during 

periods of extreme river discharge.

We used the classes from the land-cover maps for flood-risk monitoring (MIWM, 2018), 

Figure 5.1B, Table 5.1). The classes grassland, herbaceous, helophytes, thicket, production 

forest and natural forest are collectively referred to as high-vegetation-cover classes. 

The classes orchards and temporarily bare cover less than 2% of the study area and were 

excluded in our analyses.

Table 5.1 | Land cover statistics in the study area obtained from the land-cover reference map from 
2012 (MIWM, 2018). N10m and N30m are the number of objects in 2012 at 10 m and 30 m resolution.

Land-cover class Area 
(km2)

Area 
(%)

N10m* N30m Description Management

Paved 4.8 6 3749 1288 Groynes, bank protection, roads 
and built-up, incl. gardens and 
single trees

Bare 5.2 6 1776 973 Bare gravel, sand or clay

Arable field 3.5 4 193 138 Mainly corn fields, bare in winter Harvesting in 
autumn

Pioneer 2.5 3 1483 482 Herbaceous cover 5%-25%

Grassland 44.3 54 5771 2972 Pasture or natural Regularly cut or 
grazed

Herbaceous 11.0 13 4531 1521 Mixed herbs rich in structure and 
species

Extensively grazed

Helophytes 0.5 1 428 113 Mostly Phragmites and Typha 
growing along water bodies

Irregularly cut

Thicket 2.4 3 2964 585 Low trees and shrubs, mostly 
Salix, Crataegus and Prunus

Irregularly cut

Production forest 0.9 1 269 125 Single deciduous species planted 
in rows, mostly Populus

Regularly logged

Natural forest 5.6 7 3680 1242 Mixed deciduous rich in vertical 
structure due to different age 
stands, mainly Salix, Populus and 
Fraxinus

Rarely logged

Other/excluded 1.5 2 Orchards and temporarily bare

Total terrestrial 82.3 63

Total water 48.6 37

Total 130.9 100

* number of objects > 1 pixel of 10m resolution
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Land-cover class Area 
(km2)

Area 
(%)

N10m* N30m Description Management

Paved 4.8 6 3749 1288 Groynes, bank protection, roads 
and built-up, incl. gardens and 
single trees

Bare 5.2 6 1776 973 Bare gravel, sand or clay

Arable field 3.5 4 193 138 Mainly corn fields, bare in winter Harvesting in 
autumn

Pioneer 2.5 3 1483 482 Herbaceous cover 5%-25%

Grassland 44.3 54 5771 2972 Pasture or natural Regularly cut or 
grazed

Herbaceous 11.0 13 4531 1521 Mixed herbs rich in structure and 
species

Extensively grazed

Helophytes 0.5 1 428 113 Mostly Phragmites and Typha 
growing along water bodies

Irregularly cut

Thicket 2.4 3 2964 585 Low trees and shrubs, mostly 
Salix, Crataegus and Prunus

Irregularly cut

Production forest 0.9 1 269 125 Single deciduous species planted 
in rows, mostly Populus

Regularly logged

Natural forest 5.6 7 3680 1242 Mixed deciduous rich in vertical 
structure due to different age 
stands, mainly Salix, Populus and 
Fraxinus

Rarely logged

Other/excluded 1.5 2 Orchards and temporarily bare

Total terrestrial 82.3 63

Total water 48.6 37

Total 130.9 100

* number of objects > 1 pixel of 10m resolution
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5.3 | Method

To test the Land-Cover-Change Detection based on Within-Class Variation (LCCD-WCV) for 

floodplains we used three types of input data: 1) floodplain land-cover inventory maps, 2) 

cadastral data indicating field boundaries, and 3) time series of satellite data. The land-

cover reference map of 2012 and cadastral data were combined to create land-cover objects. 

The satellite data were used to detect the changes (Figure 5.2). The accuracy of the change 

detection was determined with the land-cover reference map of 2017 (MIWM, 2018). Hence, 

the study period spans the years 2012 to 2017. Below, we explain the methodological steps 

in detail.

Figure 5.2 | Workflow to determine accuracy of the proposed change-detection method and 
spatiotemporal pattern of change in floodplain land cover.
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5.3.1 | Land-cover data

Two land-cover maps for 2012 and 2017 were obtained from the Dutch Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Water Management (Figure 5.1B, MIWM 2018), who produce them 

as input for high river discharge models. The vector maps were created by manual 

interpretation of airborne imagery and their overall accuracy is 69% (Knotters and Brus, 

2013). They contain twelve classes; ten of which were used in this study (Table 5.1). Polygon 

sizes of the 2012 land-cover map ranged between 25 m2 and 4.4 106 m2, with a median size of 

362 m2. The cadastral map contained individual parcels, for which we assume that uniform 

land management was applied. Polygon sizes of the cadastral map ranged between 1 m2 and  

1.1 106 m2, with a median size of 7.1 103 m2.

The spatial units in our study should be homogenous in land management and land cover 

in 2012, so an intersection was made of the cadastral map (Kadaster, 2018) and the 2012 

land-cover map. The resulting polygons formed the objects that were used in the change 

analysis. Each polygon was assigned the 2012 land cover as an attribute. The objects were 

rasterized into 10 m and 30 m grids to match the resolution of the Sentinel and Landsat 

images, respectively. Object sizes ranged between 100 m2 and 35.3 106 m2, with a median 

size of 300 m2 (3 pixels) in the 10 m grid; and 900 m2 and 35.3 106 m2, with a median size of 

900 m2 (1 pixel) in the 30 m grid.

Next, the rasterized objects of 2012 (LC2012) were combined with the rasterized 2017 land-

cover map to create a validation set (LC2017) at both resolutions. An object was labelled as 

changed if at least 45% of its surface area showed different land cover in 2017 and its new 

class was determined by a class majority filter. The threshold was set to 45%, because this 

resulted in a similar total changed area when compared to a pixel-based comparison of the 

rasterized 2012 and 2017 land-cover maps (Figure 5.3).

To get an overview of the types of changes occurring in the period 2012-2017, a land-

cover transition matrix was created based on the LC2012 and LC2017 at 10 m resolution. 

The matrix shows per class how much area in 2012 had the same class in 2017 and how 

much area changed into each of the other 10 classes. As a result, it indicates which classes 

are prone to change and into which land-cover classes their objects change. Hence, it 

summarizes the land-cover transitions that occurred in the study area.

 

Figure 5.3 | Land-cover change between 2012 and 2017 based on land-cover maps (MIWM, 2018). 
Coordinate system: UTM, zone 31N.
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5.3.2 | Images and pre-processing

Off-the-shelf optical images of Landsat-7 (L7), Landsat-8 (L8) and Sentinel-2 (S2) and synthetic-

aperture radar (SAR) images from Sentinel-1 (S1) (Table 5.2) were acquired via Google Earth 

Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017). The L7 and L8 images had a resolution of 30m and S1 and S2 of 10m. 

For the optical sensors we obtained multiple bands per sensor: red (R), green (G), blue (B) and 

near-infrared (Nir), two shortwave (Swir) infrared bands and in addition for S2 red-edge (RE) 

bands (5,6,7) and for L8 thermal infrared (Tir) bands (10 and 11) (Table 5.2), complemented with 

a calculated Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Immitzer et al. (2016) showed a 

high importance of shortwave infrared and red-edge bands for vegetation mapping. For the 

S1, the bands refer to the dual-band cross-polarization with vertical transmit/horizontal 

receive (VV and VH) acquired in interferometric-wide-swath mode, which have shown strong 

correlation with vegetation parameters (Bousbih et al., 2017).

Table 5.2 | Properties of the used satellite images.

The L7 and L8 images were provided with bottom-of-the-atmosphere reflectance values, 

and S2 images with top-of-the-atmosphere reflectance values. We used the provided 

quality band for the optical satellite images for a simple cloud mask, by setting pixels with 

clouds and cloud shadows to missing values. In total, we acquired 300 images, 65 optical 

and 235 SAR images, with a cloud cover less than 30% over 2012-2017. Each image represents 

one monitoring time step, of which the interval depends on image availability and quality.

The mean values of the bands formed the object attributes for each time step, resulting 

in two to ten object attributes per image (Table 5.2). Different band combinations were 

used to test the performance. For Sentinel-1 we always used both the VV and VH bands. For 

Landsat-7 and Landsat-8, and Sentinel 2 we used four band combinations, where the first 

combination for Sentinel2 included the red edge bands as well:

Sensor Resolution 
(m)

Number of 
images

Number of 
bands

Available 
since

Revisit time
(days)

Acquired bands

Landsat-7 30 15 7 April 1999 16 RGB (1,2,3), Nir (4), Swir 
(5,7)*

Landsat-8 30 19 7 March 2013 16 RGB (2,3,4), Nir (5), Swir 
(6,7),

Tir (10, 11)*

Sentinel-2 10 31 10 A: June 2015 A: 10 RGB (2,3,4), Nir (8), Swir 
(11,12),

B: March 2017 A&B: 5 RE(5,6,7)**

Sentinel-1 10 235 2 A: April 2014 A: 5.5 VV VH

B: April 2016 A&B: 2.7

* Landsat-7 and -8 band wavelengths, see (USGS, 2018)
** Sentinel-2 band wavelengths, see (ESA, 2015)
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1  the optical, near-infrared, short-wave-infrared, red edge (only S2) and thermal bands 

(L8 only) plus NDVI,

2 the optical, near-infrared, short-wave-infrared bands plus NDVI,

3 the optical, near-infrared bands plus NDVI,

4 the optical and near-infrared bands.

Objects that only appeared in 10m-resolution images, obtained mean values from S1 and 

S2 images and no data for L7 and L8 images.

5.3.3 | Change detection potential of sensors

A first indication of the change-detection potential of Landsat, Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 

was obtained by comparing the overlap between the multivariate distributions of changed 

and unchanged objects (derived from LC2012 and LC2017) for the last image of each sensor 

in the data set (L7L8: 2017/04/02, S1: 2017/10/16, S2: 2017/08/29). We analysed this for nine 

sensor-band combinations (four times L7L8, one time S1 and four times S2). Per land-cover 

class, the attributes of each object and the covariance matrix of all objects in the class 

were used to calculate the Mahalanobis Distance (MD) of each object. The MD represents 

the distance of the object’s spectral characteristics to its class mean in a multivariate 

space, corrected for the covariance of all objects (De Maesschalck et al., 2000).

To perform land-cover change with remote sensing, changes should result in different 

spectral characteristics and hence an increased MD to the original class mean. To check 

whether the spectral bands of the sensors are sensitive to the observed changes, we 

compared MD for changed and unchanged objects for each LC2012 class. Per class in 2012, 

the distribution of the MD for the changed and unchanged objects was represented by the 

interquartile range (25th - 75th percentile), which is the centre 50% of objects around the 

median. A 0% overlap in the interquartile range of MD for a class means that the centre 

50% of the changed objects and the centre 50% of the unchanged objects have completely 

different MD values, hence the detection potential of this land-cover transition is very 

high. A 100% overlap of the interquartile ranges indicates that the classes have similar 

MD values (Figure 5.4), meaning that changed and unchanged objects of this class are 

indistinguishable based on their MD value. If the overlap is 20%, the centre 50% of the 

changed and unchanged distributions share the same range for 20% of the objects, 

meaning there is a high probability of discriminating changed from unchanged objects.

 

Figure 5.4 | Illustration of 0%, 20% and 100% overlap in interquartile range of changed (red) and 
unchanged (blue) objects in a 2017 image, that belonged to the same class in 2012.
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5.3.4 | LCCD-WCV method

The LCCD-WCV method is based on the assumption that when an object changes class, 

the distance to the class mean in the feature space increases. To account for phenological 

and atmospheric variation, the class mean is derived for each individual image. We set a 

threshold on the MD to determine when the distance to the class mean indicated change. 

As image noise can also cause a larger MD, an object should exceed the threshold in two 

subsequent images before getting flagged as changed. For the LCCD-WCV, we used the 65 

optical and 235 SAR satellite images spanning the entire monitoring period.

The initial object class is derived from the LC2012, so each class has a starting set of 

objects. For every subsequent image, we determined the spectral mean for each class 

from all associated objects. Next, we calculated the MD to this mean for each of the class’ 

objects and determined their Chi-square distribution (Garrett, 1989). This was used to set 

a threshold value, which depended on the degrees of freedom, i.e. the number of bands 

available in this time step, and the significance value α. An object was flagged as an 

outlier, if its MD exceeded the threshold value. If the MD could not be calculated due to a 

singular covariance matrix, which is often the result of a small sample size, the MD was set 

to missing value. In this specific image the object could not be marked as an outlier.

Objects that persisted as outliers in two sequential images were marked as ‘changed’. 

They were removed from the set of objects in further analysis, so the class mean in the 

next time step would represent the unchanged objects. If an object was flagged as an 

outlier only once, it was not removed from the class, as it could be caused by noise in the 

data. Changed objects were not assigned to a new class, resulting in a decreasing number 

of objects per class over time (Figure 5.5). The output of the change detection was a map 

showing per object whether it had changed and, if so, at which time step.

Figure 5.5 | Illustration of LCCD-WCV method over time in a feature space of two bands. The blue 
circles represent objects belonging to a single class. When they change, their spectral properties 
change and their distance to the class mean increases (blue diamond). When the distance remains 
large in the next time step, they are detected as changed (red cross). From then onward, they do not 
contribute to the class mean in the next time step. Changed objects are not assigned to a new class.
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5.3.4.1 | Change-detection-accuracy assessment

The changes as predicted by the LCCD-WCV at the end of the five-year period were validated 

with the land-cover transition matrix obtained from LC2012 and LC2017. The change 

detection accuracy was calculated for each land-cover class for the different sensor-and 

band-combinations and for different α threshold values. The producer’s accuracy of the 

classes changed (PAchanged) and unchanged (PAunchanged) show how often an object is correctly 

recognized as such. They were calculated from the confusion matrix (Equation 1 and 2), 

which accounts for the surface area of the objects. Only objects comprising two or more 

pixels at 10 m resolution were used in the accuracy assessment, because single-pixel 

objects do not experience noise reduction like all larger objects do and are hence more 

sensitive to noise. This excludes 1% of the total terrestrial study area.

The change detection was carried out for three different sensor combinations: Landsat 

only (L7L8), Landsat and Sentinel-2 (L7L8S2), and all sensors (L7L8S1S2) to determine 

the performance of the different sensors and their bands. For each of the three sensor 

combinations, different band combinations were chosen, at four levels of inclusiveness: 

1) all bands; 2) R, G, B, Nir, NDVI and Swir, 3) R, G, B, Nir and NDVI; 4) R, G, B and Nir. Besides, 

four different threshold values were determined where α varied between 0.4 and 0.7 with 

an interval of 0.1. Boundary values of α were chosen after sensitivity analysis by trial and 

error: higher α values resulted in an unrealistically low number of outliers and lower α 

values in an unrealistically high number of outliers.

The sensor-band combination and α value that produced the highest PAchanged and PAunchanged 

(sensorbandoptimal) were used to evaluate the effect of between-class variation and 

within-class variation on LCCD-WCV accuracy. The effect of between-class variation was 

determined by comparing the PAchanged of all observed land-cover transitions in the study 

area over the entire monitoring period, and PAunchanged of all no-change transitions (e.g., 

grass to grass) against a threshold for accuracy of 0.75. The effect of within-class variation 

was determined by comparing the PAchanged of a class with the variation of MD within the 

class. Classes with a high within-class variation will have a high chance that the MD of a 

changed object would still fall within the range of MDs of unchanged objects in that class.

 PAchanged =                  
true positives

   (Equation 1)

 PAchanged =                 
true positives

 (Equation 2)

true positives+false positives

true positives+false positives
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5.3.4.2 | Spatiotemporal distribution of changed floodplain land cover

For each year, the spatial distribution of the changed objects from the sensor-bandoptimal 

was studied by mapping them for the entire study area. In addition, the temporal pattern 

of changed objects was evaluated by plotting the number of changed objects and the 

changed area per year. In addition, the temporal pattern of changed objects was evaluated 

by plotting the number of changed objects and the changed area per time step. We used 

those maps and plotted time series to visually evaluate the spread of change in space 

and time. For example, spatial clustering of changed objects or years with a lot of change 

could be identified. In addition, we checked whether each class had at least 50 objects 

remaining in the 10 m resolution grid at the end of the monitoring period in 2017.

5.4 | Results

5.4.1 | Land cover changes (2012-2017) based on reference maps

For 74% of the study area, land cover did not change between 2012 and in 2017. The 

transition matrix obtained from LC201210m and LC201710m provides a quantitative summary 

of the land-cover changes (Figure 5.6). For most classes, the largest part of their 2012 

area remained unchanged over the monitoring period, as indicated by the high values 

on the diagonal of the transition matrix. Pioneer vegetation and production forest were 

the exception, and changed mostly into grassland and natural forest, respectively. The 

apparent change of production forest into natural forest may be related to the definition 

of these classes in the reference maps, because aging and neglection of the production 

forest lead to loss of the typical pattern of trees in lines. As a result, this characteristic is 

not visible anymore in the airborne imagery used in the mapping of the reference land-

cover data. The classes grassland, bare substrate, paved, natural forest and helophytes are 

the most stable land-cover types. The changed objects mostly converted into grassland, 

except for thicket and production forest, which mostly developed into natural forest. 

The change into grassland is a result of cutting and logging activities, i.e. management 

processes, while the change into natural forest is a result of succession and aging, i.e. 

natural processes. Note that the transition matrix shows the net transitions over five 

years, therefore in-between transitions are not represented. For example, when an object 

belonged to class A in 2012, to class B in 2015 and to class C in 2017 it is documented from 

LC2012 to LC2017 as a transition from class A to C. This does not affect the results of the 

LCCD-WCV, since changed objects were not assigned to a new class.
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Figure 5.6 | Transition matrix of objects based on reference vegetation maps of 2012 and 2017 with 10 
m resolution. Read from left to right, e.g. of the paved surface in 2012, 80.4% was unchanged in 2017 
and 0.8% turned into bare substrate.

 
5.4.2 | Change detection potential of sensors

The potential to recognize changed objects using satellite images was determined per 

class with the 2012 LC map and 2017 satellite images. We used a single Landsat 8, Sentinel-1 

and Sentinel-2 image and the different band combinations for L8 and S2. In addition to 

the change-detection potential, we determined the within-class variation by the median 

MD of the class from the three images and their sensor-bands combinations (Table 5.3). 

The MD increases with a higher number of bands and so will the LCCD-WCV threshold 

value, because of the higher degrees of freedom in the Chi-square distribution. Paved, 

bare and pioneer vegetation showed a high within-class variation, with a median MD 

above 2.0. Helophytes also had a relatively high within-class variation. The overlap in the 

interquartile range of MD for changed and unchanged objects was smallest for natural 

forest, grassland and arable land (Figure 5.7), indicating that changed objects in these 

classes have a high potential to be detected. Changes in paved and bare areas are likely 

more difficult to detect, because MD interquartile ranges of the unchanged objects show 

a large overlap with those of the classes into which these objects changed. In general, high 

within-class variation is not a predictor for high overlap, as pioneer vegetation has the 

highest mean MD (2.29) but not the highest overlap (Figure 5.7).
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Table 5.3 | Median Mahalanobis distance (MD) of unchanged objects for a single Sentinel-1 (S1), 
Sentinel-2 (S2) and Landsat (L8) image with different band combinations. The date of image 
acquisition is given below the sensor code
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The S1 image showed the highest overlap for five of the ten land-cover classes and 

therefore has the lowest potential for change detection of the three sensors. The 

overlap varied between classes for the S2 and L8 images, partly depending on their band 

combinations. The S2 image showed a better discrimination potential for most classes, 

but L8 outperformed S2 for bare substrate, grassland, herbaceous vegetation and thicket 

with varying bands combinations. This might also be caused by the fact that spectral 

differences between those vegetation land-cover classes are larger in spring, making that 

the timing of the L8 image resulted in the higher between-class contrast.

 

Figure 5.7 | Overlap of interquartile distance (P25 − P75) of the Mahalanobis distance (MD) of 
changed and unchanged objects for Landsat (L8), Sentinel-1 (S1) and Sentinel-2 (S2) and their bands 
combinations. Low values for overlap indicate a high potential for change detection

 
5.4.3 | Change-detection accuracy

5.4.3.1 | Effect of different sensor and band combinations

The 12 sensor-band combinations varied in their change-detection success over the 2012-

2017 period. All land-cover types showed the highest detection accuracies (PAchanged 0.22-

0.85) for combining sensors L7, L8 and S2 with bands R, G, B and Nir (L7L8S2 RGBNir), using 

significance value α set to 0.6 (Figure 5.8). Ideally PAchanged and PAunchanged both show high 

values. However, clear trade off arises between correct detection of changed objects (high 

PAchanged) and the correct prediction of unchanged objects (high PAunchanged) from comparing 

all sensor-band combinations. Using additional images from S1 yielded a much higher 

detection of change for all classes (PAchanged >0.98), but at the expense of a PAunchanged close 

to zero, which is ineffective for change detection. The effect of varying α on the detection 
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performance was similar for the different sensor-band combinations for each class (Figure 

5.9). PAchanged increased with an increasing α while PAunchanged decreased with an increasing 

α. Production forest was an exception to this, as two sensor-band combinations including 

S1 showed a sudden increase in PAunchanged at α 0.6 (Figure 5.8). Combination L7L8S2 RGBNir 

(Figure 5.9h) provided the highest change-detection success over the range of 0.4 <α 

<0.7. The trade-off between PAchanged and PAunchanged varied for different values of α. A strong 

decline was observed in PAunchanged for α >0.5, meaning that too many unchanged objects 

are labelled as changed. On the other hand, for α <0.6 less than half of the changed objects 

are detected. Hence, the best balance between a high PAchanged and a high PAunchanged was 

found for α set to 0.6.

5.4.4 | Effect of between-class variation and within-class variation

The differences in contrast between classes and the within-class variation influenced 

the change-detection results as well. PAchanged and PAunchanged varied greatly between 

the different land-cover classes for the same sensor-band combinations. The change 

detection was relatively successful in arable field, grassland and natural forest, with a 

PAchanged above 0.75 using L7L8 and S2 and the band combination RGBNir (Figure 5.8). This 

corresponds to the high discrimination potential of these classes (Figure 5.7). Changes in 

paved, bare substrate, pioneer vegetation and production forest were the most difficult to 

detect (PAchanged <0.4) (Figure 5.8 and 5.9), which is due to their large within-class variation 

(Table 5.3). If the within-class variation is large, the changed and unchanged objects in this 

class have similar MD values, which can lead to a high number of false negative errors.
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Figure 5.8 | Producer’s accuracy of changed (PAchanged) and unchanged (PAunchanged) per landcover type for 
different sensor and band combinations. The MD threshold value was calculated with α = 0.6. Ideally 
PAchanged and PAunchanged both show high values.
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Figure 5.9 | Change-detection success over significance value α. Each panel shows for a specific class 
the producer’s accuracy of changed (PAchanged, in red) and unchanged (PAunchanged, in blue) for all sensor-
band combinations. The latter are indicated on the right of the panel. The best balance between 
a high PAchanged and a high PAunchanged with α = 0.6 and sensor-band combination L7L8S2 RGBNir is 
highlighted with a dot marker in each panel.

The detection accuracy per class was further subdivided according to the new class of 

an object in 2017 (Figure 5.10). PAchanged varied between 0 and 1 and PAunchanged between 0.25 

and 0.84. Classes with high between-class variation (non-vegetation vs. vegetation) 

often showed a high PAchanged, meaning that changes between these classes are generally 

well detected. For example, changes of vegetation into paved, bare and arable field were 

detected with a PAchanged >0.85, except for the change of natural forest and pioneer to arable 

field. The change detection of bare substrate to a vegetated land-cover class improved with 

the vegetation cover associated with these classes: changes of bare to thicket or forest 

were detected better than bare to grassland or herbaceous vegetation. Changes of the 

class paved into other classes were poorly detected (PAchanged <0.4), except for helophytes 

and production forest (PAchanged = 1). Changes in arable fields were only accurately detected 
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if they changed into paved area, grass or natural forest. A change of a vegetation class 

into another vegetation class was well detected (PAchanged >0.80) in the case of 1) grass 

into pioneer or production forest, 2) production forest into grassland or herbaceous, and 

3) natural forest into pioneer, grass or helophytes. Detecting change remains difficult 

(PAchanged <0.5) for 1) herbaceous into most other vegetation types, 2) helophytes into 

herbaceous or natural forest, 3) thicket into production or natural forest, 4) production 

forest into natural forest, and 5) natural forest into production forest. In general, the 

successful detection of no change is larger for denser vegetation cover and increasing 

vegetation height of a land-cover class. This may be explained by high heterogeneity 

(Table 5.1) and resulting high within-class variation of the low vegetation cover of paved, 

bare substrate and pioneer vegetation (Figure 5.10), because a high within-class variation 

increases the threshold for outliers.

 

 

Figure 5.10 | Producer’s accuracy of changed (PAchanged on the off-diagonal cells) and unchanged 
(PAunchanged on the diagonal cells) per landcover class transition, over the entire 2012-2017 period with 
sensor-band combination L7L8S2 RGBNir and α = 0.6. An empty cell means that such transition did 
not occur.
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5.4.5 | Spatiotemporal distribution of changed floodplain landcover

The results from the sensor-band combination L7L8S2 RGBNir with α = 0.6 (sensor-

bandoptimal) were used to analyse the spatiotemporal distribution of change in the study 

area, because this combination resulted in the highest change-detection accuracy 

without extremely low detection of unchanged land-cover. It detected changes for 40% of 

the area. The changes occurred throughout the entire study area and were well distributed 

over the five-year monitoring period (Figure 5.11). In 2016 change occurred in the largest 

area: 12% of the terrestrial part of the study area changed, which is almost twice as much 

as in 2014. The total unchanged area (Figure 5.11) is 60%, which is much smaller than 

the 74% as observed with the manual interpretation of aerial photographs (difference 

between LC2012 and LC2017) (Figure 5.4). This is likely due to the false positive changes 

resulting from the LCCD-WCV method.

 

Figure 5.11 | Spatial pattern of changed objects per year between 2013 and 2017. Each colour represents 
changes that occurred between 01/01 and 31/12 of that year. The percentage represents the area of 
change divided by the total terrestrial area.

 

The total changed area per image between 2012 and 2015 was relatively large compared to 

the period 2015-2018 (Figure 5.12). This may be related to the lower spatial resolution and 

image frequency of the Landsat images which were the only images available in this phase 

of the monitoring, since Sentinel-2 was only launched in 2015. The lower spatial resolution 

of Landsat results in a larger size of the smallest objects, thus if a small changed object 

is detected on a Landsat image, the area of change is relatively large compared to a small 

changed object in an S2 image. This may partly explain why the total area of change per 

image is often large before 2015, whereas the number of changed objects is relatively low. 

The lower image frequency of Landsat will result in an accumulation of changed objects 

over the larger time interval, leading to the higher peaks in detected objects in L7 and L8 

time steps before 2015. The highest numbers of changed objects per time step occurred 

after 2015, when S2 data became available. The 10m resolution of S2 images leads to many 

more objects, which will consequently increase the number of changed objects.
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Figure 5.12 | Temporal pattern of change in number of changed objects (blue, left y-axis) and in 
changed area (green, right y-axis). Values determined using Landsat images are indicated as 
diamonds and those using Sentinel images as squares.

 

The number of objects included in the LCCD-WCV decreased over time, due to exclusion 

of changed objects (Figure 5.13). Over the entire monitoring period, the largest decrease 

in number of objects occurred in the grassland class, which is mainly due to a large initial 

number of grassland objects rather than grassland being especially sensitive to change. 

An abrupt increase in the percentage of changed objects occurs in all classes in April and 

September 2016, which coincides with a high image frequency in those same periods 

(Figure 5.12). For all classes, more than 50 objects remained unchanged by the end of the 

monitoring period at 10 m resolution. Arable field and production forest lost over 50% of 

their already relatively low number of objects over the monitoring period.

Figure 5.13 | The number of remaining 10m-resolution objects per time step (left) and percentage of 
initial objects that changed (right) since the start of the change detection in 2012.
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5.5 | Discussion

We tested the performance of a new Land-Cover-Change Detection method based on 

Within-Class Variation (LCCD-WCV) for river floodplains, using off-the-shelf satellite 

imagery over a 5-year period. The LCCD- WCV method starts with a map of spatial objects 

with known land cover and detects subsequent change of these objects to another 

land-cover class by the deviation of their spectral characteristics from the class average 

in successive images. It has three important advantages compared to common LCCD 

methods: 1) the independence of frequent field campaigns allows for the use of high 

frequency remote-sensing data, because already classified objects are used to label 

the spectral information instead of repeated field measurements; 2) the independence 

of classification or multitemporal spectral analysis, which are problematic due to the 

propagation of classification errors in post-classification change detection and the 

dependence on atmospheric and radiometric corrections and normalization over the 

time series; and 3) the fast processing, because off-the-shelf imagery can be used and 

additional atmospheric correction is not needed.

A prerequisite for the LCCD-WCV method is a well-documented land-cover map at the 

start of the monitoring. If this map is available, the LCCD-WCV method provides a first 

indication of the location and area of change at the frequency of open-access and largely 

cloud-free satellite images. This strongly reduces the 5-year interval, at which these 

changes are currently detected in the study area using airborne images. The LCCD-WCV 

also allows a more focussed identification of change using very-high-resolution images 

such as aerial photographs or UAV images, which have a much smaller extent than 

spaceborne images.

We used an object-based approach where the objects represent the LC and cadastral 

situation at the onset of the monitoring. In the analysis, the object borders are maintained 

unchanged over time; LC change only occurs through a change of an entire object into 

another class.

5.5.1 | Accuracy of change detection

Changes of natural forest, grassland and arable fields can be well detected with the LCCD-

WCV method (PAchanged >0.75). These classes covered the majority of the terrestrial part of 

the study area in 2012 (65%, Table 5.1). Deng et al. (2008) used bi-temporal change detection 

based on principal component analysis with Landsat 7 and SPOT images to detect changes 

from crop fields to non-vegetation land-cover classes. The authors achieved PAchanged over 

85% for most land-cover changes but transitions between natural vegetation classes 

with a low between-class variation were not included. The arable-field class in our study 

area mainly changed into grassland, which was detected successfully (PAchanged 0.93). Afify 

(2011) compared post- and pre-classification change-detection methods to find changes 
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between three land-cover classes (bare, vegetation and paved), but achieved a low change-

detection accuracy for all pre-classification methods (PAchanged <0.6). Toure et al. (2018) also 

achieved low PAchanged values (<0.45) for changes of vegetated land cover to built-up area 

with their post-classification change detection. We found higher accuracies for this type 

of changes (PAchanged >0.87). Hu and Dong (2018) successfully detected land-cover change 

with a hybrid change detection method, combining pre- and post-classification change 

detection (PAchanged 0.73-0.78). However, they studied only six land-cover classes, three of 

which were vegetation classes, which provides insufficient detail for the management 

of semi-natural floodplains. Kayastha et al. (2012) achieved an overall PAchanged of 0.87 for 

change of six mostly woody-vegetation classes, but they did not report PAchanged values for 

the separate land-cover classes. In comparison to other studies, the LCCD-WCV performed 

rather well for natural forest, grassland and arable fields.

For the other land-cover classes the LCCD-WCV method was less successful (PAchanged <0.6). 

Possible explanations for this are 1) the low between-class variation for many of these 

changes; 2) the 10 m and 30 m resolution of the used images is insufficient to capture 

all complex spatial patterns and resulting spatial heterogeneity of these classes in the 

investigated area; 3) a high within-class variation, especially for mixed classes such as 

paved, bare substrate and pioneer vegetation, which leads to a higher threshold value for 

outliers compared to more pure classes.

LCCD-WCV considers only entire objects which are then potentially labelled as changed. 

Consequently, small changes within an object remain undetected, because the no-change 

signal in the object is dominant. This can be problematic when a land-cover change of 

significant size occurs within a relatively large object. A clear trade off was observed 

between correct detection of changed objects (high PAchanged) and the correct prediction 

of unchanged objects (high PAunchanged) from the comparison of all sensor-band combi- 

nations. The trade-off varied for different values of α that determines the threshold 

above which an MD value is an outlier. High threshold values resulted in high accuracy 

for the detection of changed objects, while low values resulted in higher accuracy for 

the detection of unchanged objects. Thus, by varying the used value for α, areas that are 

likely changed (detection using high α) can be distinguished from areas that are likely 

unchanged (detection using low α). These analyses may then reveal the areas where 

confidence for change or persistence is low, and thus should be focus areas for field 

surveys to collect ground-truth data on LC change.

5.5.2 | Effects of image pre-processing errors

We used off-the shelf georeferenced images which were provided with bottom-of-the-

atmosphere reflectance values (L7 and L8) and top-of-the-atmosphere reflectance values 

(S2), and cloud and shadow masks. Poor pre-processing of satellite images can cause 

errors in change detection due to misregistration, poor cloud and shadow masking and 
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atmospheric correction (Nielsen et al., 1998). Our object-based approach is less sensitive 

to misregistration errors than pixel-based approaches, because the object mean value is 

less sensitive to slight changes at its border than a single pixel (Stow, 2010; Ban and Yousif, 

2016). Still, elongated objects, such as tree lines and groynes oriented in the direction of 

the registration error, may be affected. Poor cloud and cloud-shadow masking will lead 

to false positive changes. The off-the-shelf images were not perfectly masked by the 

supplied pixel-quality band, which will have resulted in false positive outliers. We assumed 

homogeneous atmospheric conditions over the study area for each image after cloud 

masking. The MD values were determined for each image separately and were hence not 

affected by between-image variation in atmospheric conditions. However, local haze was 

present in some images and will have caused larger within-class variation, locally leading 

to false negatives and false positives. In our approach an object must be a false positive 

outlier in two subsequent images before it becomes erroneously marked as a changed 

object. This will reduce the effect of these errors.

5.5.3 | Using within-class variation for change detection

The LCCD-WCV method uses the MD distance to the class mean to label objects as changed. 

The main underlying assumption are than 1) that we have good a-priori information of 

object classes, and 2) that objects belonging to the same class will show similar spectral 

characteristics in any image. The strengths are that seasonal dynamics in spectral 

behaviour are eliminated and that atmospheric conditions have less effect. However, the 

method has some drawbacks as well.

The method will perform best for classes with small internal spectral variation. These will 

show a compact cluster in the feature space and changed objects will be located outside the 

cluster (Figure 5.5). Classes comprising different land-cover types, such as paved areas, bare 

soil and pioneer vegetation, will have much spectral variation and will show an out-spread 

cluster in the feature space. Changed objects are then more likely to fall within the MD range 

of unchanged objects. The class paved, for example, represents groynes, bank protection, 

roads and built-up, including gardens and single trees, which hence will result in a high 

within-class spectral variation. Pioneer vegetation comprises a mix of bare and vegetated 

surfaces with a cover below 25%, which results in a large range of spectral profiles as well. 

Bare substrate is mostly located at the river bank, where a large variation in wet or dry 

sediment occurs. This high within-class variation results in a large range and overlap of MDs 

of changed and unchanged objects for these classes, which limits the success of change 

detection. Moreover, if the extent of the survey area becomes very large, the within-class 

variation may increase as well, leading to a decreased chance of a change to be detected.

The use of MD for the calculation of outlier objects also has a few limitations. The MD 

uses the class average for centrality instead of the median value, which makes it more 

sensitive to single extreme values (De Maesschalck et al., 2000), although the object 
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approach averages out the pixel extremes. In addition, the necessary calculation of the 

inverse-covariance matrix of the MD is problematic for classes with a small number of 

objects, because a small class population results in a singular non-invertible co-variance 

matrix and missing data. The same holds for images with poor atmospheric conditions 

which might reduce spectral contrast between the objects.

The effect of between-class variation on change-detection success is complex and 

depends on the direction of the transition. Many changes are sudden in one direction 

and gradual in the opposite direction. Vegetation removal is often sudden and well 

detected, while vegetation succession takes much longer and can be hard to detect. 

Sudden changes of high-vegetation-cover classes into paved, bare and arable fields are 

well detected (PAchanged >0.85), except for natural forest and pioneer vegetation into arable 

fields. More gradual changes, related to vegetation growth, of paved, bare, arable fields 

and pioneer vegetation into high-vegetation-cover classes were detected with strongly 

varying PAchanged values between 0.12-1.0. Low change detection success (PAchanged <0.5) 

was found for many changes of vegetation into another vegetation class, which had low 

between-class variation. Fortunately, we found high PAchanged (>0.80) for changes of grass 

to production forest; production forest to grassland or herbaceous; and natural forest to 

grass, herbaceous or helophytes. During the monitoring period, the number of unchanged 

objects will decrease (Figure 5.14). The remaining number can become too small to 

calculate reliable class statistics, because of the length of the monitoring period or the 

specific rate of change for a class. Moreover, the decrease in number of objects results in 

a higher standard deviation, which leads to a higher MD threshold value for the same α. 

Consequently, the probability of change being detected decreases towards the end of the 

monitoring period. Hence, there is a maximum number of years over which LCCD-WCV can 

be done before a new land-cover classification is needed. In our case study, for all classes 

the number of objects remained sufficiently large to determine reliable class statistics 

to calculate outliers at 10 m resolution (Figure 5.13). Even while most of the arable field 

objects changed into grassland (Figure 5.6), more than 50 objects remained to determine 

the class average spectral characteristics.

The availability of images does not necessarily follow a regular time interval. When sensors 

with different revisit times are combined, this will result in a time series of images with 

shorter and longer intervals. Cloud cover leads to further, irregular reduction of availability 

of usable images in the time series. During longer intervals there will be a larger built-

up of changed objects, leading to a larger within-class variation and a lower probability 

of changed-objects detection (Figure 5.14B). In our case study, there was an extra factor 

affecting the interval length between subsequent images. In 2015 and 2017 the Sentinel 2A 

and Sentinel 2B were launched. Before, only Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 were available with a 

revisit time of 16 days each. Sentinel 2 has a revisit time of 10 days, so it strongly shortened 

the potential time interval for detection. This may be an additional explanation for the 

increase in changed area per year after 2015 (Figure 5.11) and stresses the need of acquiring 
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images at short time intervals when using within-class variation and persistence of 

outliers over time as an indicator of change. The ideal time interval depends on the rate 

of change. As intensively managed floodplains, like the current study area (Figure 5.11), 

show a changed surface area of 5-12% per year, monthly images are recommended for 

an area of this size, especially when checking for sequentially outlying objects. A higher 

image frequency may have to be combined with a larger minimum number of subsequent 

outliers as a threshold for change, to prevent the chance of false positives, leading to an 

unrealistically high number of changed objects. This effect could be observed in April and 

September 2016, when an image frequency up to four images within one month resulted in 

an abrupt rise in the number of changed objects.

 

 

Figure 5.14 | Illustration of the decrease of number of objects in a class due to change detection (A) 
and contamination of objects in a class due to false negatives (B).

5.5.4 | Input data and possible expansion of data set

The use of Sentinel and Landsat images resulted in monitoring at two resolutions, which 

may have affected the results. Smaller objects only occurred at the 10-m resolution and 

could only be evaluated in S2 images, while larger objects were analysed in L7 and L8 as 

well. Consequently, the larger objects had a higher probability of being flagged as outlier 

or changed object. Using only Sentinel-2 and no Landsat images for future monitoring will 

overcome this issue and extend the revisit time only slightly from 3.8 to 5.0 days (Li and 

Roy, 2017). However, this was not an option for our study, because the objects were defined 

by the vegetation map from 2012, when Sentinel-2 was not yet available. Corrected for high 

cloud cover common in the study area, the image frequency Sentinel-2 will be monthly (13 

out of 73 yearly S2 images) with completely cloud-free images every 2 to 3 months (8 out 

of 73 yearly S2 images, taking unequal distribution over the year into account) as observed 

from the acquired time series. Keeping in mind the preferred monthly image frequency, this 

pleads for the use of additional remote-sensing images. The Sentinel-1 radar images did 

not improve the change-detection success. From their spectral data no reliable distinction 
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between changed and unchanged objects was made, as either PAchanged or PAunchanged was 

very low. This indicates a low usability of the Sentinel-1 images, which is most likely due 

to the high speckle of these images. Recently, Vreugdenhil et al. (2018) showed that the 

use of the cross-band ratio (VH/VV) captures vegetation characteristics better than the 

separate VH an VV bands, which may improve usability of Sentinel-1 images for change 

detection. Given the plead to use additional images above, this is an interesting option 

to explore. Because of the high acquisition frequency of Sentinel-1 images, the required 

minimum number of subsequent change flags can be increased in the change analyses. 

Ideally, images included in the time series all have a similar extent, so the full study area is 

included in a single image. Next, the spatial resolution should be similar, so all objects can 

be evaluated with each image. And finally, the revisit time should be high. The number of 

subsequent outlier flags can be increased to overcome noise effects, but the effect of too 

many unchanged objects contaminating the class mean can only be prevented by short 

intervals.

5.5.5 | Application of method

The developed LCCD-WCV method has a wide range of applications in land-cover 

monitoring. It can be an especially valuable tool for monitoring of LCC in floodplains 

over large areas, for example for the European monitoring of floodplains as demanded 

by the Water Framework Directive (European Commission, 2003). Deforestation can 

be accurately detected and is one of the major threads for floodplain ecology in Asian 

and South American floodplains (Tockner and Stanford, 2002). The main requirement 

is a known land cover as a starting point of the monitoring. Thereafter, change can be 

monitored for several years with free remote-sensing data, depending on how fast the 

specific area changes. Data from local surveys can provide a reference for the detected 

changes and will help to identify the new land cover.

5.6 | Conclusion

We developed a new method LCCD-WCV (Land Cover Change Detection – Within Class 

Variance) for land-cover-change detection and tested it in a floodplain of a 100-km 

segment of the River Rhine. The LCCD-WVC method uses the Mahalanobis distance of 

individual objects to their class mean to label objects as changed. The main assumption is 

that objects belonging to the same class will show similar spectral behaviour within any 

single image. The strengths are that the effects of seasonal dynamics in spectral behaviour 

are eliminated and those of atmospheric conditions have less effect. A main prerequisite 

for the LCCD-WCV method is known land cover as a starting point of the monitoring. 

Here, we used an existing known land-cover map based on airborne images combined 

with cadastral data, from which we derived objects with known land cover. Thereafter, 

change can be monitored with free remote-sensing data for several years. The exact period 
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depends on how fast land cover in the specific area changes as the number of remaining 

objects per class should be sufficient. For a floodplain surface area like the current study 

area (82 km2), a monthly image frequency is recommended. We used a time series of off-

the-shelf Landsat and Sentinel images spanning five years. Sequential spectral deviation 

of land-cover objects from their class mean was used to detect change. No in-between 

field surveys were performed. The results of the change detection were validated with a 

land-cover map based on airborne images acquired five years later. Changes of natural 

forest, grassland and arable fields can be well detected using their within-class variation 

as a change indicator, with producer’s accuracy values between 0.77 and 0.95. These 

classes are common in both managed and natural floodplains. The other land-cover 

classes proved less successful with producer’s accuracy values between 0.28 and 0.61, due 

to spectral similarity between classes. Overall, LCCD-WCV overestimated the changed 

area by 18%. The LCCD-WCV method has important advantages compared to common 

LCCD methods; 1) it is independent of frequent field campaigns; 2) it is independent of 

classification or multitemporal spectral analysis; and 3) the processing is fast, because 

off-the-shelf imagery can be used without correcting for differences in atmospheric 

conditions over the time series. It can be an especially valuable tool for monitoring LCC in 

remote and large areas.
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Most floodplains of lowland rivers are highly affected by anthropogenic influences. They 

have lost most of their natural functions, resulting in a degraded state for 90% of the 

European and North-American floodplains (Tockner and Stanford, 2002; Tockner et al., 

2008). In Europe, 60% of the rivers does not have a good ecological status and in central 

European countries this rises to over 90% (Grizzetti et al., 2017; EEA, 2018a). As a response 

to the degradation of floodplains, many floodplain restoration projects have been 

initiated to re-introduce dynamics occurring in natural floodplains.

The European Environment Agency stressed that an increase in natural floodplain area can 

help to achieve multiple key objectives of European policy (EEA, 2018b). It will decrease 

diffuse nutrient pollution (Pinay et al., 2007), which is an important prerequisite for 

improving ecological status. The increased buffering capacity of more natural floodplains 

will decrease extreme groundwater fluctuations, and thus will improve the availability of 

groundwater as a resource. The conservation status of many listed habitat and species will 

likely improve with an increased area of natural floodplains, as they already form highly 

valuable habitats and an important part of the Natura2000 network (Schindler et al., 2016).

As a result of increasing natural floodplain areas, changes in floodplain land cover will 

occur more often in space and time. Evaluation and understanding of those changes 

require adequate monitoring over multiple scales. Frequent monitoring is required to 

support the design and evaluation of measures to balance ecological status and flood 

safety of rivers, which is an important objective for multifunctional rivers in areas of high 

population density (Zöckler et al., 2001).

The main objective of this thesis was to establish remote-sensing methods for monitoring 

of terrestrial and aquatic floodplain land cover over multiple spatial and temporal scales. 

I developed and tested several remote-sensing based solutions for the monitoring of 

floodplains along the lower Rhine, which included modification and conversion, sensu 

(Turner et al., 1994). Images from unmanned airborne vehicles (UAVs) were used to improve 

floodplain land-cover mapping at sub-reach to reach scale. UAV imagery was used to 

detect terrestrial vegetation growth and senescence over a year, and surface temperatures 

of floodplain water bodies during a day. Multisensor-satellite data were used to detect 

land-cover conversion over a period of multiple years along a river segment.

6.1 | Advancements in floodplain mapping and monitoring using remote 
sensing

This thesis covers a range of spatial and temporal scales to monitor floodplains. The 

spatial scales ranged from the sub-reach scale with patches of a few meters via floodplain 

sections at the reach scale, to the total floodplain area of a 100-km river segment, related 

to the multiscale hierarchical framework by Gurnell et al. (2016). Temporal scales ranged 

from sub-daily variations of floodplain water-body temperatures to land-cover conversion 
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occurring over multiple years. The accuracy of the remote-sensing methods is linked to 

the specific spatial and temporal scale at which the method was developed (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 | Accuracies of monitoring methods in this thesis plotted at the spatial and temporal scale 
at which they were developed.

 

At the scale of a sub-reach and a year, the height of non-woody vegetation was 

documented using stereographic images collected from a compact camera mounted on a 

UAV. The resulting vertical accuracy varied between 0.17 and 0.33 m (Chapter 2), which was 

similar to predictions based on the much more expensive airborne LiDAR data (Straatsma 

and Middelkoop, 2007), and twice as accurate to similar studies using airborne stereo 

images with lower resolution (Gillan et al., 2014). The flexibility to deploy a UAV makes it 

possible to collect data with a high frequency. Monitoring vegetation height and greenness 

over the seasons during an entire year using successive UAV surveys yielded characteristic 

seasonal profiles of greenness and vegetation height for low-cover grassy pioneer 

vegetation, grassland, low (max. 0.7 m) and high (max. 2.5 m) herbaceous vegetation, and 

reed. These characteristics were used in a subsequent vegetation classification (Chapter 3).

At river reach and sub-daily scale, UAV-based thermal images were used to measure surface 

water temperature in a river side channel with high accuracy (RMSE = 0.53 °C). The use of 

spatiotemporal thermal imagery decreased uncertainty in habitat suitability assessment 

when compared to using point measurements of water temperature at gauging stations. 

During a hot day, high temperatures in the side channel, ranging between 25 °C and 

30 °C, resulted in low habitat suitability for fish. This stresses the need to design side 

channels that enable migration during the day, or to design cold-water refugia within side 

channels. Using additional vertical sampling methods or models can indicate whether 

cold-water refugia are present at larger depths in case of high thermal stratification. The 
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creation of new side channels or the re-opening of disconnected side channels intends to 

increase habitat suitability for aquatic fauna (Buijse et al., 2002), and UAV-based thermal 

monitoring can help in the assessment of habitat suitability.

At river reach and year scale, I classified floodplain land cover with UAV images and 

vegetation height models using up to six time steps over the growing season. The highest 

classification accuracy was obtained by combining vegetation height and greenness from 

all time steps (overall accuracy of 99.3%). Even vegetation classes with large spectral 

similarity, such as natural grassland and herbaceous vegetation, were separated well 

(user’s accuracy > 90%). If only two time steps were used, the combination of imagery 

from June and September resulted in the highest overall accuracy (98%). Vegetation height 

and greenness from a single time step still yielded a high overall accuracy (96.9%). These 

results are a major improvement when compared to earlier floodplain mapping studies 

in the studied area based on traditional airborne images, which report user’s accuracies 

below 75% for those classes (Knotters and Brus, 2013), even when multispectral airborne 

images are combined with LiDAR data (Geerling et al., 2007; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008). 

The combination of multitemporal UAV imagery with the Random Forest classifier thus 

contributed to reducing classification uncertainties in land-cover maps with different 

types of grassland and herbaceous vegetation types. These types represent the most 

common land cover in heavily degraded floodplains. The UAV-based methodology is a 

practical and highly accurate solution for monitoring areas of a few square kilometres. 

For direct use of the developed classifier in a floodplain with similar land cover as in the 

test area, the following requirements must be met: it requires a set of colour-infrared UAV 

images with a minimum of 60% overlap; the images need to be collected around the time 

of peak greenness and peak height of the vegetation.

At river segment and multi-annual scale, a new method for detection of land-cover 

conversion was developed and tested for floodplain land cover using off-the-shelf satellite 

images. Instead of more common post-classification change detection (Tewkesbury 

et al., 2015; Ban and Yousif, 2016), land cover conversion was detected based on outliers 

of spectral characteristics when compared to class averages. If an outlier persisted over 

two time steps a land cover object was labelled as changed. The approach has important 

advantages when compared to common land-cover-change detection methods, which 

are 1) the independence of frequent field campaigns; 2) the independence of classification 

or multitemporal spectral analysis; and 3) fast processing, because off-the-shelf imagery 

can be used without correcting for differences in atmospheric conditions over the time 

series. For most classes the producer’s accuracy was less than 60%, mainly due to small 

differences in spectral characteristics between the initial and changed land use class. 

Nevertheless, change of natural forest, grassland and agricultural fields into another 

land use class was detected well (producer’s accuracy exceeding 75%). So, for 65% of the 

floodplain area reliable change detection was possible using Landsat and Sentinel images 

with pixel sizes of 10m and 30m. Change identification requires images with higher spatial 
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resolution. The multitemporal UAV classification, as developed in this thesis, can offer a 

powerful addition to determine the new class at the locations that identified as changed 

at the scale of the river segment.

6.2 | Land-cover modification and conversion to improve classification

Land-cover modification was studied at reach and sub-reach scale. Monitoring of 

modification in greenness and vegetation height over a growing season with multitemporal 

UAV images allowed the identification of typical temporal profiles for specific vegetation 

types. Thus, documentation of land-cover modification is relevant to improve the 

characterization of land-cover types. Subsequently, these results were used to obtain a 

highly accurate differentiation between the non-woody vegetation types in land-cover 

classification at reach and year scale.

The detection of land-cover conversion provides information on what land-cover type 

converted where and when into a different type. Not just he static state of land cover 

and its spatial configuration at a single moment in time is of importance to the many 

functions a floodplain fulfils, but also the dynamic character of a river is indicative for its 

ecological functioning. Conversion detection over multiple years provides insight in the 

frequency and major areas of land-cover conversion. This knowledge can in return be used 

for improved timing of data acquisition for multi-annual detailed land-over maps (Figure 

6.2). For example, the LCCD-WCV method which monitors land-cover conversion at river 

segment scale (Chapter 5) indicates when a large area has changed into a new land-cover 

class and a new detailed land cover map is needed.

Figure 6.2 | Accuracies of monitoring methods in this thesis plotted at the spatial and temporal scale 
at which they were developed.
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6.3 | Relevance of monitoring for evaluation of EU policy objectives and 
implementation

The techniques developed and tested in this thesis can make an important contribution 

to floodplain monitoring, which is essential to achieve the objectives of European policy 

and Dutch law. In, addition, they can assist in the evaluation of floodplain restoration 

measures. Relevant European policy objectives are defined in: 1) the Water Framework 

Directive (WDF, 2000/60/EC), which aims to achieve good ecological and chemical 

status of surface waters and groundwater; 2) the Flood Directive (FD, 2007/60/EC), which 

intends to reduce the significant flood risk across Europe; and 3) the Habitats Directive 

(HD, 1992/34/EEC) and Birds Directive (BD, 2009/47/EC), which aim to achieve or maintain 

favourable conservation status of listed habitats and bird species. Each of these directives 

requires monitoring to determine the state of the alluvial floodplains. In the EU Water 

Framework Directive (WFD), ecological status of rivers is partially determined by the 

morphological conditions of the floodplain (WDF, 2000/60/EC Annex V). Vegetation 

structure is highly important for these morphological conditions, and varies strongly 

in space and time, especially in more natural floodplains. The UAV and satellite-based 

monitoring methods developed in this thesis can help to efficiently determine the state of 

the floodplain vegetation structure and its dynamics at a frequency of seasons to years. In 

addition, the WFD ecological status of rivers is determined by thermal conditions. Water 

temperature is an important variable for many chemical and biological properties of the 

river (Webb et al., 2008) and its spatial variation at floodplain scale is relevant for habitat 

suitability of aquatic fauna (Tonolla et al., 2012). Thermal conditions are commonly based 

on point measurements in river networks with field samples and loggers, which makes 

them unsuitable to understand the water temperature variations at sub-reach scale. I 

found that UAV-based thermal images can support the monitoring of thermal conditions 

of waterbodies within the floodplain. The high flexibility in the deployment of UAVs is 

especially valuable in the case of water temperature because of its high temporal variation.

For the EU-Flood Directive (FD), the UAV and satellite-based monitoring methods are 

valuable monitoring tools in three ways. First, multitemporal UAV images can be used 

to produce land-cover maps with unprecedented accuracy, especially when the imagery 

includes the yearly period of maximum vegetation height and maximum greenness. As a 

result, hydraulic-roughness maps used in flood-hazard models have a lower uncertainty. 

Second, the UAV-based maps allow discrimination of vegetation types such as pioneer 

vegetation, meadows, natural grassland and herbaceous vegetation that are difficult to 

differentiate with traditional remote-sensing techniques. This is also relevant for flood-

hazard models, because of the different seasonal patterns in hydrodynamic roughness 

of those vegetation types. A low roughness is important for the FD objectives as it 

contributes to a high conveyance capacity of the floodplains. Compared to meadows, 

high natural vegetation adversely affects the conveyance capacity and increases the peak 

water levels. Third, detailed maps produced every few years need to be accompanied by 
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yearly monitoring of land-cover change. Conversion of land-cover types locally changes 

the hydraulic roughness and is therefore important to detect. The LCCD-WCV method 

allows efficient monitoring of these changes at river segment scale using free satellite 

images. While detection of succession remains a challenge, deforestation or conversion of 

arable fields can be well detected with multisensor-satellite images.

The improved discrimination between low vegetation types is relevant for the Habitat 

Directive and the Bird Directive, because these vegetation types represent different 

habitat types. The high spatial detail in the order of centimetres supports the monitoring 

of complex spatial distributions of land cover in floodplains, which can be relevant 

for habitat suitability estimations (e.g. Binzenhöfer et al. (2005)) and evaluation of 

conservation status (Perelman et al., 2001). Moreover, UAV-based vegetation height and 

greenness can be of even greater value for habitat modelling and validation (Fritz et al., 

2018), as they represent continuous maps of land-cover characteristics. For example, the 

vegetation-height models obtained by UAVs give detailed information on 3D habitat 

structure, which is an indicator for microclimate and biodiversity (Woodget et al., 2017), 

and can improve understanding of animal-habitat relationships (Anderson and Gaston, 

2013).

In summary, innovative UAV-based and satellite-based monitoring methods can assist in 

the alignment of monitoring across EU Member States and make local data sets better 

comparable at larger scales (Maes et al., 2012). Intercomparability is particularly important 

for river management, as rivers often cross multiple borders between the source and delta. 

Moreover, the study of the development of remaining natural river systems over space and 

time has great value to improve our understanding of the processes in those systems.

Even though the majority of those natural systems is already lost in Europe and North 

America, low-cost monitoring may help to protect and preserve the remaining natural 

floodplains under the pressure of growing global population. Moreover, the monitoring 

methods can help to assess the success of restoration projects in degraded river systems.

6.4 | Relevance of monitoring for evaluation of EU policy objectives and 
implementation

Floodplain management in large low-land rivers is a costly exercise Ebregt et al., 2005; 

Galloway, 2004). Therefore, it is important that investments to safeguard proper 

functioning of rivers are effective. Monitoring is essential to evaluate river functions and 

it supports decision making by involved stakeholders (Maes et al., 2012). With the results 

of this thesis, floodplain managers have efficient methods at their disposal to monitor the 

flood safety, ecological functioning of floodplains and to control management measures 

over a range of spatial and temporal scales.
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For flood safety, it is of great importance to monitor the hydraulic roughness of the 

floodplains, which varies between vegetation types. Highly accurate land-cover maps can 

now be produced with UAV imagery (Chapter 3) and free satellite images can be used to 

monitor conversions of vegetation types at a seasonal interval (Chapter 5). The monitoring 

of land-cover conversion also contributes to improved planning of image acquisition 

surveys for detailed land-cover maps. In addition, hydraulic roughness varies over time 

within a vegetation type. UAV imagery can be used to monitor vegetation height over a 

year (Chapter 2), which is an important variable of hydraulic roughness. UAV- and satellite-

based monitoring allow more precise calibration of hydraulic roughness of the floodplains 

in flood-risk modelling, because these methods provide lower uncertainty in the state 

of the floodplain land cover than traditional mapping and monitoring based on airborne 

imagery.

For ecological functioning land-cover type, structure, internal variation and succession 

are important parameters. Vegetation types and their spatial configuration can indicate 

the presence of specific habitat types. Highly accurate and detailed vegetation maps can 

be produced with UAV imagery, which show the spatial configuration at sub-meter level 

of detail (Chapter 3). Vegetation height is of major importance for habitat of taxonomic 

groups such as butter- and dragonflies. Vegetation height and its seasonal variation 

can be monitored with UAV images (Chapter 2). In addition to the modification of 

vegetation height, thermal UAV images can be used to monitor water temperature and 

its spatiotemporal variation of floodplain waterbodies (Chapter 4), which is important for 

habitat of aquatic fauna. At (sub-)reach scale, UAV-based mapping and monitoring can 

help ecologists to document 3D habitat suitability and its variation in space and time. 

Detection of succession remains challenging at river-segment scale (Chapter 5) but it is 

essential to monitor the contemporary presence of different habitat types.

For the evaluation of roughness reduction measures, it is important to monitor the cutting 

of forest, grass cutting, and roughening of floodplain vegetation in general. Floodplain 

managers can monitor the cutting of natural forest (land-cover conversion) at a seasonal 

frequency using free satellite images (Chapter 4). Grass cutting (land-cover modification) 

can be monitored using multitemporal UAV images (Chapter 3), mainly based on the 

temporary decrease in greenness. Increasing roughness of floodplain vegetation remains 

challenging to monitor at a regional scale, because subtle changes related to succession 

cause only small spectral changes over time compared to the spatial variation within a 

single vegetation type (Chapter 5).

Many different types of stakeholders are involved in floodplain management (Pahl-Wostl 

et al., 2008; Junker et al., 2007). Vreudenhil et al. (2010) found that stakeholders struggle 

to collaborate due to the different spatial scales they prefer or are used to work at. The 

inflexibility in the use of different spatial scales places bounds on the functioning of 

floodplain restoration measures in the larger river system. The preferred spatial scale at 
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which stakeholders work originates from their disciplinary background, their roles and 

tasks, and the issues they deal with. An open attitude to look outside the boundaries 

of their scale is a prerequisite for good cooperation. A flexible perspective on scales by 

stakeholders in the design phase of measures has the potential to lead to more effective 

solutions, because it would enlarge the range of options considered. The availability of 

monitoring data at different scales will allow involved stakeholders to better integrate 

their knowledge over the different scales of interest.

Monitoring strategies of floodplain restoration measures can benefit from remote sensing, 

although field surveys will remain necessary for monitoring individual species and to 

collect validation data for remote-sensing studies. Long-term efforts, like monitoring and 

maintenance of restoration measures, are often neglected in the planning and developing 

process of river measures (Fliervoet et al., 2013). The remote-sensing methods developed 

in this thesis for mapping and monitoring of floodplain vegetation contribute to efficient 

evaluation at from sub-reach to segment scale.

6.5 | Relevance of monitoring for evaluation of EU policy objectives and 
implementation

Five promising directions on monitoring arise from the findings in this thesis. They 

comprise new sensors, monitoring of other floodplain characteristics, application in other 

landscapes and application for model validation. They are discussed below in detail.

Hyperspectral and LiDAR sensors for UAVs

Sensors commonly used in manned-airborne platforms are decreasing in size and weight, 

which means they can be carried by UAVs. In recent years, multispectral and hyperspectral 

sensors have become available for UAVs (Sankey et al., 2017), replacing previously-used 

consumer-grade compact cameras or devices with similar sensors. Based on these 

developments, I recommend the use of multispectral and hyperspectral sensors on UAVs 

to improve greenness measurements, because of separate spectral bands for red and 

infrared light instead of the two separate sensors used in this research. I suggest additional 

field measurements with a spectrometer to allow for validation of greenness estimates. 

Part of this thesis focussed on the improvement of vegetation-height measurement 

and monitoring. Exploring more accurate spectral measurements may further improve 

monitoring of other vegetation characteristics, such as leaf moisture content and leaf 

area index. Hyperspectral sensors – commonly used on manned airborne and satellite 

platforms – are getting redesigned to be lighter and smaller and, hence, more suitable to 

be used on UAVs (Adão et al., 2017).

Recently, LiDAR sensors have also become available for UAVs. I recommend quantifying the 

potential improvement for vegetation height measurements these LiDAR sensors offer, 

because DTM and DSM are derived from a single dataset. Moreover, if the LiDAR sensor 
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allows for measurement of the full waveform, 3D vegetation structures can be mapped 

in addition to just vegetation height (Hancock et al., 2017), which can be used to quantify 

biomass (Jimenez-Berni et al., 2018). LiDAR sensors are still relatively heavy, which means 

the survey area is limited. LiDAR sensors can also be mounted on mobile platforms such 

as cars, but these are less suitable for data acquisition in floodplains because of low 

accessibility for vehicles. Damage to dense vegetation when driving through is another 

disadvantage, especially for multitemporal dataset needed for monitoring.

Mapping flood extent and duration

Inundation extent and duration are considered an important floodplain characteristic 

for its ecology, but also for disaster relief. During major floods in remote areas it is of 

vital importance for auxiliaries to know where the need for help is highest as a result 

of prolonged inundation. In addition, inundation duration influences the survival 

of floodplain flora and fauna (Blom and Voesenek, 1996; Wijnhoven et al., 2005). In the 

Netherlands, inundation duration is an important component of ecological floodplain 

characterization, but it is currently based on model output (Houkes and Buiks, 2011). In 

this thesis SAR images proved less suitable to detect land-cover conversion due to their 

low signal-to-noise ratio compared to optical sensors. However, SAR images are already 

used extensively to map water surface (Wdowinski et al., 2008; Martinez and Le Toan, 

2007; Wood et al., 2018). The frequency of Sentinel-1 SAR images is very high (1-3 days), 

because SAR can penetrate cloud cover and Sentinel-1 has a two-satellite constellation. 

Bioresita et al. (2018) showed that Sentinel-1 can be used for high resolution mapping of 

flood extent with an overall accuracy of 98%. Based on the combination of high image 

frequency and high spatial resolution of SAR satellites, I recommend determining the 

accuracy of inundation of floodplains.

Application in other fluvial landscapes

All developed monitoring methods were tested for application in embanked floodplains 

of the Dutch Rhine Delta. Based on this success, the applicability in other floodplains 

should be explored. I suggest testing the methods for natural dynamic floodplains. 

Natural lowland rivers have larger floodplains covering the entire valley floor compared 

to the narrow widths of embanked floodplains. Natural rivers will show different types 

of land-cover change related to active erosion and sedimentation, as observed in the 

Allier floodplains by (Gautier et al., 2000). This type of land-cover conversions has a high 

potential to be detected with remote-sensing imagery, because of the large spectral 

differences between bare sand, water and vegetation. I suggest the UAV-based methods 

to study land-cover modification or conversion of patches of a few meters or less, which 

are of typical interest for smaller natural rivers such as the Allier River, a tributary of the 

River Loire in France. Satellite-based methods are recommended for more large-scale 

changes such as the forming or filling of secondary channels or sediment depositions 

or deforestation of a few hundred km2. This kind of land-cover conversions are more 

typical for large natural rivers such as the lower Volga, which has 30 km wide floodplains 
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(Middelkoop et al., 2005) or the Lower Danube and Danube Delta (Habersack et al., 

2016). Other dynamic vegetated landscapes under pressure may benefit as well from the 

developed methods in this thesis, such as coastal ecosystems. Klemas (2011) explained 

how satellite remote sensing had an important role in the monitoring of dynamic coastal 

ecosystems and stresses the need for intensive monitoring. The UAV-based methods can 

be valuable to monitor coastal land cover, morphodynamics (Ruessink et al., 2019) and 

land-cover attributes.

Validation of process-based models

The high accuracies for land-cover classification methods suggest a high potential for 

validation of process-based models of river systems. Eco-hydrodynamic models are used 

to predict river planform and floodplain vegetation cover in space and time (van Oorschot, 

2017). These models improve our understanding of river systems and allow for more 

efficient and knowledge-based approach to floodplain management. However, validation 

with remote sensing data of such models is still necessary. In addition, the spatial 

resolution of current eco-hydrodynamic models is relatively coarse (25 m) compared to 

the fine resolution of the UAV-based land-cover maps. This resolution mis-match may be 

resolved by resampling the detailed maps to coarser resolutions, but improvement of the 

model’s resolution allows the further understanding of small-scale processes at the level 

of individual plants (Kleinhans et al., 2019).

I recommend to use the accurate land-cover maps to derive land-cover transition matrices 

in order to validate vegetation succession models (Pueyo and Beguería, 2007; Bino et 

al., 2015). Transition matrices quantify the conversion of land-cover classes. Vegetation 

succession is an important process in floodplains, because it reflects the different stages 

in eco-morphological development of the river landscape and most succession-related 

transitions result in an increase in roughness. Especially in floodplains succession is 

complex to model, because of the interaction with hydrodynamics (Solari et al., 2016). The 

high number of vegetation classes which can be accurately classified with UAV images 

allows for more distinction in succession stages, such as bare – pioneer – grassland – 

herbaceous – thicket – forest instead of just two or three stages.

6.6 | The future of floodplain monitoring

Looking forward from the advancements in floodplain monitoring achieved in this thesis, 

the future of floodplain monitoring is exciting. UAVs are flexible to deploy and at spatial 

extents up to a few hundred hectares they provide low-cost maps with very high detail 

and accuracy. This makes UAVs helpful to monitor our efforts to improve the status of 

floodplains and guard their rich spectrum of functions. In combination with satellite data, 

the development of floodplain restoration measures can be overseen at regional scales. 

Information on floodplain land cover over multiple scales can help to inform stakeholders 

in floodplain management and support their decision-making. The alignment of 
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international monitoring methods can support the development of floodplain 

management at catchment scale. Standardized and continuous monitoring over large 

areas will increase our understanding of natural river systems and the impact of human-

related stressors on floodplains. This will advance the management of floodplains and 

help to recover and protect these rich ecosystems and the benefits they provide humanity.
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Appendices

Appendix A

The hysteresis graphs in Figure 2.7 are based on the data from the nDSMNIR of each time 

step (Table A1). If the first (February) and last (January) time step per plot in Figure 2.7 

are connected,  the  hysteresis graphs results in polygons. The area of self-intersecting 

polygons was calculated as the total  area of the sub-polygons. The polygon area was 

given a positive sign if the direction of time was anti-clockwise and negative if clockwise. 

A positive signed polygon indicates that in spring the increase in CGCVI precedes the 

increase in height, which is the case for most vegetation types. A negative signed polygon 

occurred only in self-intersecting polygons, which is often caused by inaccurate P95NIR 

values,  but also by sudden fluctuations in CGCVI due to mowing of production grassland.

The polygon areas of the high herbaceous and reed vegetation are larger than for the lower 

vegetation types (Table A1). This is mainly caused by their higher ranges in vegetation 

height, but also because high herbaceous vegetation and reed maintain their height in 

autumn while their CGCVI decreases.
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Table A1 | P95NIR and CGCVI values per time step of each plot and the resulting area of height-CGCVI 
hysteresis polygons.
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Appendix B

Field impressions of the vegetation types in the Breemwaard study area are provided in 

figure B1. For the vegetation classes, photos taken during the field surveys in February 

(winter) and September (summer) show the change in greenness and vegetation height 

over these seasons. For the non-vegetation classes water, sealed road, rock/rubble and 

bare sand we provided only single images, because they are assumed to remain stable 

regarding height and spectral properties over a growing season.

Figure B1 | Field impressions of each class, with winter and summer conditions for the vegetation 
classes.
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Figure B2 | Accuracy of the RF classification by decreasing number of time steps for different 
sampling of the training and validation sets from the reference data.
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Table B1 | Error matrices of classifications with 1) RFmaxn=25 and RFdefault with structural and spectral data 
and RFmaxn=25 with only spectral data for segmentations with six (n=6) and one (n=1) time steps

Reference

Pionier 
vegetation

Sealed 
road

Rock/
Rubble

Natural 
grassland

Production 
grassland

Herbaceous 
veg.

Reed Bare 
sand

Forest Water UA

maxnodes-25

n=6 Pionier vegetation 41881 2442 870 0 0 2955 0 1291 0 0 85%

Sealed road 0 35893 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Rock/Rubble 129 0 22242 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99%

Natural grassland 7226 0 0 73595 0 21282 0 0 0 0 72%

Production grassland 7509 0 40 108 110501 573 0 0 0 0 93%

Herbaceous veg. 0 0 0 712 0 17734 0 0 0 0 96%

Reed 0 0 0 0 0 282 24759 0 0 0 99%

Bare sand 1033 27 0 0 0 0 0 117448 0 0 99%

Forest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22953 0 100%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 245643 100%

PU 72% 94% 96% 99% 100% 41% 100% 99% 100% 100%

n=1 Pionier vegetation 19293 228 79 84 16 2306 0 0 20 0 88%

Sealed road 0 44396 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Rock/Rubble 1334 396 19094 0 0 66 0 63 0 0 91%

Natural grassland 11128 0 78 44205 414 17121 371 0 0 0 60%

Production grassland 10054 0 21 17 80190 123 0 351 0 0 88%

Herbaceous veg. 0 0 0 207 0 3240 292 0 0 0 87%

Reed 0 0 0 0 0 3318 22608 0 66 0 87%

Bare sand 5450 219 121 0 0 0 0 101276 0 0 95%

Forest 0 0 0 109 0 0 0 0 21516 0 99%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 232710 100%

PU 41% 98% 98% 99% 99% 12% 97% 100% 100% 100%

maxnodes-default

n=6 Pionier vegetation 57317 0 0 0 0 0 0 765 0 0 99%

Sealed road 0 38362 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Rock/Rubble 23 0 23152 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Natural grassland 0 0 0 72422 0 2210 0 0 0 0 97%

Production grassland 0 0 0 0 110501 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Herbaceous veg. 60 0 0 1993 0 40616 0 0 0 0 95%

Reed 0 0 0 0 0 0 24759 0 0 0 100%

Bare sand 378 0 0 0 0 0 0 117974 0 0 100%

Forest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22953 0 100%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 245643 100%

PU 99% 100% 100% 97% 100% 95% 100% 99% 100% 100%
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Reference

Pionier 
vegetation

Sealed 
road

Rock/
Rubble

Natural 
grassland

Production 
grassland

Herbaceous 
veg.

Reed Bare 
sand

Forest Water UA

n=1 Pionier vegetation 40715 55 25 194 315 733 0 306 0 0 96%

Sealed road 0 45109 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Rock/Rubble 106 48 19280 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 99%

Natural grassland 1473 0 0 40376 0 4658 0 0 0 0 87%

Production grassland 2453 0 48 91 80277 9 0 0 0 0 97%

Herbaceous veg. 346 0 0 3852 28 19253 1031 0 0 0 79%

Reed 0 0 0 0 0 1521 22240 0 0 0 94%

Bare sand 2166 27 40 0 0 0 0 101361 0 0 98%

Forest 0 0 0 109 0 0 0 0 21602 0 99%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 232710 100%

PU 86% 100% 99% 90% 100% 74% 96% 100% 100% 100%

spectral only

n=6 Pionier vegetation 41881 2442 870 0 0 2955 0 1291 0 0 85%

Sealed road 0 35893 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%

Rock/Rubble 129 0 22242 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99%

Natural grassland 7226 0 0 73595 0 21282 0 0 0 0 72%

Production grassland 7509 0 40 108 110501 573 0 0 0 0 93%

Herbaceous veg. 0 0 0 712 0 17734 0 0 0 0 96%

Reed 0 0 0 0 0 282 24759 0 0 0 99%

Bare sand 1033 27 0 0 0 0 0 117448 0 0 99%

Forest 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22953 0 100%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 245643 100%

PU 72% 94% 96% 99% 100% 41% 100% 99% 100% 100%

n=1 Pionier vegetation 8633 228 62 84 0 105 32 0 104 0 93%

Sealed road 0 44323 0 0 0 0 0 358 0 0 99%

Rock/Rubble 1821 504 18859 0 0 76 131 311 81 0 87%

Natural grassland 10542 0 0 42167 151 15344 6096 0 3841 0 54%

Production grassland 12803 0 15 37 79619 19 225 0 138 0 86%

Herbaceous veg. 225 0 0 1811 0 5548 1911 0 1206 0 52%

Reed 910 0 216 283 179 2402 10826 0 4602 0 56%

Bare sand 5351 184 121 0 0 0 0 101021 0 0 95%

Forest 6974 0 120 240 671 2680 4050 0 11630 0 44%

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 232710 100%

PU 18% 98% 97% 94% 99% 21% 47% 99% 54% 100%  
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Table B2| Reverse training and validation set in RandomForest classification, with training and 
validation set split based on X-coordinate. The order of excluded timesteps was not adjusted to allow 
the use of the six existing segmentations, but timesteps marked with a red asterisk should have been 
excluded according to this training and validation set sampling method.

Time steps included in
segmentation

Time step excluded
from classification

OAval

%
κval

%
OAtrain

%
κtrain

%
OAtrain

- OAval

- 94.6 93.4 94.6 93.5 0.07

FEB* 94.5 93.4 94.6 93.4 0.07

n=6
FEB APR JUN SEP NOV JAN

APR 94.4 93.2 94.4 93.2 0.03

JUN 92.2 90.5 92.1 90.4 -0.03

SEP 93.7 92.4 93.5 92.2 -0.17

NOV 94.6 93.5 94.6 93.4 0.00

JAN* 94.6 93.5 94.5 93.4 -0.08

- 93.7 92.3 94.6 93.3 0.86

APR 93.6 92.1 94.6 93.3 1.01

n=5
APR JUN SEP NOV JAN

JUN 92.2 90.4 92.8 91.0 0.56

SEP 93.2 91.6 93.8 92.3 0.55

NOV* 93.8 92.3 94.5 93.2 0.76

JAN 93.7 92.3 94.5 93.2 0.72

- 94.3 93.1 94.4 93.1 0.10

n=4
APR JUN SEP NOV

APR 94.0 92.5 94.5 93.3 0.53

JUN 93.2 91.7 93.2 91.6 0.03

SEP 93.2 91.7 94.4 91.8 1.17

NOV* 94.0 92.7 94.1 92.7 0.07

- 93.5 92.2 94.3 93.0 0.77

n=3
APR JUN SEP

APR* 93.7 92.4 94.5 93.3 0.76

JUN 90.6 88.6 91.9 90.1 1.29

SEP 92.1 90.4 92.9 91.3 0.76

n=2 
JUN SEP

- 93.6 92.0 94.5 93.3 0.92

JUN 88.3 85.6 89.6 87.0 1.29

SEP* 91.4 89.3 91.9 90.0 0.46

n=1 
JUN

- 91.6 89.6 91.3 89.2 -0.29
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Table B3 | Random sampling of training and validation set per class from reference data instead of 
split based on X-coordinate.

Time steps included in
segmentation

Time step excluded
from classification

OAval

%
κval

%
OAtrain

%
κtrain

%
OAtrain

- OAval

- 94.1 92.7 95.2 94.2 1.05

FEB* 95.6 93.5 94.8 93.9 -0.77

n=6
FEB APR JUN SEP NOV JAN

APR 94.5 93.4 94.9 93.8 0.40

JUN 93.0 91.5 94.0 92.7 0.99

SEP 93.9 92.7 91.2 93.0 -2.75

NOV 94.2 93.0 94.8 93.7 0.61

JAN* 94.4 93.3 95.2 94.2 0.81

- 94.1 92.9 94.1 92.7 -0.02

APR 93.9 92.6 93.9 92.4 -0.05

n=5
APR JUN SEP NOV JAN

JUN 93.5 92.0 93.4 91.8 -0.06

SEP 93.9 92.5 93.7 92.2 -0.16

NOV* 94.0 92.6 94.1 92.7 0.14

JAN 94.4 93.1 94.3 92.9 -0.12

- 94.7 93.5 94.5 93.2 -0.18

n=4
APR JUN SEP NOV

APR 94.5 93.2 94.0 92.6 -0.43

JUN 93.5 92.1 93.8 92.3 0.22

SEP 93.6 92.1 93.6 92.1 0.03

NOV* 94.6 93.5 94.4 93.1 -0.25

- 93.9 92.6 94.6 93.4 0.77

n=3
APR JUN SEP

APR* 94.1 92.9 94.7 93.6 0.64

JUN 90.2 88.2 91.8 90.0 1.67

SEP 92.5 91.0 93.1 91.6 0.64

n=2 
JUN SEP

- 94.5 93.2 94.8 93.6 0.31

JUN 87.9 85.1 88.8 96.2 0.88

SEP* 92.2 90.3 92.2 90.4 0.04

n=1 
JUN

- 91.1 89.1 91.6 89.5 0.57



Table B4 | Error matrices of classifications with RFmaxn=25 with six (n=6) and one (n=1) time steps with 
the training and validation set based on random sampling per class.
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Appendix C

Figure C1 | The difference in potentially occurring fraction (POF) of alien species between water 
temperature estimations from correct and uncorrected thermal imagery.

Figure C2 | The difference in potentially occurring fraction (POF) of native species between water 
temperature estimations from corrected and uncorrected thermal imagery.
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Figure C3 | Measured water temperatures in the river Rhine at gauging station Lobith during 2017.

Figure C4 | The potentially occurring fraction (POF) of alien species in the river Waal near Gameren 
derived from remotely sensed water temperatures at 50 cm depth during a hot summer day.
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Figure C5 | The potentially occurring fraction (POF) of native species in the river Waal near Gameren 
derived from remotely sensed water temperatures at 50 cm depth during a hot summer day.
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Table C1 | Literature overview of thermal remote sensing of surface water temperature.

Study object Platform /
Sensor

Resolution
(m)

Wavelength
(μm)

Validation
method

Accuracy of 
remote sensing
measurement

Torgersen et al. 2001

Oregon (USA), Helicopter / 0.2 - 0.4 8 - 12 Onset MAE 0.3 oC

50-60 km long Thermovision 1000 thermometers at y = 1.002 x -

sections, width: forward-looking 10 cm depth 0.018 (R2

2-110 m infrared system (n=67) =0.99)

(FLIR)

Handcock et al. 2006

Green River, Terra Satellite / 1000 6.54 - 14.39 Temperature MD +1.2-2.2 oC

Yakima River, MODIS loggers at 
stream

for pure water

and Columbia Terra Satellite / 90 8.12 - 11.65 bed (n =21) and pixels

River, USA, ASTER portable

with stream Landsat-7 / 60 10.40 - 12.50 thermometer at

widths between Landsat ETM+ 10 cm depth

10–500 m King Air B200 5 and 15 10.15 - 11.45

aircraft / MASTER

Ground / FLIR 0.05-0.5 10.15 - 11.45

Jensen et al. 2012

Curtis Creek, Utah, 
300 m long section of 
5-10 m wide

AggieAir UAV / 
microbolometer 
thermal cameras 
by Infrared Camer-
as Inc.

0.30 not reported Temperature 
samples (n=18)

Up to -7oC

y = 0.7 x +8.2

Dugdale et al. 2015

25 tributaries of Helicopter / FLIR 0.19 7 - 13 Onset HOBO y = 0.95 x +

the Restigouche SC660 uncooled UA-002-64 0.81 (R2 =.97)

River: 696 km microbolometer 
TIR

temperature RMSE = 0.45

total length, camera loggers anchored °C

width to the river bed

unreported (n=32)

Fricke et al. 2015

Two sections of Aircraft / Image IR 4 8 - 12 Buoys with MD −1.36 ±

the river Rhine 8800 by InfraTec temperature 0.16°C.

of 237 km long loggers at 1 m

and 150 to 500 depth (n=7) y = 0.93 x -1.81

m river wide
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Study object Platform /
Sensor

Resolution
(m)

Wavelength
(μm)

Validation
method

Accuracy of 
remote sensing
measurement

Fullerton et al. 2015

Entire rivers Aircraft / Different 0.20 - 0.44 8 - 12 Instream Onset MAE 0.44 ±

varying from 50- TIR sensors (similar thermal sensors 0.37 °C

645 km in USA wavelength range, (n = not

radiometric reported)

calibration and

sensitivity)

Iezzi et al. 2015

Aterno River in Ground / FLIR not 7.5 - 13 Portable not reported

Italy with 20 m Systems S65 HS reported thermometer

width portable thermal (n=9)

imager

Wawrzyniak et al. 2016

Ain River in Aircraft / Thermo 0.6-1.5 8 - 14 VEMCO loggers MAE 2.6±1.2

France with a 60 Tracer TH7800 and 7.5 - 14 at bottom of the °C

m width VarioCAM river bed (n=7)

This study

Side channel Sensefly eBee / 0.25 7-15 Onset MAE 0.81 ±

river Waal, of ThermoMAP thermometers at 0.60

755 m long and 10 (n=24) and 50 y = 0.7469 x +

max 40 m wide cm depth (n=4) 5.93 (R2 =0.97)

RSME 0.53 °C

 MAE = mean absolute error, MD = mean difference, RMSD = root mean squared difference
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